


  FLYING SAUCERS From the Inner Earth 

Evidence from Arctic Explorers Concerning the 

Existence of a Hollow Earth with Openings 

At the Poles into which Admiral  Byrd,  the Columbus who Discovered a New World,

penetrated for 2300, entering a Land of 

Mountains, Forests, Lakes, Rivers, 

Greenery and Animal Life - the 

Mysterious Land Beyond the Pole 

By Dr. Raymond Bernard (A.B., Columbia University, M.A., Ph.D., New York University) 

WHERE DO FLYING SAUCERS COME FROM? 

There are two major theories regarding the origin of the flying saucers: (1) the theory

that they come from other planets, and (2) the theory that they come from inside the

earth. 

For some years the former theory was the most popular one, and many books came out

about "space ships". Recently, however, foremost authorities on flying saucers, as Ray

Palmer, editor of "Flying Saucers" magazine, are inclining to the view that they come

from the hollow interior  of  the earth,  coming out through the polar  openings.  In the

following pages we shall present scientific evidence in favor of this latter conception as

against the belief that flying saucers come from other planets. 

There is not a particle of evidence in support of this theory of the planetary origin of the

flying saucers. We shall attempt to show in the following pages that it is false, and that

the true origin of the saucers is an advanced civilization existing INSIDE THE EARTH!

For, rather than being solid as was formerly supposed, the Earth has a hollow interior

with  openings  at  the  poles  through  which  saucers  fly  back  and  forth  between  the

external and the internal atmosphere of the Earth. 

In support of this conception is the remarkable experience of Admiral Byrd, who flew for

1700 miles beyond the Pole and into this opening, where it became warmer the further

he went in, observing forests, Takes, rivers, animals and green vegetables, and the fact

that  a  mass  visitation  of  flying  saucers  took  place  right  after  the  Hiroshima atomic



explosion, which is much better explained on the basis of the theory that they came

from the interior of the Earth than that they come from other planets. People of other

planets  would  certainly  be  less  worried  about  the  effects  of  atomic  explosions  in

poisoning our atmosphere than inhabitants of the Earth's interior, who derive their air

from the outside (through the polar openings). Also is visitors from other planets came

here for purposes of observation, they would not send regular fleets of flying saucers

traveling in mas's formation, obviously to attract our attention, nor would flying saucers

have such a predilection for our military airports, to be observed by members of the Air

Force. 

The  reasons  for  these  facts  are  as  follows:  Fearing  that  continuance  of  atomic

explosions, especially in event of a nuclear war, would poison the external atmosphere

sufficiently  to  dangerously  pollute  the  internal  atmosphere  inside  the  Earth's  hollow

center, to constitute a peril  to the lives of the inhabitants who depend on it for their

existence,  the Subterranean People,  as soon as the news of  the Hiroshima atomic

explosion reached them sent up fleets of their flying saucers in order to prevent such a

catastrophe, which would annihilate inhabitants on the outside of the Earth's crust as

well as those who live on the inside. To accomplish this, they decided to make their ex 

Istence known to surface inhabitants by coming conspicuously in fleet formation, so as

to attract as much attention as possible. Also, since reports from the Air Force would be

taken more seriously by Government leaders than those coming from laymen, flying

saucers purposely came near military airports, as in the case of the famous Capitan

Mandell  incident,  when  an  Air  Force  officer  chased  a  flying  saucer  until  his  plane

exploded. 

The purpose of all this was the following. By terminating the traditional secrecy that had

their existence from the eyes of surface dwellers and by convincing them that they are

members of a super race whose scientific development is vastly beyond our ann, the

Subterranean People hoped to later arrange meetings between their scientists and our

Government lea...r's. In order to convince the latter to immediately stop further nuclear

explosions and to destroy all atomic weapons. 

But the plan failed. Instead of recognizing their existence as a super for race coming to

help us, and, in spite of the undeniable evidence possessed by the Air Force, the U.S.

Government refused to acknowledge the existence of the flying saucers or to cooperate

with their efforts to avert a world catastrophe. Instead, military planes pursued flying

saucers when they came near military airports, obviously with intention to open fire on

them  and  down  them,  in  order  to  discover  the  secret  of  their  source  of  power.



Disappointed with their efforts to be friend and help surface humanity, the leaders of the

Subterranean  People  withdrew  the  fleets  they  formerly  sent  up  so  enthusiastically

during  the  early  period  of  flying  saucer  visitation,  leaving  just  a  few  scouts  in  our

atmosphere to conduct [?]measurements, so that subterranean scientists could adjust

their air purifiers to cope with the increased concentration of radioactive dust in the air

passing from the external to the internal atmosphere through the polar openings. 

The above seems to be a much more reasonable explanation of the origin of the flying

saucers and the reason for their visitation following the explosion of the first atomic

bomb in  Hiroshima in  1945  than  the  interplanetary  hypothesis,  which  leaves  many

questions unanswered. First of all those who claim that flying saucers came from other

solar systems cannot explain how they could have arrived here so soon after this atomic

explosion took place, since other solar systems are many light years away, and it would

take years for the flash of the explosion to reach them. Also, who should they be so

worried about  atomic explosions on earth,  even if  they would eventually  poison cur

'atmosphere, 

for this could not affect them in any way? On the other hand, it certainly would endanger

the inhabitants inside the Earth's hollow interior, who had sufficient reason to send their

fleets of  flying saucers up to befriend us in order to protect themselves by convincing

us to stop further nuclear explosions. 

But there are many other arguments against the interplanetary hypothesis of the origin

of the saucers. It does not explain how, under entirely different geological, chemical,

atmospheric,  gravitational,  climatic  and  other  conditions  planets  millions  of  miles

away.could develop living beings so much 11ke us in structure, appearance, language

and ideas as the "Venusians", for example,  that Adamski met in the "spaceship" he

visited. 

Ever since H. G. Wells, wrote his "War of the Worlds", it was generally believed both by

scientists and science fiction writers that people of other planets were entirely different

from us  in  structure,  psychology,  language  and  in  every  other  characteristic.  Wells

depicted Martians as mechanical monsters. It was generally believed that it would be a

rare coincidence that other planets would develop forms of live similar to the human

form as this planet has done, : but rather other strange creatures entirely unlike us. 

Perhaps that is why, when saucermen were described by observers as not only looking

like us, having a stature similar to our own, and even speaking our language without a

foreign, or rather "interplanetary" accent, these reports were considered as fantastic or



fraudulent  by  the  scientific  world,  and  rightfully  so,  since  it  is  inconceivable  that

inhabitants of other planets could be so much like us as saucermen seem to be. And

when Adamski described the reception he was given during his visit to a Mother Ship,

where he was received and treated as he would be in the drawing room of some high

class hotel, the similarity between the appearance, social behavior, language, ideas and

mannerisms of the so-called "Venusians" and ourselves should start us wondering and

questioning. 

It seems much more likely that the people Adamski and other observers saw and met,

who claimed to have come from other planets, were really members of our terrestrial

race who had transferred residence to the Subterranean World in the hollow interior of

the world, and were employed by these people as flying saucer pilots, under orders to

never reveal their Great Secret and to pretend that they came from other planets and

that their craft is a "spaceship". The reason for this is obvious, and the same as the

reason why the surface world has been kept in almost total ignorance of the existence

of a superior civilization and a super race, far beyond us in its scientific development,

inhabiting the hollow interior of the earth. The reason is that the land area of this New

World  is  greater  than  on  the  surface,  where  the  area  occupied  by  ocean  water  is

greater, and that if surface governments learned of the existence of this new territory,

not recorded on any map, they would make a mad rush to be the first of acquire it. They

would forget their race into space and instead start a race into the hollow interior of the

earth, sending armies of ice breakers and military forces equipped with atomic weapons

into  the  "land  beyond  the  Pole",  where,  as  Admiral  Byrd  reported  there  is  green

vegetation, mountains, lakes, rivers and animal life. This would lead to a war among the

rival nations trying to claim this territory first, and a still worse was between the surface

people and the Subterranean People. The former would use atomic weapons, while the

latter  would  use  a  form of  energy  at  their  command more  destructive  than  atomic

energy, known as "vril",  which they project  in the form of Death Rays, which cause

atomic disintegration and the transformation of matter into energy or radiations, causing

their attackers to disappear. 

Dt the Subterranean People are pacifists and vegetarians, as Bulwer Lytton correctly

described them to be in his "The Coming Race"; and it was to avoid such a war that

they kept their existence and whereabouts a secret and ordered all flying saucer pilots

to pretend that they came from Mars, Venus, or other planets out in space and that they

were "spacemen" traveling in "space ships". And gullible people who contacted them

accepted their bluff. 



If some flying saucers came from inside the Earth then there is every reason to believe

that they all did, for otherwise it would be far-fetched to assume that the mass visitation

that followed the Hiroshima explosion was composed of both visitors from inside the

earth and visitors from outer space who all arrived at the same time. Did they previously

communicate with each other by extra long distance radio telephone and arrange to

meet here at this time? If so, those who came from other planets would have to time

their date of departure so that they arrived simultaneously with those who come from

inside the earth, who required just a few hours' travel at most. 

That would be preposterous! Either they all came from other planets or all came from

inside the earth. And if they came from different planets and all arrived at the same time,

a similar situation would arise whereby they would have to leave at different times to all

arrive simultaneously. And why should they come? Can we imagine that superior beings

who were advanced enough to build flying saucers have nothing to do but make foolish

trips through space in order to take some flying saucer writers on trips to their planet? If

they were so advanced in scientific development to be able to create flying saucers

when they should also have telescopes so powerful that they could behold what was

happening here without the need to send fleets of space ships here. 

If  they come for purposes of  observation, a single interplanetary super Sputnik with

television transmitters could do the job. All these arguments militate against the theory

of  the interplanetary origin of  the flying saucers.  we are left  with one and only one

conclusion:  SAUCERS  COME  FROM  THE  EARTH'S  INTERIOR  AND  FROM  NO

OTHER PLACE! If some came from there during the post Hiroshima visitation then they

all came from there at this time. We cannot believe that saucers. from various parts of

the  universe,  as  well  as  from  in  side  the  Earth,  held  a  Cosmic  Reunion  in  our

atmosphere  right  after  the  Hiroshima  explosion  by  prearranged  appointment.  If  so,

some of them would have to have left before the explosion occurred in order to arrive

here at the same time as the subterranean saucers which left soon after! 

In  the  following  pages  the  author  hopes  to  smash  to  pieces  the  popular  idea  that

saucers come from other planets-an idea fit only for teenage readers of science fiction

magazines, and unworthy of a mature intelligence, and to present scientific evidence to

prove that (1) the Earth has a hollow interior with openings at the poles, and (2) the

flying saucers originate in this hollow interior, where lives a super race whose scientific

development is vastly ahead of our own. You may now ask: "If such a race exists there,

why do our scientists know nothing about them?" 



The answer is obvious. They regard us as "mechanized barbarians" whom it would be

dangerous to contract or to inform of their existence for which reason the saucer pilots

they  sent  up  were  instructed  to  pretend  that  they  were  "spacemen"  who  came on

"spaceships from other planets. By means of this bluff, which so many flying saucer

"experts",  as  Adamski  and  the  rest,  gulibly  swallowed,  the  Subterranean  People

guarded the secret of their whereabouts so that no power-mad militarists would send an

army of ice crackers through the North Polar opening with intention to invade and attack

them and force them to project etr Death Rays that would disintegrate the atoms of

which their would be attackers were composed and cause them to disappear. 

SCIENTIFIC EVIDENCE THAT THE EARTH IS HOLLOW WITH 

OPENINGS AT THE POLES 

In 1906,  Walter  S.  Rockey Company of  New York published a remarkable book by

William  Reed  entitled  "The  Phantom  of  the  Poles".  This  book  deserves  far  more

attention that it received. It seems to have been deliberately suppressed by those who

had a special readon why the information it contains regarding "the land beyond the

Pole should not  be made public:  "Reed offers the following bibliography,  containing

reports of Arctic explorers, in confirmation of his theory that the Earth is hollow in its

interior and not solid as commonly supposed and that there are openings through the

crust at the poles, which connect the hollow interior with its outer surface: "Three Years

of Arctic Service", Charles Scribner's Sons, New York, "Northward", F.A. Stokes Co.,

copyright 1902, Rockwood, New York, "Farthest North", copyright 1897 by Harper and

Brothers, New York. 

"IN CONCLUSION" Page 282 - Quoted in Full 

"The earth is either hollow or it is not. What proof have we concerning the latter? Not

one  tota,  positive  or  circumstantial.  On  the  contrary,  everything  points  to  its  being

hollow. If it be so, and there are burning volcanoes in the interior, would you not see

great lights reflected on the icebergs and the clouds, just as other great fires reflect the

light? Would not great clouds of smoke and dust be seen - the same as from any other

burning volcano? That is what all the explorers have witnessed - low dark clouds rising

from the ocean, or at the edge of the ice. Nansen (an Arctic explorer) said: "Let us go

home! What have we here to stay for? Nothing but dust, dust, dust!" 

"Where could such dust come from - so bad that it was one of the great annoyances in

the heart of the Arctic Ocean, if it did not come from an exploding, burning volcano? 

"If the earth be hollow, would it not be warmer in winter and cooler in summer (as we



enter the polar opening?) Arctic explorers say that a north wind in winter raises the

temperature, while a south wind lowers it. As an opposite fact, in summer a south wind

raises the temperature and a north wind lowers it. That is just what would occur if the

winds come from the interior of the earth. Again, if the earth is hollow, it could not be

round, inasmuch as the opening would take from its roundness in proportion to the size

of the opening. A11 now agree that the earth is flattened at the poles. Also it is warmer

the farther one goes north or south. Why is this the case ? 

"There is but one answer,  and that is that the earth is hollow and is warmer in the

interior  than  on  the  exterior.  As  the  wind  passes  out  in  the  winter,  it  warms  the

atmosphere.  If  the  earth  be  solid,  neither  science no  reason furnishes  any  rational

theory why it should be warmer as one passes north. Every known theory is against

such a conclusion. As soon as you adopt the belief that the earth is hollow, perplexing

questions will be early solved, the mind will be satisfied, and the triumph of sensible

reasoning will come as a delight never to be forgotten. 

INTRODUCTION 

"This volume is not written to entertain those who read for amusement, but to establish

and prove, so far as proof can be established and proved, a half  score or more of

mighty  truths  hitherto  not  comprehended.  This  may  seem  boastful,  but  when

understood, I hope it will not be so considered, for one day will unlock them all. 

"The problems to be solved are as follows: 

"1. Why is the earth flattened at the Poles? 

"2. Why have the Poles never been reached? 

"3. Why is the sun invisible so long in winter near the farthest points north or south? 

"4. What is the Aurora Borealis? 

"5. Where are the icebergs formed and how? 

"6. What produces the many tidal waves? 



"7. Why do meteors fall more frequently near the Poles and from where do they come? 

to 

"8. What causes the great ice pressure in the Arctic Ocean during still tide and calm

weather? 

"9. Why is there colored snow in the Arctic region? 

"10. Why is it warmer near the Poles than 600 to 1,000 miles away from them? 

"11. Why is ice in the Arctic Ocean frequently filled with rock, gravel, sand, etc.? 

"12. Does the compass refuse to work near the Poles? 

"Should I be able to give reasonable answers to the above questions - re plies that will

satisfy any intelligent person - the public will admit, I believe, that I have fulfilled my

task. Above all, I hope to be exonerated from trying to make others believe things in

which I place no credance. So sure am I that my solutions of the problems given are

correct that I am willing to stake all on their correctness. To me, the solutions given in

this volume are perfectly clear. I have thought over every possible objection, and all

statements are presented with certainty. 

"They have been taken up under separate heads, and thus furnish the reader with what

the  lawyers  would  term a  brief,  giving  authorities  on  whose  statements  I  base  my

opinion. The judges, in this case, will be the public, whom 

I hope to have on my side. 

"Before I do this I wish to acknowledge my indebtedness to the brave ,em who have

spent their  time, comfort and many, tieir  lives,  that all  might know the truth and the

geography of this wonderful world. Through their reports, I am able to prove my theory

that this earth is not only hollow, or double, but suitable in its interior to sustain man with

as little discomfort as on its exterior, and can be made accessible to mankind with one-

fourth the outlay of treasure, time and life that it cost to build the subway in New York

City.  The  number  of  people  that  can  find  comfortable  homes  (if  it  be  not  already

occupied) will be billions. 

GENERAL SUMMARY (Page 20) 

"I claim that the earth is not only hollow, but [?]  nearly all, of the explorers have spent

much of their time past the turning point, and have had a look into the interior of the

earth. When Lieutenant Greely was behold ing the mock sun at 120 degrees latitude, he



was looking into our sister world;  and when Nansen saw the square sun lined with

horizontal bars, he was gazing at what may be the future home of his daughter, then

two years old. 

"1. Why is the earth flattened at the Poles 7 As the earth is hollow, it could not be round,

is the answer to that. Again, the opening to the inter for would detract from its roundness

just in proportion to the size of the opening. 

"2.  Why have the Poles never been reached? No Poles exist,  in the sense usually

understood.  The  term,  "the  Poles",  will  be  used throughout  this  work,  however,  for

convenience sake, as covering the farthest point from the equator, so long sought for by

diverse explorers. 

"3. Why does the sun not appear for so long a time in winter near the supposed Poles?

Because during the winter the sun strikes the earth obliquely  near the Poles. Upon the

way round the curve, approaching the interior, the earth becomes hollow, and one sinks

a long way in. Hence the sun shines over him; it does not show up again until it strikes

that part of the earth more squarely and shines down into the basin. 

"4. Assuming that the earth is hollow, the interior should be warmer. We will produce

what  evidence we can to show that  it  is  warmer.  The ones that  have explored the

farthest will be the best judges. 

"5. We must now resort to the compass. Does it refuse to work when drawing near the

supposed Poles? 

"6. Meteors are constantly falling near the supposed Poles. Why? If the earth be solid,

no one can answer this question. If hollow, it is easier answered. Some volcano is in

eruption in the interior of the earth, and from it rocks are thrown into the air. (Magnetic

influences may attract the meteors toward the polar region - transcriber's note.) 

€7. Vast quantities of dust are constantly found in the Arctic Ocean. What causes this

dust? The volcanic eruptions. It has been analyzed and found to be carbon and from,

supposed to come out of some volcano. 

"8. What produces the Aurora Borealis? It is the reflection of a fire within the interior of

the earth. (Transcriber's note: The Aurora Borealis may be due to rays from the central

sun in the center of the earth as ref 

Tected on the night sky above the North Polar opening. Why are there Northern Lights

but no "Southern Lights"? Does this not mean that the South Polar opening through

earth's crust is closed by the ice of the frozen continent of Antarctica?) 



"9. Where are icebergs formed? And how?. In the interior of the earth where it is warm,

by streams or canyons flowing to the Arctic Circle, where it 

is very cold, the mouth of the stream freezing and the water, continuing to pass over it,

freezing  as  it  flows.  This  prevails  for  months,  until,  owing  to  the  warm weather  in

summer, the warmth from the earth, and the warm rains passing down to the sea, the

bergs are thawed loose and washed into the ocean. Icebergs cannot be formed on

earth, for the reason that it is colder inland than at the mouth of a stream. Hence the

mouth would be the last to freeze and the first to thaw. Under these conditions, icebergs

cannot be formed. 

"10. What causes tidal waves in the Arctic? Many are started by icebergs leaving the

place  where  they  are  formed,  and  plunging  into  the  ocean.  This  answer  is  given

because nothing else can produce one hundredth part of the commotion of a monster

iceberg when it  plunges into  the ocean.  (Transcriber's  note:  Except  an under-water

volcanic explosion which is rare compared to the tidal waves reported in the Arctic by

the explorers and which are frequent.) 

11. What causes colored snow in the Arctic region? Two causes: The red, green and

yellow are caused by a vegetable matter permeating the air with such density that when

it falls with the snow it colors it. This vegetable matter is supposed to be the blossom or

pollen of a plant. As it does not grow on earth, one can naturally believe that it must

grow in the interior. Black snow is caused by black dust, consisting of carbon and iron,

and supposed to come from a burning volcano. As no burning volcano is near the Arctic

Ocean, it also must come from the interior of the earth. 

"12. Why are the nights so long in the Arctic region? In winter, the sun striked the earth

obliquely in that locality, and in approaching the Poles, one passes down into the hollow,

thus shutting out the sun until it strikes the earth more squarely. 

"13. What causes the great ice pressure in the Arctic Ocean during still tide and calm

weather? One of  the great  annoyances,  as well  as dangers,  met.  with in the Arctic

regions is the ice-pressure.  This  is caused by different  conditions.  Reference is not

made to hummock or loose ice that grinds against the shore, or fast ice, but to the ice

that ships get fast in and drift with. Ice-pressure arises from Change of current caused

by the tide setting in or out, a strong wind with a sudden change, and in calm weather,

the  tidal  wave,  most  annoying  of  all,  for  it  comes  when  not  expected,  and  turns

everything, topsy turvy. The ice, accordingly, has no show and must break. A wind is

different. The whole moves along like a monster raft. The sea is covered, and cannot

rise, while the wind blows a perfect gale. This, when under cover in ship or hut, is but



little felt; but when a tidal wave puts in an appearance, things are different. The wave is

in motion long before it reaches the ice-field, and the force that keeps it moving is not

interfered with by the ice, which is lighter than the wave, else it would sink. When the

ice, therefore, is raised it must break, split and roar, but the waves goes on. 

"14. Why is the ice filled with rock, gravel and sand? These substances came from an

exploding volcano near where the iceberg was formed. As they fall during all seasons of

the year, they appear, of course, in all stages, from the time the stream first froze over

until the iceberg passed into the ocean." 

On page 26 is  a  picture of  the globe showing an artist's  conception of  the earth's'

interior. 'Below the picture, it reads: 

"The earth is hollow. The Poles so long sought are but phantoms. There are openings at

the  northern  and  southern  extremities.  In  the  interior  are  vast  continents,  oceans,

mountains and rivers, Vegetable and animal 1 fe are evident in this new world, and it is

probably peopled by races yet unknown to dwellers upon the earth's exterior." 

Chapter 1 is only three pages in length, and shows that the earth, being admittedly flat

at the Poles, ts in the right shape for it  to have openings in the Arctic and Antarctic

regions. 

Chapter 11 summarizes the experience of the explorers who very quickly ..::  passed

from the region of sunshine into the region of long nights, or the opposite. The sun there

is absent for abnormally long periods of time, which could not be the case if the earth

was round or even just slightly flattened at the Poles. The only explanation is that these,

explorers entered into the opening at the North Pole; and as they entered, the sun's

rays were cut off from them, to reappear only when it was high enough in the sky to

shine in. Nor did they penetrate far enough to receive the rays of the interior, smaller

sun in the center of the earth. 

Chapter 111 is devoted to the working of the compass as observed by all the explorers

who got  very far  north and that  this  strange action of  the compass is exactly  what

should be the case if the earth is hollow. An excellent drawing of a cross-section of the

opening with ships sailing both in and out had this caption under it: "This 111ustration is

presented to show how the magnetic needle works in passing into the interior of the

earth, and how the compass would lead explorers out again, they not knowing the earth

was hollow".[ ] quote Reed's words: 

"WORKING  OF  THE  COMPASS.  If  the  earth  be  hollow,  what  is  expected  of  the

compass? Anyone knowing anything about a compass knows that as soon as a ship



begins to turn, the needle will tip up as far as it can. To satisfy himself, let the reader

take any compass and tip it toward the south. The needle will drop as far as it can. Then

tip it north, and see how quickly it will rise to the glass on top. If the compass will work

like that in New York, who should it not do the same near the Poles? As soon as the

curve begins, which is prob about 55 to 60 degrees latitude, the compass. will try to

follow north,  and,  in  order to  do so,  will  rise to the glass at  the top,  as far  as the

adjustment permits. 

"Greely proved that when the needle was suspended on an un twisted silken thread, it

stood pointing nearly straight up.  That  was at  latitude 85 degrees;  at  90 degrees it

would be erect. That is just what would be expected if they were nearly at the turning, or

at  the  farthest  north  point.  On the  explanation  that  the  earth  is  hollow,  the  needle

worked just as it should have and if it worked differently, would have been wrong. 

"A compass, or magnetic needle, is controlled by one of the laws of the universe, and

when in order works accurately. If it does not seem right, it is better to halt and see if the

fault be not. elsewhere. The fact that the compass does not work, as some believe that

it  should,  is one of  the strongest  arguments in favor of  the theory that  the earth is

hollow, for had it pointed to the supposed north, it could well be claimed that if the earth

was hollow, the needle would not have pointed as it did. What seems therefore to be a

defective compass, turns out to be one of the powerful proofs, necessary to substantiate

a great truth. 

"As Greely's trip was for scientific purposes, great attention was paid to every branch of

it.  Let us note right here the observation of the magnetic needle, and see if we can

account for the unruly conduct of this little metal servant that has always proved such a

faithful friend of man. If the earth be hollow, and sailing in a direction that seems to be

north - but, as a matter of fact, down - while holding that course, you will sail round the

farthest point north, you gradually pass into the interior, and your head will  soon be

toward the north and your feet toward the south. This would be the exact position when

a ship or individual is halfway in or around the curve. The needle would then have to

point straight up. What did it do. Greely says on page 127: 

"For the uninitiated, it should be said that the object of these readings was to note the

declination of the magnetic needle. In the greater part of the world, the compass does

not point to the geographical pole, and the saying, true as the needle to the pole' is only

an inaccurate simile. The magnetic declination of any place is the difference between

the  geographical  pole  andthe  quarter  to  which  the  needle  actually  points,  and  is

measured in degrees to east or west. For instance, where the needle points to the true



west, the declination is said to be 90 degrees W., and when pointing to the southwest,

to the 135 degrees W. At Fort Conger, in 1882, the magnetic needle pointed between

the  west  and  southwest,  the  declination  being  100  degrees  13  minutes  W.  In  the

magnetometer,  a  small  magnet  freely  suspended by a single  fibre  of  untwisted silk

swings readily in any horizontal direction. This magnet at Conger was never quiet, nor

even on what are technically known as caom days, but swung to and fro in a restless,

uneasy way, which at various times impressed me with an uncanny feeling quite foreign

to my nature. As it swung to right and 

left,  its  movements were clearly  outlined on a fixed glass scale,  which served as a

background,  and  the  extreme  oscillations,  seen  through  a  small  telescope  by  the

observer, were recorded. In the other end of the building was placed, on a stable pier, 'a

dip-circle,  from  which  the  inclination  or  dip  of  the  magnetic  needle  was  hourly

determined. A magnetic needle. nicely and delicately balanced, in the middle latitudes,

assumes a nearly level position. At Conger, however, the needle, adjusted so that it can

move freely in a vertial plane shows a strong tendency to assume an upright position. At

a dip of 90 degrees, the needle would be erect. While at Conger, the inclination was

about 85 degrees.' 

Comment of Reed: "What made the needle so restless? So much so that it  caused

Greely such unpleasant emotions? If that needle was suspended in the middle latitudes,

it would, as he said, assume nearly a level position: Let 

us  see why it  takes that  position,  and perhaps we can then tell  why it  assumes a

different position when nearing the Poles. It  takes the level position because gravity

draws it down and the magnetic pole swings it round. When one is entering the curve of

the earth, the magnetic pole pulls one end of the needle up, toward a perpendicular

position. 

"By treating the earth as hollow, we have the solution of all the great mysteries - such as

tidal waves, ice-pressure. colored snow. open Arctic Ocean. warmer north, icebergs,

flattening  of  the  earth  at  the  Poles,  and  why  the  Poles  have  not  been  found,  the

supernatal giving way to the natural, as it always does with understanding, and relief to

mind and body. 

"In Volume 11, pages 18 and 19, Nansen writes about the inclination of the needle.

Speaking of Johansen, his aide, he says: "One day - it was Noy ember 24th, he came in

to  supper  a  little  after  six  o'clock,  quite  alarmed,  and said,  'There has just  been a

singular inclination of the needle to twenty-four degrees and, remarkably enough, its

northern extremity pointed to the east. I cannot remember ever having heard of such an



inclination." He also had several other inclinations of about fifteen degrees. At the same

time, through the opening into his observatory, he noticed that it was unusually light out

of doors, and that not only the ship, but the ice in the distance, was as plainly visible as

if it had been full moonlight. No aurora, however, could be discerned through the thick

clouds that covered the sky. It would appear the, that this unusual declination was in

some way connected with the Northern Lights, though it was to be east and not the

west, as usual.' Nansen's location at that time probably would have put the compass on

an angle of  forty five degrees, if  not more. Unless the needle was suspended on a

thread, where it could move independently, it might assume any position but the right

one.  What  influence makes  the compass  assume a vertical  position? (Transcriber's

note: The answer, of course, is that after one enters the opening at the Pole and travels

down instead of horizontally on the earth's surface, and is in "the land beyond the Pole",

the needle must necessarily point up, toward the north magnetic pole, rather than north,

as it did when one was traveling on the earth's horizontal surface.) 

Chapter  1v.  "AROUND THE CURVE".  "In  passing  round the curve leading  into  the

interior of the earth, it seems difficult for some people to understand how water can be

made to stay on the edge of the earth. Whether gravity is something in the earth that

draws, or something in the air that repels, I do not know, nor do I know anyone that

does. Gravity at the curve, or, at the turning into the interior of the earth, acts like a large

magnet. Take a magnet, bent in a circular form, and see if there be any difference inside

or outside. The experiment will show the attraction to be the same on either side. On

page  396,  Nansen  again  writes:  "Taking  everything  into  calculation,  1f  I  am to  be

perfectly honest, I think this is a wretched state of matters. We are now in about 80

degrees north latitude; in September we were in 79 degrees; that is, let us say, one

degree for five months. If we go on at this rate, we shall be at the Pole in forty-five, or

say fifty months, and in ninety or a hundred months at 80 degrees north latitude on the

other side of it (the Pole), with probably some prospect of getting out of the ice and

home in a month or 

two more. At best, if things go on as they are doing now, we shall be home in eight

years. 

"Whenever the explorers pass into the interior of the earth, as they have been passing.

they  meet  such  different  situations  that  all  are  puzzled  to  account  for  what,  under

conditions expected, would be plain and simple. This shows that there is something

going on entirely foreign to the ordinary fixed rules of the universe as man understands

them;  therefore  no  wonder  they  call  it  the  strange  land.  Everyone  that  has  spent



considerable time in the Arctic or Antarctic circles has met with conditions unexplainable

when based on the theory that the earth is round - each one easily accounted for,

however, when treated on what now seems a fixed fact, that the earth is hollow. 

"Greely's description on page 265 of passing round the curve of the earth is exceedingly

good and clear: The deep interest with which we had hitherto pursued our journey was

now greatly intensified. The eye of civilized man had not seen, nor his feet trodden, the

ground over which we were traveling. A strong, ernest desire to press forward at our

best gait seized us all. As we neared each projecting spur of the high headlands, our

eagerness to see what was beyond became so intense at times as to be painful. Each

point we reached, and a new landscape in sight, we found our pleasure not unalloyed,

forever in advance was yet a point which cut off a portion of the horizon and caused a.

certain disappointment. . 

"If greely and his companions were entering into the interior of the earth, they would

certainly find that the earth has a greater curve near the Poles than at any other place,

and as they passed over and around the farthest point north, each projection reached

would be followed by another which always seemed to take in a part of the horizon. This

just what they experienced." 

Chapter  IX.  "ROCK,  DUST  POLLEN  ON  ICE."  "When  it  can  be  shown  that  the

conditions are such that no Arctic icebergs can be formed on earth, then they must be

formed in the interior. If the material that produces colored snow is a vegetable matter

which the analysis shows), and is supposed to be a blossom or the pollen of a plant,

when none such grows in the vicinity of the Arctic Ocean, then it  must 'grow in the

interior of the earth; for if it grew elsewhere on earth, then the snow would be colored in

other locations as well, which does not seem to be the case. The dust, so annoying in

the Arctic Ocean, is also produced by volcanic eruptions. Being light, it is carried far

away by the wind, and when it falls on the ships it is disagreeable. When it falls with the

snow, it produces black snow, and when analyzed, is found to consist of carbon and iron

- supposed to come from some burning volcano. Where is that volcano? No record or

account of any near the North Pole is found, and if it be anywhere else, why does the

dust fall in the Arctic Ocean? 

"Various explorers report large rocks and boulders on and imbedded in the Icebergs.

These boulders are either cast there by the exploding volcano, or they are scraped up

as the bergs slide down the rivers in the Inner Earth. The dust in the Arctic is so heavy

that it floats in great clouds. It colors the snow black; it falls on the ships in such great



abundance  that  it  is  a  source  of  irritation.  Nansen  declares  that  it  was  one  of  his

principal reasons for wanting to go home. If the earth is solid, there is no answer to this

perplexing problem. "But if the earth be hollow, the eruption of volcanoes on the interior

easily can account for this dust." 

Chapter X1. "OPEN WATER AT FARTHEST POINT NORTH".. "It is claimed by many

that the Arctic Ocean is a frozen body of water. Although it always contains large bodies

of drift-ice and icebergs, it is not frozen over. The student of Arctic travels will invariably

find that explorers were turned back by open water, and many instances are cited where

they came near being carried out to sea and lost. What I wish to present to the reader,

however, is the proof that the Arctic Ocean is an open body of water, abounding with

game of all kinds, and the farther one advances, the warmer it will be found. There are

many cases of clouds of dust or smoke. Many fogs are reported in winter time. If the

earth  were  solid,  and  the  ocean  extended  to  the  Pole,  or  connected  with  land

surrounding the Pole, there would be nothing to produce that fog. It was caused by the

warin air coming from the interior of the earth. On page 236, Kane says: 'Indeed, some

circumstances which he (Mc Cary) reports seem to point to the existance of a north

water all the year round; and the frequent water-skies, fogs, etc., that we have seen to

the S.W. during the winter, go to confirm the fact." 

"There are many pages of reports of this open sea to the far north. Greely speaks of

open water the year round. If there be open water the year round at the farthest point

north, can any good reason be assigned why all have failed to reach the Pole? The men

that have spent their time, comfort and, in several cases, their lives, were all men more

than anxious to succeed, yet, strange to say, all failed. Was 'this because the weather

got warmer, and they found the game more plentiful? No, it was because there was no

such place. 

"Those  islands  -  passed  during  the  long  drift  and  travel  for  over  a  year  -  were

undoubtedly islands that had never been seen before. It is more than 

likely that Nansen and his crew were farther into the interior than anyone had previously

been,  If  they  for  one  moment  could  have  understood  that  the  earth  was  hollow,

conditions that seemed unexplainable and unaccountable would have been perfectly

clear, but as they never dreamed of that, it is not strange that they are constantly mixed,

and that currents and winds were always going and coming contracy to customs and

theories: 

"If Nansen was not sailing north, where was he sailing? He ought to have covered a



long distance, as he speaks of making nine knots an hour. Had he only. ade five knots,

the distance would have been nearly 2,000 miles, yet when he took his reckoning he

found  himself  in  latitude  79  degrees.  If  he  had  been  going  straight  north,  as  he

supposed he was, his sailing would have taken him over 12,000 miles past the Pole.

Allowing for loss of speed, owing to the strength of the currents, and dodging bergs and

floes, he would still have been beyond the Pole. This is the strongest proof possible that

the earth is hollow, and that there is no way of reaching the spot where the North Pole is

supposed tobe. It is apparent that he went a long way into the interior of the earth. 

"On page 229 he tells of losing sight of land entirely. 'In the course of the day we quite

Tost  sight  of  land,  and,  strangely enough,  did not  see it  again;  nor  did we see the

islands of St. Peter and St. Paul, though, according to the maps. our course lay past

them. This statement shows that the explorer and his men knew nothing about where

they were. If the charts showed that the islands mentioned above were on the ship's

course, they were wrong, or Nansen did not know where he was. 

"The  reader  will  note  what  he  says  in  regard  to  their  location,  'and  are  always

considerably west of our reckoning.' So far as knowing their exact position, they were, in

fact, Tost. 

"On page 228, he remarks that it was a strange feeling to be sailing away north in the

dark night to unknown lands, over an open, rolling sea, where no ship or boat had ever

been before. 'We might have been hundreds of miles away in more southerly waters, for

the air was so mild for September in this latitude.' They were surely in the interior of the

earth at that point. 

"Under  date  of  Sept.  19th  (the  following  day)  he  writes:  'I  have never  had such a

splendid sail. On the north, steadily north, with a good wind, as fast as steam and sail

can take us, and open sea mile after mile, watch after watch, through these unknown

regions, always clearer and clearer of ice, one might almost say, 'How long will this last?

The eye always turns to the north ward as one paces the bridge. It is gazing into the

future. But there is always the same dark sky ahead, which means open sea.' 

"The reader will notice that the appearance of the sky shows the condition of the surface

of  the earth.  This is due to the mirror sky,  a phenomenon of  the far  north not  fully

explained even today, but may be due to ice particles high in the sky acting like a mirror

and showing all explorers the conditions for many miles in all directions around them. 

"In regard to their good fortune in finding clear sailing direct, as they supposed, toward

the Pole, Nansen remarks, "Hendricksen answered from the crow's nest when I called



up to him, "They little think at home in Norway just now that we are sailing straight for

the Pole in clear water.' No, they don't believe we have got so far. And I shouldn't have

believed it myself if anyone had prophesied it to be a fortnight ago; but it is true.' 

"He regards it as such good fortune that he asks himself, "Is it not a dream?! Yet they

were no nearer the Pole than they were two weeks before. 

"He notes the phosphorescent water and the fish that looked 14ke glowing embers. He

saw an auk and later a sea-gull. Three weeks later he mentions that the water was still

open. 'Afar as eye could see from the crow's nest with the small  fieldglass, there was

no end to the open water.' 

"What puzzled him was the fact that after he had sailed from September 6th to 21st,

with hardly any interruption, there was so much southerly current and no ice. That would

lead to the impression there was no ice to the north, or it would have drifted with the

south-going current, and closed the vast body of open water he had sailed through. It is

evident that the ice in the Arctic is confined to the floes that come from the interior of the

earth. Another evidence that he had advanced far into the interior of the earth is the

quantity of fresh water he met. 

"After  all  the  foregoing  evidence,  is  it  possible  that  anyone  can  believe  that  the

respective oceans are frozen bodies of water? If they do not believe that these oceans

are frozen, who do the explorers fail to reach the Poles - if there be such places?" 

Chapter X11. "WHY IT IS WARMER NEAR THE POLES." One of the principal proofs

that the earth is hollow is that it is warmer near the Poles. If it can be shown by quoting

those who made the farthest advance toward the supposed Poles, that it is warmer, that

vegetation shows more life, that game is more plentiful than farther south, then we have

a reasonable right to claim that the heat comes from the interior of the earth, as that

seems to be the only place from which it could come. 

MIn 'Captain Hall's Last Trip', page 166, we read: 'We find this a much warmer country

than we expected...bare of snow and ice... We have found that the country abounds



with life,  and seals,  game, geese,  ducks,  musk-cattle,  rabbits,  wolves, foxes, bears,

partridges, lemmings, etc.' 

"Nansen draws special attention to the warmth and says, 'We might almost imagine

ourselves at home.' This was at one of the farthest points north reached by anyone, and

yet the weather was mild and pleasant. 

"It will be observed that these extremely strong winds from the interior of the earth not

only rise the temperature considerably in the vicinity of the Arctic Ocean, but affect it

very materially four hundred and fifty miles away. Nothing could raise the temperature in

such a manner, except a storm coming from the Interior of the earth. 

Greely states: 'Surely this presence of birds and flowers and beasts was a greeting on

nature's part to our new home.' Does that sound as if he had expected to find these

things there, or that their presence was an everyday occurence? No. It was written in.a

tone of surprise'. From what place had these birds and game come? South of them for

many miles the earth is covered with a perpetual snow - in many locations, thousands of

feet deep. They are 

found in that location in summer:. and as it is warmer farther north, they would not be 11

kely to go to a colder climate in winter. They seem to pass into the interior of the earth,

as far as suits their nature. Let me state that the mutton-birds of Australia leave that

continent in September, and no one has ever been able to find out where they go. My

theory is that they pass into the interior of the earth, via the South Pole. (Transcriber's

note: It is, however, a question whether the earth's south polar opening is open as is the

one at the North Pole, or covered by several miles of ice of the frozen continent of Amta

Arctica. The comparative absence of animal life at the South Pole, where pen quins are

the only inhabitants, might indicate that the entrance there is closed by ice.) 

Where could one go and find such an abundance of game as at the farthest point north

reached? The game is found there in summer. Can anyone tell where it goes in winter?

Greenland is covered with snow from one to ten thousand feet deep. If the game is

found at the extreme northerly points in summer, is it reasonable to suppose it would

migrate to a colder climate in winter? It would be better to stay where it is. Greely tells

us that the trails indicate that the musk-oxen make their winter quarters there. Since it

becomes warmer as they go north, instinct tells them not to go south in winter. And if



they do not go south, they must go into the interior of the earth. Nansen says (Vol. 11,

page 75): 'I cannot help believing that a land which, even in April, teems with bears,

auks and black guillemots, and where seals are basking on the ice, must be a Canaan,

flowing with milk and honey.' I am quite sure that the game passes into the interior of the

earth, as many of the birds are heavy, and not built for short journeys. Schwatka saw a

flock of four million auks - they darken the sky. 

Chapter  XV. "WHAT PRODUCES COLORED SNOW IN THE ARCTIC?" Why is the

snow colored in the Arctic regions? The snow has been analyzed, and the red, green

and yellow have been found to contain vegetable matter, presumably a flower, or the

pollen of a plant. The black snow has also been analyzed, and found to contain carbon

and iron, supposed to come from a volcanic eruption. But whence did they come? A

flower  that  produced  pollen  sufficient  to  permeate  the  air  with  such  density  that  it

colored the snow, would require a vast territory - millions of acres - to grow it. Where is

that to be found? It must be near the North Pole, for. If it grew elsewhere, colored snow

would be found at other locations, and not be confined to the Arctic regions. As no such

flowering plant is known on earth, we must look elsewhere. 

"The interior of  the earth is the only spot that will  furnish us with an answer to the

question. As the colors fall  at  different seasons, it  is fair to presume that the flower

matures at those seasons. It is also easy to find out where the black snow, frequently

mentioned by the explorers, come from. It comes out of an exploding volcano - of the

kind that covered Nansen's ship with dust. All unexplained questions could be easily

answered if one would believe that the earth is hollow. It is impossible to answer them

under any other theory. 

"Kane, in his first volume, page 44, says: 'We passed the Crimson Cliffs at Sir John

Ross in the forenoon of August 5th. The patches of red snow from which they derive

their name could be seen clearly at the distance of ten miles from the coast. It had a fine

deep rose hue, not at all like the brown stain which I noticed when I was here before. All

the gorges and ravines in which the snow had lodged were deeply tainted with it. I had

no difficulty in justifying the somewhat poetical nomenclature which Sir John Franklin

applied to this locality, for if the snowy surface were more diffused, as it is no doubt

earlier in the season, crimson would be the prevailing color.' 

"Kane speaks of the red snow as if it had a regular season in which to appear - as he

says, 'If the snowy surface were more diffused, as it is no doubt earlier in the season.'.

In another place he speaks of the red snow being two weeks later than usual. Now



taking the fact into account that the material that colors the snow is a vegetable matter,

supposed to be the blossom or pollen of a plant, and that no such plant grows on earth,

where does it come from. The time for its appearance must grow on the interior of the

earth. 

Chapter Xvi. "WHERE AND HOW ARE ICEBERGS FORMED?" As already states, it is

impossible for an iceberg to form at any place where it is warmest at the mouth of the

stream or canyon. If it be warmer at the mouth than farther in land, the mouth would be

the last to freeze ocer, and there would be no water to pass over the ice to make an

iceberg. If one was formed - it being warmer at the mouth - it would commence to thaw

there first, and where would water come from to break it loose and put it into the ocean?

I could not start until the whole length of the river was thawed Toose, and would then

have to come down as a whole, as there would be nothing to break it. It is simple out of

the question for an iceberg to form in any location yet discovered. On the other hand,

the interior of the earth - back from the mouth of rivers or canyons - being warmer, is

just  suited  for  the  formation  of  icebergs.  The  mouth  freezes  first,  and  the  river,

continuing to  flow to  the ocean,  overflows the mouth,  and freezes for  months,  until

spring. As the warm weather of summer advances, and owing to the warmth of the

earth, the bergs are thawed loose, the water from the rains in the interior rushes down,

and they are shoved into the ocean, and tidal waves are started. 

"Note the difference. On the outer earth, the whole length of a stream is frozen, and the

farther inland the harder the freezing, while in the interior of the earth, only the mouth is

frozen, and the open water is well supplied with rains to produce bergs. In the interior of

the earth, also, there is not 

only plenty of water to produce bergs, but .plenty to shove them into the ocean, while on

the out earth there isn't water for either purposes. 

"For the last three hundred years a fairly steady stream of explorers have been trying to

reach the Poles - Arctic and Antarctic - and no one has ever seen an iceberg leaving its

original location, and plunging into the ocean. Isn't it strange that no one has thought of



asking about the place of their origin? 

*What is to be found in the Antarctic Ocean to bear out the theory that icebergs come

from  the  interior  of  the  earth,  and  cannot  be  formed  on  earth?  Bernacchi  says:

"Bernechi  says:  'There  was  less  than  two inches  of  rainfall  in  eleven and one-half

months, and while it  snowed quite frequently, it  never fell  to any great depth. Under

these  conditions,  where  would  materials  be  found  to  produce  an  iceberg?  Yet  the

greatest one on earth is there - one so large that it is called the Great Ice Barrier, rather

than an iceberg. - being over four hundred miles long and fifty miles wide. It is grounded

in two thousand one hundred feet of water, and extends from eighty to two hundred feet

above water. 

"Now it would be impossible for this berg to form in a country having practically no rain

or snow. As icebergs are made from frozen water, and there 

is no water to freeze, 1t evidently was formed at same place other than where it now is.

The berg itself, being of fresh water, lies in mid-ocean of salt water, (Transcriber's note:

How could an iceberg be formed of fresh water in the midst of a sea of salt water?

Where did the fresh water come from? It could not come from a salt water sea. The only

explanation is that the fresh water came from rivers from the interior of the earth that

flowed toward the Arctic  Sea,  and when they reached there,  the lower  temperature

caused them to freeze, and as more water poured over the frozen part, it froze too, and

so icebergs were build up, until finally the flowing waters of the river pushed them into

the sea.) 

"How do I know that the great ice barrier came from the interior of the earth, and from

the kind of river described? First, it could not come from the exterior of the earth, as

bergs are not  formed there.  That  river  must  have been 2,500 feet  deep,  fifty  miles

across and from four to five hundred miles Tong, for those are the present dimensions

of the berg. The river had to be straight or the berg could not have passed out without

breaking. It  passed through a comparatively level country for the surface is still  flat.

Another proof that the interior of the earth is level near the Antarctic entrance is that

many of  the icebergs found in the Antarctic are long and slim. They are called 'ice

tongues', which indicates that they came out of rivers running nearly on a level. The

bergs found in the Arctic, on the other hand, are more chunky, indicating that they come

from a more mountainous country, where the fall of streams is more abrupt, causing the

bergs to be shorter and probably thicker. 

"When Bernacchi was voyaging in the Antarctic, he wrote: "During the next two days we



passed some thousands of icebergs, as many as ninety being counted from the bridge

at one time. There was very little variety of form among them, all being very large and

bounded  by  perpendicular  cliffs.  There  was  a  large  quantity  of  fresh  water  at  the

surface, derived from the number of icebergs." 

"How does this account accord with your notion of how icebergs are formed in a country

where Bernacchi reports less than two inches of rainfall in a whole year, and but small

quantities  of  snow? Where is  the water  to  come from that  will  produce such great

quantities of icebergs averaging a thousand feet in thickness, and many of them several

miles long? Those icebergs were on their way north - never to return - yet the ocean will

always be filled with them, as others will come from the place where they came. Where

is that place? There is no rain or melted snow to furnish the water to freeze into an

iceberg. Bergs can come from one place only - the interior of the earth. 

Chapter XV11. "THE TIDAL WAVE' The writer here repeats many descriptions of tidal

waves by various explorers. They go right through the great ice fields and lift the ice to

great heights and can be heard for miles in the distance before they reach the ship and

for miles after they pass beyond the ship. "Giant blocks pitched and rolled as though

controlled by invisible hands, and the vast compressing bodies shrieked a shrill  and

horrible song that curdled the blood. On came the frozen waves. Seams ran and rattled

across  them with  a  thundering  boom,  while  silent  and awestruck  we watched their

terrible prog ress.'. They were caused by some tremendous agency and I can think of

nothing  more  powerful  than  the  plunging  of  an  iceberg  into  the  ocean.  The  great

frequency of these powerful tidal waves seems to exclude the possibility of their being

caused by underwater volcanic eruptions." 

: 

A REVIEW OF THE BOOK, "A JOURNEY TO THE EARTH'S INTERIOR OR HAVE THE

POLES REALLY BEEN DISCOVERED?" 

BY MARSHALL B. GARDNER PUBLISHED AT AURORA, ILLINOIS IN 1920 

We must thank Mr. Ottmar Kaub, for the above condensation of Reed's book and for the



following summary of Gardner's work on the same subject which appeared fourteen

years  later.  Reed's  book  was  published  in  London  in  1906,  while  Gardner's  was

published  in  Illinois.  It  seems  that  these  two  men  reached  the  same  conclusions

independently,  and  this  independence  of  deduction  is  borne  out  of  the  fact  that,

although Gardner lists about 50 books in his bibliography, he does not list the book by

Reed, nor make mention of Reed, nor does either Reed or Gardener refer to any other

investigator who arrived at the same conclusions as himself. Kaub writes: 

"The photographs of these two men show strength of body and of character. They are

rugged, independent thinkers, men who arrive at their conclusions only after studying all

the available facts and then fearlessly declaring the log 

ical result. Under the photo of Gardner are the words:"Author of the theory of a central

sun within the Earth's interior." 

"Neither author tells anything of his own vocation nor how he became interested in this

subject,  or  who  paid  for  the  cost  of  publishing  their  respective  books.  Perhaps  an

investigation will disclose some valuable facts about these two men. Have there been

any other people who reached the same conclusions as Reed and Gardner, but who

never put their beliefs in the form of a book or article? What have been the true opinions

of modern explorers such as Amundson, Shakleton and Admiral  Byrd? And, what is

most important, what have recent explorers found - and concealed? Is there a well kept

secret - and if so, why? What is the reason for the race of twelve nations to Antarctica?

Why are submarines going to the north and claim to have traversed and geographical

pole under the ice? Are flying saucers coming from the interior of the Earth, as claimed

by some writers?. Have any surface inhabitants been taken to the Earth's interior on

flying saucers? If so, who are they? Will they contribute confirmation, based on actual

observations, of the conclusions of Reed and Gardner concerning the Earth having a

hollow interior? And a host of questions will arise if the interior is inhabited, as some

claim. Time may supply the answers." 

Gardner's book is 450 pages in length. With fifty books in his bibliography, he was most

thorough in his research. Gardner claimed that the Earth is a hollow shell approximately

800 miles thick in its crust, with an opening at each polar end of approximately 1,400

miles across. He says that the mammouth still  lives in the interior,  which is its true

origin. He points out that birds and animals migrate to the north to find warmer weather

in which to feed and breed. As explorers go north of 80 degrees north latitude, they find

the water becoming warmer due to a warm current coming from the polar region. 

They find red pollen on the icebergs and glaciers. And they find logs and other debris



washed down in these warm currents. 

Gardner writes: "That the musk-ox is not the only animal to be found where we should

hardly expect it, is evident from another note in Hayes' diary. When he was in latitude 78

degrees, 17 minutes, early in July, he says: 'I secured a yellow-winged butterfly, and -

who would believe it - a mosquito. And these I add to ten moths, three spiders, two

bumble bees and two fies. 

In many pages of evidence Gardner discusses the bright lights seen shining from the

polar caps of Mars, Venus and Mercury, and deduces that these planets ve all have

central suns shining through their polar openings. He claims that the earth has the same

and that the Aurora Borealis results from the projection of the rays of the central sun,

passing through the North Polar opening, on the night sky. 

Gardner  cites  the  valuable  observations  made  by  Greely,  who,  in  1881,  began  his

"Three Years of Arctic Service", as he called his book. 

In the preface to this book, Greely tells us that the wonders of the Arctic regions are so

great that he modified his actual notes made at the time, and understated them rather

than lay himself open to the suspicion of exaggerating. That the Arctic regions are so full

of life and strange evidence of a life farther north, that an explorer cannot describe it all

without being accused of exaggerating, is surely a very strange thing if those regions

only lead to a barren Pole of everlasting ice. 

Greely reports birds of an unknown species, butterflies, flies and temperatures of 47 to

50 degrees and plenty of willow to make fires, also much fresh driftwood. He found two

flowers different from any that he had ever seen. 

Gardner  states  that  he  spent  twenty  years  in  research  before  publishing  his  book.

Gardner's greatest contribution is that of the central sun, which he proves conclusively

is the source of the aurora and of the possibility of plant and animal life in the earth's

interior - and human life as well. As indicated above, Gardner claims that all planets are

hollow and possess central suns. As a result of centrifugal force, their rotation during

their early formation when yet molten, caused their heavier constituents to be thrown

toward their outer surface to form a crust, leaving the interior hollow, while a portion of

the original fire remained there to form a central sun, also, the force of their rotation and

movements through space caused openings to form at their polar extremities. 

Mr. Ottmar Kaub, Dr. Marlo's secretary, who has had access to surviving rare copies of

Reed's  and  Gardner's  books,  both  of  which  mysteriously  disappeared  and  became



unknown to the world,  whose excellent  compilation of  their  data made possible  the

above  summary,  says  that  since  both  Reed  and  Gardner  used  the  same  source

materials, which is the reports of Arctic explorers, and since both came to the same

conclusions, there is no need to burden the reader by repeating what has already been

said in reference to Reed's book. Kaub hopes that those who have visited the interior of

the Earth by means of  flying saucers and observed the central  sun, which Gardner

never saw, because he was never there, and who conversed with advanced scientists

there  who  are  the  creators  of  the  flying  saucers,  will  verify  Reed's  and  Gardner's

theories. Dr. George Marlo, director of the UFO World Research Organization, whose

secretary Mr.  Kaub is, has done just that.  We will  consider his experiences in Tater

pages. 

Why have Reed's and Gardner's books become so rare that it is practically impossible

to obtain a copy, it being by the rarest good fortune that Md. Kaub  Found copies of

each book which he read and which provided the basis for the above reports? Because

there exist a land area not recorded on any map, which is pearly equal to or perhaps

greater than the entire land area of the Earth's surface-this uncharted land area being

on the inside of the Earth's crust in its hollow interior. Naturally any government that

learned about this vast territory would have ambitions to be the first to enter it and claim

it, for which reason it would make every effort to keep this information secret, so that no

other government might learn about it and claim this new territory first. This may explain

the reason for the mysterious disappearance of Reed's and Gardner's books, and why,

when Admiral Byrd, years later, flew by plane into the North Polar opening for 1700

miles into "the mysterious land beyond the Pole", which was not shown on any map,

and saw mountains,  forests,  green vegetation,  rivers,  lakes  and animals  there,  this

remarkable discovery was hushed up and forgotten too. Dr. George Marlo, writes: 

"Marshall B. Gardner was right in 1920 when he wrote his book. On Aug. 3, 1894, Dr.

Fritjof Nansen was the first man in history to reach the Inner Earth. Dr. Nansen got lost

and was big enough to admit it. He was surprised at the warm weather there. When he

found a fox track, he knew it was lost. 

"How could a fox track be here?", he wondered. That puzzled him. Had he known that

he had entered the opening that leads to the hollow interior of the Earth and that this

was the reason why. the further north he went the warmer it got, he would have found

not  only  fox  tracks  but  later  tropical  birds  and  other  animals,  and  finally  human

inhabitants of this "land beyond the Pole". Into which Admiral Byrd penetrated for 1700

Miles by plane and which completely mystified him. 



Theodore Fitch wrote a booklet, "Our Paradise Inside the Earth", based on the works of

Reed and Gardner. He said that during the last century, a sea captain, who traveled due

north, curved inward into the interior of the Earth, though he thought he was heading

toward the North Pole. Fitch says that around the curve, inside the Earth, there is a ring

of ice. Here the sea ended and they were blocked by an ice pack, which was very high,

wide and deep. They could have landed and gone on further on foot, but no one ever

did.  Fitch believes that men could fly over these huge ice barriers, which was what

Admiral  Byrd did,  when he penetrated by airplane for  1700 miles into this area not

shown on any map. 

Fitch writes: "Both William Reed and Marshall Gardner declare that there must be a

land of paradise, with an ideal tropical climate, on the other side of the mammoth ice

barrier. Both men are of the opinion that a race of little brown people live in the interior

of the earth. It is possible that the Eskimos descended from these people. Reed's and

Gardner's writings, prove that the temperature on the inside of the earth is more even

than on the outside, being warmer in winter and cooler in summer. Also, 'there is much

more rain, but it is never cold enough to snow. They claim that the opening in the earth

is much greater in the south than in the north. (Author's note: This may be true but the

absence of "Southern Lights" to correspond with Northern Lights, and the absence of

the human and animal population of the Arctic Region, would indicate that the South

Polar opening must be covered by the Ice of the frozen continent of Antarctica, which is

many miles deep.) 

"Most explorers have sailed straight north until they went around that 800 mile curve.

Not one of them knew that they were on the inside of the earth. 

These explorers found things exactly opposite from what they expected. As they sailed

north, the north wind became warmer and warmer, Except for strong, dusty, warm winds

once in a while,  the weather was mild and pleasant.  Except for fce bergs from the

interior, the sea was open and the sailing good.  

"They saw countless square miles of good land. The further north (really south) they

went, the more grass, flowers, bushes, trees and other green vegetation they saw. One

explorer wrote that his men gathered wight different kinds of flowers. Also that they saw

sloping hills covered with green vegetation and more birds and animals than can be

seen anywhere on earth. 

"Another write said they saw all kinds of warm weather animals and millions of tropical

birds. They were so thick that a blind man could bring down one or more birds with one



shot. The lovely scenery of both sky and land was more mag nificent than anything ever

seen on the exterior of the earth. Each explorer wrote about the majesty and grandeur

of the aurora or Northern Lights. It is claimed that the Northern Lights really result from

the light of the central sun inside the earth shining through the opening at the North

Pole. 

"William Reed says that the center of  gravity is strongest about halfway around the

curve on the way to the interior of the earth. The gravitational pull there is so strong that

the salt water and the fresh water from icebergs won't mix. The salt water remains a few

feet below the fresh water. This enables one to obtain fresh drinking water from the

Arctic Ocean. 

"Around the curve, inside the earth, there is another ring of ice. It is called the great

massive fresh water ice pack, or ice barrier. Each winter, this ring of ice is formed from

fresh water flowing from inside the earth toward the outside. During the winter months,

billions of tons of free-flowing fresh water coming from rivers, flowing toward the outside

of the earth through the opening that connects it with the inside freeze at their mouth.

This causes mountains of ice. In the summertime, huge icebergs, miles long, break off

and float to the outside of the earth, COMPOSED OF FRESH WATER, not of salt water.

Where did this fresh water come from except from rivers of the inside of the earth? ALL

water on the outside there is salty. 

"Most writers on the subject claim that the interior of the earth is inhabited by a race of

small brown-skinned people and also say that the Eskimos, whose racial origin differs

from that of other races on the earth's surface, came from this subterranean race. One

explorer declared that those known as the Arctic Highlanders came from the interior of

the  earth.  When the  Eskimos were  asked where  their  forefathers  came from,  they

pointed to the north. Some Eskimo legends tell of a paradisiacal land of great beauty to

the north.  Eskimo legends tell  of  a  beautiful  land of  perpetual  light,  where there is

neither  darkness at  any time nor  a too bright  sun.  This  wonderful  land had a mild

climate,  where large lakes never freeze,  where tropical  animals roam in herds, and

where birds of many colors cloud the sky, a land of perpetual youth where people live

for thousands of years in peace and happiness. There is a story of a British king called

Herla, whom the Skraelings (Eskimos) took to a land of paradise beneath the earth. The

Irish have a legend about a lovely land beyond the north where there is continuous light

and summer weather. 

"The  ancient  writings  of  the  Chinese,  Egyptians,  Hindus  and  other  races,  and  the



legends of the Eskimos, speak of a great opening in the north and a race that lives

under the earth's crust, and that their ancestors came from this paradisiacal land in the

interior of the earth. 

"Gravitational pull is strongest around the curve from the exterior to the interior of the

earth. (Author's note: If the earth has a hollow center, the center of gravity is not the

geometrical center of the earth, but the center of the solid crust, to which inhabitants

both above and below would adhere, and also it would be greatest inside the opening

between the outer and inner surface.) a 150 pound man would probably weight .300

pounds haile sailing around the curve. (Author's note: This is probably why airplane

travel is more difficult in this region and why no planes have yet reached the earth's

interior. It is claimed that only flying saucers can make the trip successfully.) When he

reached the inside of the earth he would weigh only about 75 pounds. This is because

less force is needed to hold a body to the inside of a hollow ball, in motion, then to hold

it to the outside. (Author's note: This is due to centrifugal force produced by rotation. ). 

In these icebergs (that come out from the earth's interior) the mammoth and other huge

prehistoric tropical animals have been found. These animals were frozen so suddenly

with the coming of  the Ice Age that they still  have green grass in their  mouths and

stomachs. Tropical trees loaded with fruit have been found. Siberia and islands of the

north have great ivory deposits from huge mammals that lived there when the climate

was still tropical, before a shifting of the earth on its axis suddenly turned it frigid." 

Fitch asks those who do not believe that the earth is hollow in its interior to answer the

following questions: 

"Can you produce proof that any explorer ever reached the so-called north or south

pole? 

"If there is no such thing as 83 to 90 degrees latitude ON earth, then how could one

reach or fly over the North Pole? 

"If the earth is not hollow, then why does the north wind in the Arctic get warmer as one

sails north beyond 70 degrees latitude? 



"Why are there warm northerly winds and an open sea for hundreds of miles north of 82

degrees latitude? 

"After 82 degrees latitude is reached, why is the needle of the compass always agitated,

restless and balky? 

"If the earth t's not hollow, then why does that warm wind carry more dust than any wind

on earth? 

"If  no  rivers  are  flowing  from the  inside  to  the  outside,  then  why  are  all  icebergs

composed of fresh water? 

"Why does one find tropical seeds, plants and trees floating in the fresh water from

these icebergs? 

"If not all the fresh water icebergs positively do not come from any place ON earth, as

would be impossible unless we assume the existence of river's flowing from the inside

to the outside, then where do they come from? 

"If the inside of the earth is not warm, why do millions of tropical birds and animals go

further north in the winter time? 

"Why does the wind from the north carry more pollen and blossoms than any wind on

the exterior? 

"If it is not hollow and warm inside the earth, then why does colored pollen color

the snow for thousands of square miles? 

"Could it be that pollen from millions of acres and colored flowers causes the snow to be

red, pink, yellow, blue, etc.? 

Though this book was written in 1920, back in 1912, Marshall B. Gardener constructed

a working model of the earth, according to his theory, which he later reproduced in his

book as a diagram, below which appears the following explanation: 

"Showing the earth bisected centrally through the polar openings and at right angles to

the  equator,  giving  a  clear  view  of  the  central  sun  and  the  interior  continents  and

oceans." 

William L. Blessing published a booklet in which he reproduced the above diagram, as

well as other diagrams in Gardner's and Reed's books, whose views be restated as

follows: 

"The earth is not a true sphere. It is flat at the poles, or I should say it begins to flatten



out at the poles. The pole is simply the outer rim of a magnetic circle and at this point

the magnetic needle of the compass points straight up. As the earth turns on its axis.the

motion is gyroscopic, like the spinning of a top. Let us say then that the outer gyroscope

pole is  the magnetic  rim of  a  circle.  Beyond the  rim,  the earth  flattens  and slopes

gradually like a canyon into the earth's Interior. The true pole in the exact center of the

cone is perpendicular, for this point is the exact center of the opening or hollow into the

earth's interior. 

"There never has been a pole to pole trip made around the earth. The distance from

pole to pole on the earth's surface is about 16,000 miles. The circumference from pole

to pole would be 32,000 miles, while the circumference at the equator is exactly 24,899

miles: 

"The total surface of the earth is 197 million square miles. The estimated weight is six

sextillions of tons. If the earth had a solid core, the weight would be much greater, and if

the  earth  were  solid  through and through,  the  ebb and flow of  the  tides  would  be

impossible. 

"The old idea that the earth was once a solid or molten mass and that at the center is

still molten iron must be discarded. Since the shell of the earth is about 800 miles thick,

that would mean that the molten iron core would be more than 7000 miles in diameter

and 21,000 miles in circumference. Im possible! 

"Likewise, the old idea that the deeper into the earth the hotter it becomes must also be

discarded. It is radium and radioactivity that produces the heat in the earth. All surface

rocks contain minute particles of rad tum. (Author's note: As against the belief that the

deeper we go in the earth the hotter it becomes, so that its center is a fiery mass, it is

more probable that  heat  increases until  we reach the level  of  greatest  radioactivity,

where volcanic lava forts, which is the level of intensest hear, after passing which, heat

progressively  diminishes the deeper  down we go,  until  we reach the earth's  hollow

interior.) 

The following interesting facts support: the idea of the earth having a hollow interior with

openings at the Poles: 

1. Since the North Pole is warmer than the South Pole, the former being covered with

ocean and comparatively less ice, which is steadily melting and diminishing', whereas

the South Pole is covered by the frozen continent of Antarctica, with ice' two miles deep

and steadily increasing in amount, these facts, like the occurrence of Northern Lights



without there being "Southern Lights", may be explained by the North Polar opening

being free and permitting the passage of the rays of the central sun to heat this area,

while in the case of the South Pole, lower temperatures that prevail there, with resulting

blocking of the opening by ice, accounts for this difference and also for non-occurrence

at the South Pole of seals, polar bears and other animals that came from the earth's

interior, as well as Eskimos, who also are supposed to have had such as origin. 

2. The phenomenon of ocean waves and their steady ebb and flow, is explained by a

circulation of ocean water through the polar openings, passing from the outer to the

inner surface and vise versa, their rocking, undulating motion being produced by the

combination of this circulation and the earth's various motions. While lunar magnetism

may explain tides, it does not account for the 

constant back-and-forth rocking of ocean water. 

3. It is interesting to note that while there is soil found in the North Polar area, in the

Antarctic there is only ocean water and ice. The lower temperature of the South Pole

has caused a steady accumulation of ice, whereas the higher temperature at the North

Pole has melted the ice and left bare Tand visible. It is probable that at the South Pole,

ice has blocked up the opening. 

The writer  believes that  the truest  conception of  the structure of  the earth must  be

based on the idea that  in  its  early  formation,  perhaps  at  a  much greater  speed of

rotation,  when  still  in  a  liquid,  molten  state,  centrifugal  force  caused  the  heavy

substances in its interior - rocks and metals - to be thrown toward the outer periphery,

forming a solid crust about 800 miles thick and leaving the interior portion hollow, with

openings at the poles, while some of the original fire remained to form the central sun. 

From the evidence on hand we must come to the following conclusions, confirmed by

Arctic exploration: 

1. There is really no North or South Pole. Where the Poles are supposed to exist there

are really openings to the hollow interior of the Earth. 

2. Most flying saucers come from an opening beyond the North Pole, that is, from the

hollow interior of the earth. It is claimed that the direction of flight of saucers is mostly

north  and  south  for  this  reason,  since  they  come  out  and  return  back  to  a  polar

opening. 

3.  The  hollow interior  of  the  Earth  enjoys  an  ideal  subtropical  climate  of  about  76

degrees in temperature. 



4.  The so-called "Island in  the Sky",  seen after  one enters  the polar  opening,  is  a

reflection of  the Earth's  surface on the sky,  which acts  as a mirror,  a phenomenon

characteristic of the trans-Arctic region, which was observed by many explorers. This

"Island  in  the  Sky"  is  probably  what  Admiral  Byrd  referred  to  when  he  used  the

expression, "enchanted continent in the sky". The meaning of this strange expression

may be interpreted as follows. After you leave the polar area and enter into the North

Polar opening, what first strikes you is the Aurora Borealis, formed by the projection of

the light of the inner sun on the night wky of the Arctic region. You also see the "Island in

the Sky" or the "Water-Sky", which is a reflection of land below the sky, creating an

optical illusion of an island in the sky. 

5.  There is an outblowing of  dust from the interior of the Earth,  coming from active

volcanoes inside the polar opening.  This  dust greatly disturbed Arctic explorers and

discolored the snow and ice on which it settled. How there could be dust in this region,

and more dust the further north one traveled, could have no other explanation. 

6. It is claimed that the central sun, being smaller than our sun, is dim mer, even though

nearer, and looks blood red sometimes. 

7. The existence of a polar opening and land beyond the Pole is a Government top

secret, since the major nations are now secretly seeking an entrance into the interior of

the Earth through the North Polar opening. The big problem is how to get there alive... 

8.  There is a large population inside the Earth,  which composes a civilization far in

advance of our own, as shown by the fact that they use flying saucers for transportation.

It is claimed that the hollow interior of the Earth is a true paradise. 

9. Icebergs come from the interior of the Earth. Since they are composed of fresh water

they must  be formed from rivers coming from the interior  and reaching the surface

through the polar opening, freezing into ice as they pass from the warm temperature

inside to the cold region on the outside of the Earth. 

10. It is from the warm interior of the Earth that the progenitors of seals of seals, polar

bears, walrusses, mammoths and other Arctic animals originally came. The ancestors of

the Eskimos also came from this "mysterious land beyond the Pole", according to their

legends and traditions. Since there are no Eskimos, seals or polar bears in the Antarctic

region we must conclude that the opening there is more difficult of passage and the

temperature lower, as evidenced by the heavier ice formation there as compared to the

Arctic. 



ADMIRAL BYRD CONFIRMS REED'S AND GARDNER'S 

THEORY OF A NORTH POLAR OPENING 

In February 1947, Admiral Richard E. Byrd took off from an Arctic base and flew north to

the Pole.  He then kept  flying north beyond the Pole and was surprised to discover

iceless  lands,  lakes,  mountains  covered  with  trees  and  even  a  monstrous  animal

moving through the underbrush below! For almost 1700, miles the plan flew over land,

mountains, trees, lakes, rivers. After flying 

1700 miles he was forced to turn back because of his gasoline supply limit for the return

trip. He returned to his Arctic base. 

Not much was thought about this unusual observation at the time and the matter was

forgotten until December 1959, when Ray Palmer, in the issue of his magazine "FLYING

SAUCERS - THE MAGAZINE OF SPACE CONQUEST", called the world's attention to

Byrd's sensational report, which he interpreted to indicate that Byrd had actually entered

into the North Polar opening leading to the hollow interior of the earth, which was the

place, Palmer concluded, where flying saucers originate. 

Following the appearance of  Palmer's  magazine,  the other  outstanding authority  on

flying saucers, Gray Barker, editor of "THE SAUCERIAN BULLETIN", in.. his January

15, 1960 issue, seems to have become convinced also. Commenting on Palmer's report

on Byrd's observations, Barker writes: 

"According to Byrd's reported flight, he shouldn't have seen anything but '.. ice-covered

ocean or partially-open water. Yet Byrd saw trees and other greenery. According to the

globe, such a land just isn't there. 

"Palmer  next  discusses  similar  geographical  discrepancies  at  the  South  Pole,  then

draws an amazing conclusion: 

"THE EARTH IS NOT SPHERICAL : INSTEAD IT IS SOMETHING LIKE A DOUGHNUT,

though perhaps not so flattened. At each pole there is a huge opening, SO large that

when  one  travels  'beyond'  the  pole,  he  actually  enters  the  11p  of  the  hole  of  the

doughnut-shaped earth. If he traveled far enough he would travel through the 'hole of



the doughnut and emerge at the other Pole. 

"PALMER  FURTHER SUGGESTS THAT PEOPLE LIVE  ON THE INSIDE OF THE

EARTH, that such people emerge from the poles in flying saucers! 

"He promises to present the remainder of his proofs later, but in the present issue of

FLYING SAUCERS his case boils down to these main points: 

"(1) Measurements of areas at the North and South Poles are larger than you can find

room for on a map or globe, leading to the assumption that such areas extend down into

the doughnut'. 

"(2) Some animals, particularly the musk-ox, migrate north in the winter time, from the

Arctic Circle. Foxes are found north of the 80th parallel, heading north, and appear well

fed in a land where there is no food visible. 

"(3) Arctic explorers agree it gets warmer as one heads north. 

"(4) In the Arctic, coniferous trees drift ashore, from out of the north. Butterflies and bees

are  found  in  the  far  north.  Butterflies  and  bees  are  found  in  far  north,  but  never

hundreds of miles south of that point. 

"(5) Remains of mammoths, perfectly preserved, were found in Siberia, with the sparse

food of the sub-Arctic region in its stomach. Such food could not have supported the

animal. It must have come from the land beyond the Pole', Palmer postulates. 

"(6) Trouble with satellites shot over the South Pole bears out either the theory that fand

areas haven't been measured accurately, or that 'somebody' has been interfering with

them. 

"Personally, the editor has never exactly made up his mind as to where the saucers

came from. But he has always held a sneaking suspicion that when we ponder the

origin of them, we somehow may be overlooking something - overlooking the obvious. I

remember that the following idea has often come into my mind: 

What if there could be some unknown race, on some unexplored portion of the earth,

which is responsible for the saucers? Palmer's article started me to thinking along that

direction once again. 

 

  



"THE  INNER EARTH  EXPLANATION  WOULD  FIT INTO MOST,  IF  NOT ALL THE

FACETS OF THE SAUCER PICTURE. 

"Let us accept, for a moment, that such a people had existed inside of the earth for

thousands of years, even before man - or perhaps they seeded the outside with man.

Maybe they have constantly watched over him and guided him, occasionally sending

great teachers among him, occasionally assisting him with technology, giving rise to

what  we now call  'legends'.  Maybe  they  built  the  great  pyramid;  may  be  they  are

responsible for some of the 'miracles' reported in secular and religious histories. 

"Such people would probably possess the means to travel into space, to hold commerce

with peoples on other planets, even outside our solar system. Until man, their protege,

learned to be morally worthy, they would not wish to give him, suddenly, the knowledge

of their existence or secrets of their technology. 

When man, however, invented the atomic bomb, the people of the inner earth would be

greatly concerned about it.  Maybe they would fear contamination which could reach

them; maybe they would fear man could blow up the earth entirely: maybe they would

be concerned only with man's own welfare. 

"Halting or controlling man's propensity for destruction would be a delicate problem,

unless they would come out openly and inform him of their existence. Maybe they would

figure they would eventually have to do so, and began a slow process of indoctrination,

first merely letting him see the saucers flying around. When they learned man thought

the saucers were from space, they would pretend to be space people 'contacting him in

their  craft  and  trying  to  indoctrinate  him  with  peaceful  philosophy  (the  reader  will

remember  that  the  majority  of  'space  people  have  spoken out  strongly  against  the

Bomb)". 

After agreeing with Ray Palmer that the theory that the saucers come from the hollow

interior  of  the  earth  is  much  more  reasonable  than  the  interplanetary  theory,  Gray

Barker refers to the "Antarctic Mystery", namely the appearance of three men in black"

who hushed several  saucer editors who dared to announce the theory that saucers

came from a base in the Antarctic. One of these was A. K. Bender. On this point Barker

writes: 

"Maybe people like .Albert K. Bender have figured out the obvious, and the people of



the inner earth have stopped him. It would indeed be frightening to face three men who

could prove they were from the inside of the earth by being able to make some concrete

demonstration of that fact. 

"Those who have read my book ('They Knew Too Much About the Flying Saucers') will

remember that before being slushed up'.  Bender,  a New Zealand and an Australian

saucer group were charting the paths of the saucers, with the idea of projecting lines

and determining a a point of origin or rendezvous of the craft. Bender told Harold Fulton

of  Civilization Saucer  Investigation  he believed that  saucers  might  be  based in  the

Antarctic. F. Jarrold, of the Australian Flying Saucer Bureau, agreed with Bender, and

suggested they start what they would term 'Project X', concerned with charting the paths

of sightings. Right after that Bender clammed up, and Jarrold also complained of  a

strange visitor, and shortly thereafter abandoned saucer research." 

The significance of this was that the subterranean people who sent the flying saucers

up into our atmosphere to present its radio-active pollution to the extent of poisoning the

air they must breathe, which eventually comes from the outer atmosphere through the

polar opening, which was the reason for their mass visitation soon after the explosion of

the first  atomic  bomb in  Hiroshima,  in  order  to keep up the illusion that  they were

"spacemen" who came from other planets and to preserve the secret of their true origin,

i.e., the interior of the earth, silenced Bender and Jarrold lest they reveal this secret,

which, at the time, they did not want surface people, who, in comparison with them,' are.

"mechanized barbarians", to know. 

Ray Palmer and Gray Barker, leading flying saucer experts in the United States, are

therefore both convinced that saucers come from the interior of the earth and not from

other planets.as formerly supposed. But they did not originate this idea, which was born

in Brazil many years before. 

Professor Henrique de Souza, a Brazilian archeologist, esotericist and president of the

Brazilian  Theosophical  Society,  with  headquarters  at  Sao Lourenzo,  in  the  state  of

Minas Gerais, Brazil, where the Society has built an immense temple of Greek style

dedicated to "Agharta", Buddhist name of the Subterranean World, has man years ago

claimed that flying saucers do not come from other planets but from the Subterranean

World. Among the members of the Brazilian Theosophical Society who settled in Sao

Lourenzo were Commander Paulo Strauss of the Brazilian Navy and 0. C. Huguenin, a

writer. Both were students of Professor de Souza. 

Early in 1955, Commander Strauss delivered a series of lectures in Rio de Janeiro on



the subject  of  the flying saucer in which he affirmed categorically that they were of

terrestrial origin and did not come from other planets." He stated the startling conclusion

that they came from the.  Subterranean World,  the World of  Agharta,  as it  is  known

among Buddhists and Theosophists. His 04 lectures made such an impression that the

most popular Brazilian magazine, "O Cruziero", published three articles on the 5th, 12th

and 19 of February 1955, on his lectures, announcing to the world for the first time the

theory that flying saucers had a subterranean origin. 

Some time later, 0. C. Huguenin published a book on this subject, which he dedicated to

Professor  de  Souza,  the  originator  of  the  idea,  and  starting  off  with  a  report  of

Commander  Strauss  lectures,  entitled  "FLYING  SAUCERS  :  FROM  THE

SUBTERRANEAN  WORLD  TO  THE  SKY".  In  this  book  the  author  presents  the

astounding theory that flying saucers are really Atlantean aircraft, known as "Vimanas",

which once flew in our atmosphere and which, prior to the destruction of Atlantis, were

transferred to the Subterranean World, where they continued to fly in the earth's interior

atmosphere, appearing only occasionally in the outer atmosphere, and more frequently

in  ancient  times,  when  those  whom they  conveyed  to  visit  us  were  considered  as

"gods". Huguenin writes: 

"In the United States, George Adamski claimed to have been in contact with visitors in a

flying saucer who claimed they came from Venus. This is apparently in contradiction to

the statements of Commander Strauss (who maintained that flying saucers do not come

from other planets but from the interior of the earth)." Huguen in then goes on to say

that though the occupants of the flying saucer told Adamski they came from Venus, this

was just a bluff, for they really came from the Subterranean World but had a special

reason why they did not want to tell it to Adamski and so pretended that they came from

Venus. And the same is true of other saucer contacts reported by other writers. In each

case the saucers really came from the interior of the earth, but this fact was concealed

and it was pretended that they came from other planets. 

From the evidence on hand we must conclude that when people were taken on trips to

Mars and other places on flying saucers, they really traveled to the interior of the earth;

where exists an advanced civilization but were not told so, and instead were told they

were in Mars. The reason for this secrecy is obvious. The subterranean people do not

wish their  existence known to surface "barbarians",  or  to power-mad militarists  who



might attempt an invasion with atomic weapons. For security reasons, it was to their

advantage to maintain the bluff that they came from other planets. But since, according

to Dr.  Marlo,  leading governments  already know the secret,  there is  no longer  any

reason why it cannot be told to the public. However, the Government would rather that

these  important  facts  not  be  publicized,  fearing  that  some other  government  might

attempt the invasion before they do; and this explains the efforts of the Government to

suppress all  profs that flying saucers exist  and its consistent policy of  denying their

existence. The reason for this is to conceal the secret of their true place or origin. By

denying  their  existence,  there  would  be  less  chance for  their  place  of  origin  being

found. 

However, since the subterranean people have a civilization that is thousands of years in

advance of our own in scientific development and command a form of energy far more

powerful than atomic energy, the "vril" of Bulwer Lytton's "Coming Race", any attempted

invasion  must  fail,  since  the  subterranean  people  would  defend  themselves  by

projecting  their  Death  Rays  on  the  invaders  which  would  disintegrate  them  into

dissociated electrons, neutrons and protons, and cause them and their atomic weapons

to disappear. 

In  his  book,  Huguenin  claims  that  in  February  1955,  a  flying  saucer  came to  Sao

Lourenzo, which was seen by many Theosophists who live there, and then men of great

stature were seen to leave the apparatus and to salute Professor de Souza. He also

quotes John Martins, in his articles in "O Cruziero", who stated that Professor de Souza

had personally visited the Subterranean World. This was what he told the author when

'he visited him in 1957. 

Huguenin points out that the behavior of the flying saucers does not fit into the theory

that they are visitors from other planets.  If  they came from other planets,  Huguenin

says, they display "strange and incomprehensible con duct, when we consider how a

terrestrial  expedition  traveling  to  Mars  or  any  other  planet  would  act.  Certainly  on

reaching  its  destination,  it  would  endeavor  to  establish  cordial  relations  with  its

inhabitants. If so, who don't the pilots of flying saucers sent by Martians do the same, if

they possess a grade of civilization more elevated than our own. 

The answer to this question is that flying saucers came not for a mere "visit", but were

sent  by subterranean dwellers  in the hollow interior  of  the earth for  the purpose of

preventing further radioactive poisoning of our atmosphere, which would in turn poison

the air they receive from outside. That this theory is correct, is indicated by the fact that



the mass visitation of the saucers took place right after the Hiroshima atomic explosion

and constituted an act of self-preservation. The subterranean theory also explains better

than the interplanetary theory of the origin of the saucers why large fleets of saucers

appeared in our sky following the Hiroshima, explosion, their purpose being to attract

our attention and convince us of the fact that a superior race came to visit us, in order to

later convince us to suspend further atomic explosions so as not to contaminate the air

they breathe, which comes from our atmosphere through the polar opening. This also

explains why after their attempt 

to befriend us and convince governments of their existence failed, and after they were

pursued by military planes rather than being cordially received, the previous fleets of

saucers  were  withdrawn,  and  only  isolated  scouts  remained  in  our  atmosphere  to

conduct fallout measurements. Referring to the magnific ance of the fact that this mass

visitation took place only after the explosion of the first atomic bomb in Hiroshima and

never before, Huguenin writes: 

If the flying saucers came from Mars - in spite of all  the arguments we enumerated

which disproved this to be possible - why don't their pilots enter into direct and frequent

contact with humanity and didn't they do it before. since they had thousands of years in

which to do so?" Any why did saucers from Mars and other planets all decide to visit us

at the same time, though they had to travel different distances to reach us, would have

been impossible if they all commenced their journey when the flash of the Hiroshima

explosion  reached  them in  1945?  Since  this  would  be  impossible,  the  only  logical

explanation is that they all came from the same place - the earth's interior atmosphere -

coming out through the North Polar opening. Certainly the Hiroshima explosion of a

small atomic bomb could not be a source of worry and danger to inhabitants of other

planets millions of miles away, to cause them to come here in such great numbers so

soon after  the  occurrence of  this  explosion,  where  as  if  the  saucers  were  sent  by

subterranean people, all these facts are more reasonably explained. 

Another argument in favor of the subterranean theory and against the interplanetary 
theory of the origin of the saucers is the fact that if they came from other planets to visit 
us, they would have come and gone, and not have lingered for about fifteen years in our
atmosphere, which they did. This is explained on basis of the conception that most of 
the saucers are scouts sent up by the subterranean people to conduct fallout 
measurements, so that subterranean scientists may be kept informed of the degree of 
radioactive poisoning of our atmosphere, so that they might adjust their air purifiers 
accordingly. On the other had, if saucers came from other planets they would have no 
need to linger here so long or be so worried about our poisoning our atmos phere by our
nuclear explosions, which could not affect them in any way. 

Huguenin concludes his discussion with the following statement: "The hypothesis of the



extre-terrestrial origin of the flying saucers does not seem acceptable". He claims they

are of terrestrial origin; and since they did not come from any known nation, they came

from and unknown race of people; also, since they did not come from any known part of

the earth, they came from an unknown part of the earthinterior. Thus, a few years before

Ray Palmer and Gray Barker became convinced of the fact that flying saucers came

from the subterranean world and not from other planets, as they did in 1959, Huguenin

and Commander Strauss, in Brazil in 1955, held the same theory. 

According to Huguenin, flying saucers were Atlanteen aircraft which once flew in the

outer atmosphere prior to the destruction of Atlantis, and since then continued to fly in

the earth's interior atmosphere. While most of the Atlanteans perish when their continent

sank under the Atlantic Ocean, a certain remnant of the race survived by gaining access

to the Subterranean World,  bringing their  "vimanas" (flying saucers)  with them. This

occurred some 11,5000 to 12,5000 years ago. 

Thus there exist on and in this planet two races, an inferior race of mortal.men, who

were short-lived, who inhabited the earth's surface, and a sup erior race of superman,

called "immortal gods" by the ancients, who inhabit the earth's intertor. In ancient Pagan

times  they  frequently  contacted  surface  dwellers,  and  temples  were  built  for  their

occupany during their visits. But with the establishment of the Church of Rome, these

temples were destroyed and the existence of the "gods of the underworld' was denied.

Christian priests taught their followers that they were devils, evil beings who should be

av oided, and that they should worship only an invisible god in the sky. 

Thus the existence of a Subterranean World and its inhabitants became a Tost memory.

And just as religionists taught that it was an inferno of ever lasting fire, so scientists

preserved the error in their theory that the earth has a fiery core, basing this on the

flimsy evidence that the further down one goes, the hotter it becomes. Huguenin points

out that the increase of temper ature continues only until one reaches the level where

volcanic lava origin ates, but after one passes this, it gets cooler and cooler until the

hollow interior of the earch is reached. 

After presenting the argument that flying saucers do not come from other planets nor

from any existing nation on the earth surface, Huguenin concludes that they must come

from the Subterranean World, He states his conclusion as follows: 

"Finally, we must consider the most recent and interesting theory that has been offered

to account for the origin of the flying saucers: the exist ence of a great Subterranean

World with innumerable cities in which live millions of inhabitants...This other humanity



must have reached a very high degree of civilization, economic organization and social,

cultural and spirit ual development, together with an extraordinary scientific progress, in

com parison with  whom the humanity  that  lives on the earth's  surface may be con

sidered as a race of barbarians. 

"The idea of the existence of a Subterranean World will shock many peo ple. To others it

will sound absurd and impossible, for 'certainly' they would say, 'if it existed, it would

have been discovered long ago.' and there are plenty of other critics who would point

out that it  would be impossible for such an inhabited world to exist inside the earth

because of the belief that as one descends the temperature increases, on the basis of

which theory it is supposed that, since the temperature increases the further down one

goes, the center of the earth is a fiery mass. However, this increase in temper ature

does not mean that the center of the earth is fiery, since it might ex tend only for a

limited  distance  and,  as  is  the  case  with  volcanoes  and  hot  springs,  arise  from

subterranean cavities  located  at  certain  levels,  (below which the  temperature again

drops as one goes downward)... In accordance with the hypothesis that heat increases

as one descends through the earth's crust. this takes place only during a distance of

eighty kilometers (in the super ficial layer of the earth). 

"According  to  the  information  supplied  by  Commander  Paulo  Justin  Strauss,  the

Subterranean World is not restricted to caverns, but is more or less ex tensive and is

located in a hollow inside the earth, large enough to contain .cities and fields, where live

human beings and animals, who physical  structure resembles those on the surface.

Among its  inhabitants  are certain  persons who came from the surface,  who,  11 ke

Colonel Fawcett and his son Jack, descended, never to return. (Huguenin here refers to

the views of Commander Strauss and Professor de Souza on the controversial subject

of Colonel Fawcett's myster ious disappearance, claiming that they are still alive: In the

Subterranean World;  to  which  they  gained access  through a  tunnel  opening  in  the

Roncador  Mountains  of  northeast  Matto  Grosso,  and were  not  killed  by Indians  as

commonly supposed.) 

Huguenin  then  asks  how  these  marvelous  subterranean  cities  and  this  ad  vanced

civilization in  the earth's  interior  arose.  He claims that  its  build  ers  and most  of  its

present inhabitants were and are members of antediluvian races that once inhabited the

prehistoric polar continent of. Hyperborea, the Pacific continent of Lemuria (which was

submerged 25,000 years ago) and the Atlantic continent of Atlantis (which sank some

11,500 years ago). These are the race of gods or superman, whfch are the master race

of  the  Subterranean  World.  There  is  also  a  race  of  mortals,  which  came from the



surface, composed mostly of Oriental yogis and Tibetan lamas, who gained entry as a

result of a lifetime of striving and self-perfection through yoga practices. There are -

comparatively few Westerners there; and they are the great masters of past. 

history, including such illustrious characters as Pythagoras, Appollonius or Tyana and

Count Saint-German, whose deaths and burial places are unknown and who entered

the Subterranean World after being last seen. 

QUETZALCOATL, SUBTERRANEAN TEACHER WHO VISITED THE 

AZTECS AND MAYAS ON A FLYING SAUCER 

The name "Quetzalcoatl" means "winged serpent". The serpent symbolizes wisdom and

a winged serpent represents a flying teacher who visited the Aztecs of Mexico and the

Mayas of Yucatan and Central America on a flying saucer; and, after performing his

mission,  left  and  returned  back  to  the  Sub  terranean  World  from  which  he  came.

Quetzalcoatl was called God of the Wind, because he came through the air. He was

described as "a man of good appear-. ance and grave countenance, with white skin, a

beard and dressed in a long flowing white garment". Obviously this tall white bearded

subterranean Atlantean was a mere visitor among the short, brown-skinned, beardless

Quiches and Mayas whom he came to teach and help, and not a member of their own

race. However, this teacher of vegetarianism, pacifism and chastity, who was called an

Aztec Christ, made such a deep impression of these Indians, that he was not forgotten

for centuries after he left them on the same flying saucer on which he arrived. 

He was called by some Quetzalcoatl  and by others  Huemac,  because of  his  great

goodness. He taught the Indians the way of virtue by word and example. He forbade the

killing of any living creature or the eating of carcasses (meat). He introduced among

them the cultivation of corn and recommended it as a basic food in the form of tortillas,

which he taught them to make. These Indians owe their pacifistic traits to his influence,

for he taught them to abstain from the use of arms. He hoped to save them from vice

and gave them laws and a 

good doctrine  to  restrain  them from their  lewd and lustful  ways,  and he instit  uted

fasting,  vegetarianism  and  body  hygiene  among  them.  But  seeing  how  little  they

followed this doctrine, he vanished, telling them that some day he would return. 

When Cortez came to Nexico, one reason why he found it  so easy to conquer the

country  was  because  the  ruling  monarch,  Montezuma,  believed  that  he  was



Quetzalcoatl, who returned. One reason why Montezuma feared Cortez and be lieved

him to be Quentzalcoatl was because at the time of his arrival on the shore of Mexico a

fireball  gyrated over Mexico City. This was considered as an omen of the Return of

Quetzalcoatl , on a flying saucer, However, it seems that at this time à flying saucer, that

was mistaken for a comet, that threw forth sparks of fire, was seen to pass over the sky

of Mexico, at which time the temple of the war god was seen to blaze without apparent

cause. The priests tried to put the fire out, but the more water they poured on, the more

it blazed. Then a lightning stroke hit the statue of the very war god. The big "comet" ran

through the sky of Mexico, throwing off big sparks and leaving behind it a very long tail,

while the lagoon of Mexico City (which was built  on a lake) rose and botled in fury,

though there was no wind. The Spaniards took this to be a message from their God that

he looked with favor upon their ven ture to obtain this great land for purposes of making

ever greater numbers of Catholic converts. So while Cortez was not Quetzalcoatl,  it

seems some other Quetzalcoatl did return a board a flying saucer, but did not land. 

NEW LIGHT ON THE FAWCETT MYSTERY 

When the writer went to visit Professor de Souza, the great Brazilian authority on the

Subterranean World, he remarked that a few days ago he returned from one of his

frequent  visits  to the Underworld,  and that  he had visited Shamballah,  which is the

capital city of Agharta (Buddhist name of the Sub terranean World. Professor de Souza

had been a student of Buddhism.) 

The writer said he was anxious to visit  the Subterranean World and asked Prof.  de

Souza to tell him where the entrance was. Since this is a great secret never told to an

unknown person who did not prove he was worthy of trust that he would not reveal it to

the  unworthy,  Prof.  de  Souza  used  the  usual  subterfuge  by  claiming  it  was  in  the

Toneador  Mountains  where:  Fawcett  was  heading  when  last  seen  and  where  is

supposed to exist  the most  famous opening of  tunnels leading to the Subterranean

World, which is guarded by fierce Chavantes Indians, who will kill anyone whom they

suspected might mofest their gods who dwell therein. Prof. de Souza gave the writer a

password which he said would enable him to get through unharmed by the poisoned

arrows of the Indians. 

qSo the writer took a plane to Cuiaba, the last point where Fawcett left civ ilization some

years past, heading straight northeast to Roncador, accompan ied by his son Jack and

Indian guides. In cuiaba, chief city of central Matto Grosso, the writer met a missionary

who said he was posted in the Chav antes territory through which Fawcett passed on



his way to Roncador and that the Indians who killed him confessed the murder. But

nothing was said about Jack being killed. In Cuiabe at the time was a white Indian who

was supposed to be the son of Jack by an Indian mother. 

While the above evidence that Fawcett was killed seems conclusive, there are those

who believe he is still alive. On this subject, E.C. Fedrowisch, of LaCombe, La., writes: 

"As reported in the New York Times, April 4, 1951, it is believed that the Great Fawcett

Mystery is at it's end with his death at the hands of Kalop ages Indians near the Rio dos

Mortes  (River  of  Death,  on  his  way  to  Roncador)  in  Matto  Grosso.  Belongings  of

Fawcett  were exhumed and the jaw bone believed to be Fawcett's was sent to his

London dentist for identification. But no one in the papers said it was his.. 

"In 1925, Col.  H. P. Fawcett,  Jack and Raleigh Rimmel,  Jack's friend, went into the

jungles of Matto Grosso and disappeared. Everyone wanted to for get it, but it did not

stop there. 

"In May, 1930, Mrs. Nina Fawcett wrote a letter to Dr. Nandor Fodor, author of 'The

Haunted Mind', and she said: 'Yesterday I received a most inter esting communication -

a very long letter indeed - from a lady in an out-of way part of California - a stranger to

me up till now - who I believe is half American Indian. Anyway she is in close touch with

the Loas Pueblo Indians of New Mexico who are, as you probably know, masters of the

science of tele pathic communication. These Indians are very hurt at the imputation that

"the Fawcett party was killed by hostile Indians.' They say - and it is quite true - that Col.

Fawcett made friends with the Indians long ago, and once having won their confidence

and friendship, no Indian would ever harm him or his son and that is what I very firmly

believe myself. 

"I firmly believe that my husband and son are alive and are being prot ected, and that

they will get away some day, but when I know.not... Yes I have had information from

various friends in different parts of the globe, who claimed to have received telepathic

messages from Col. Fawcett, asking that the messages should be transmitted to me, as

he was not abor or permitted to communicate with me directly. 

"Around Christmas time I had no less than six messages giving 1931 as the year when

we would have important news of them. And yesterday that American Tad told me she

had received a message at dawn on May 7th from my husband' to be given to me and it

was to the effect that with certain training I could rec eive the messages myself from him

now.' 



"After that Mrs Fawcett got her own telepathic contact with her husband and she said

she was confident that the Colonel and her son would soon re appear with news of

tremendous scientific value to the world. 

"I believe that his son Jack was closer to the Subterranean People and that is probably

why  they  disappeared  in  Matto  Grosso.  Here's  the  reason.  Fawcett  was  not  just

exploring. He had something gicen by Sir Rider Haggard, author, which was an amulet

carved of black basalt, with a plaque on its chest inscribed with mysterious characters. It

was belfeved that it came from a lost prehistoric city, and that is what the Colonel was

searching for. This stone 1d91, had a peculiar property. Something like a strong electric

current would flow from it up one's arm, so strong and noticeable that some people had

to drop it hastity. No one could explain it until a medium who was able to sense the

history of the object just by holding it, claimed that the amulet was a portrait of a high

priest  in  Atlantis.  It  was  passed on  to  appointed  ones  until  it  would  come into  the

possession of a reincarnation of the person it portrays. I often wonder if Jack was the

owner of the amulet and is the high priest mentioned when Jack was born." (Just before

Jack's birth, prior to May 19, 1903, while Fawcett was waiting for his wife, Nina, to give

birth,Colombo,  Ceylon  he  was  approached  by  a  deputation  of  soothsayers  and

Buddhists who told him that he was to have a son who was reincarnated of a very

advanced spirit. He would be born on  Buddha’ anniversary, celebrated in Ceylon on the

19th of May.) 

SPACEMEN OR SUBTERRANEAN MEN? 

Since the Atlanteans were a race of giants, it is probable that the pilots of flying saucers,

some of whom are dwards and some our own stature, and evid 

ently of surface origin, are employed by them to make trips into our atmosphere and are

instructed to pretend to be "spacemen" for security reasons. True "spacemen" could not

look and talk so much like us. It would be the rarest possibility and contrary to all the

laws of chance for two different planets, composed of different chemical elements and

with different gravitation, clim atic, atmospheric and other conditions, could develop two

forms of life so id entical as these 'spacemen' and ourselves. These "spacemen" are

certainly far different from what H. G. Wells imagined Martians to be! 

What is the explanation for this remarkable similarity? These "spacemen" resemble us

because they are not "spacemen" at all. They are of terrestrial origin. If they were once

Germans  who  gained  access,  after  they  once  gained  access  to  the  Subterranean

World, they would continue to speak German, as some saucerman spoke. This would



be strange if they were "spacemen", because it would be difficult to explain why people

of other planets, who speak another 

language, should perfect their capacity to speak German when they came to visit an

English-speaking people. If their intelligence was so high, they should be able to speak

all languages if they spoke one. And how could they have learned German millions of

miles away, no matter how wonderful  were their  recording instruments making them

more or less omniscient. Besides, even if they learned German, they could not speak it

with an accent that only a nat ive born German could have. 

In the case of some saucers that crashed, small men were found among the wreckage,

who were claimed to be "small men from Mars", Bit this is a pure supposition, without

any  proof.  It  is  much  more  probable  that  the  subterr  anean  Atlanteans  employed

subterranean dwards as pilots of their flying sau cers. Writing 'in "the little brown men in

the flying saucers", Fitch says: 

Though smaller than we are, they are much stronger. Their grip is like a vice. One of

them could quickly overpower: a strong man. Their bodies are perfect in build. Both men

and women dress very neatly. Though not beautiful, they are nice looking. Not one of

them looks to be over 30 years old. They say they do not expect to die. (Since the

Eskimos claim that their ancestors came from within the North Polar opening. the land

beyond the Pole.  these small  brown men were  obviously  of  the  same race  as  the

ancestors of the Eskimos.) 

"It  would  take  a  book  to  record  the  conversations  that  have  taken  place  with  the

saucermen and women. Their speech is quick, sharp and right to the point. They seem

to be very, very intelligent. They talk freely and answer all questions, but they lie about

things they do not want us to know (such as claiming that they come from other planets,

when they really come from inside the earth). 

"Here are a few brief statements or claims made by the little men and women who live

inside this earth. They boast about their superior mentality and knowledge, and that

they excell us in creative ability. They say they are far ahead of us from the standpoint

of new inventions (of which flying saucers are only one, and perhaps not by any means

the greatest). For instance, they claim that their flying saucers are powered with free

energy' (meaning the el ectromagnetic energy of space, which is free and not like the

fuel used to supply our aircraft).  They claim that they obtain this free energy by ex

ploding certain atoms by action of the electromagnetic energy of space while 

in flight.. 



"They say they are thousands of years ahead of us in all of the arts, such as paintings,

sculpture and arche tectural designing. Also that they are a head of us in their domestic

and business management,  in  their  agricultural  tech niques,  and that  their  beautiful

landscapes, parks, flower gardens, orchards and farms vastly surpass our own. 

"They claim that they are far ahead of us in their knowledge of nutrition and in their diet.

They claim to live in luxury, yet have no class distin ction, and that there is no poverty or

crime among th e, nor need of police. (In this and in all  other respects they closely

resemble the subterranean race of advanced vegetarians described by Bulwer Lytton in

his boo, "The Coming Race", who possess a Utopian civilization, far superior to our

own.) They say that their saucermen know every language on earth. 

"They teach the same wicked doctrines taught by communism (advocating common

ownership and the abolition of private property,  competition and class distinction, all

working together for their common welfare. Since their doc trines are so much like that

of the communists, this may explain, why, while the U.S. Government refused to admit

their existence or have anything to do with themUSSR scientists were eager to make

friends with them, and the USSR Academy of Science and Space Research admitted

the reality of the flying saucers and claimed they came from Venus, and that some of

them crashed on earth and their pilots were killed. Since the Russians were more willing

to co-operate with them than other nations, they probably used the Russians to Taunch

a peace offensive for world disarmament, summit meetings, the banning of nuclear tests

and the destruction of nuclear weapons. It is due to their efforts that a nuclear world war

that would otherwise have occurred was prevented and that nuclear tests by the major

nations were stopped.) "They say we should get rid of nuclear bombs and armaments.

They say we should and will have one world government. They say that all their efforts

are for peace. They say that our peace is due to their efforts in our behalf. and that they

savus us from being plunged into a suicidal nuclear world war, and that we should look

to them for future guidance. 

"They say that they are from other planets, but we doubt it. (This is a bluff purposely told

to conceal the true where-abouts of their place of origin lest militaristic governments

start a race in their direction just as they are now racing in the opposite direction - into

space. Yet, rather than attemp ting to reach the barren moon, if they had any sense,

they would try to reach the New World inside the hollow interior of the earth, with a

larger land area than our own world. For while 75% of the earth's surface is covered

with water, and the present land area is only 55 million square miles out of a total area

of the earth's surface of 197 million square miles, Fitch claims that there are no oceans



in the interior comparable with those on the exterior of the earth; and if this is so, then

there must be three times as much land in the inside of the earth than on the outside,

capable of supporting three times its population, or rather much more, because while

the outer surface, with its cold winters, deserts and droughts, as well as ice-covered

polar areas, has only a limited surface and a limited season suitable for agriculture, the

Interior surface of the earth's crust, which has a climate of perpetual summer, adequate

rainfull  and  no  deserts  or  frozen  areas,  is  capable  of  much  greater  agricultural

production per square mile of land surface. And in the struggle of the major nations to

acquire this El Dorado and claim it  as their  territory,  a war would develop, not only

among them but  between the subterranean people and the surface invaders,  which

would be more terrible than any nuclear was could possibly be. It is to prevent such a

catastrophe that flying saucer pilots were ordered by their superiors to pretend that they

came from outer space and not from their true place of origin, the earth's interior.) 

A subterrean tunnel explorer wh9m the writer met in Santa Catarina told him about a

rare book he once came across, written in old German by one of the early German

settlers who came to Grazil with the Portuguesse, which recorded the traditions that the

Indians here acquired from the Atlanteans who once col onized Brazil. This book stated

that the earth is hollow and that its hollow interior is inhabited by descendants of the

Atlanteans, who compose a disease free, Tong-lived race of fruit-eaters, who enjoy a

longevity measured in the thousands of years. They are very muscular, In the colonized

Brazil, this book stated that the earth is hollow and that its hollow interior is inhabited by

descendants of  the Atlanteans.  In the center  of  the hollow interior  of  the earth,  the

author said, was a sun, which gave it light and supported plant growth. He also spoke of

tunnels  that  connect  the  outer  surface  and  the  Sub  terranean  World  in  the  hollow

interior of the earth, and stated that the great est number of openings of these tunnels

exist in the states of Santa Catarina and Parana, Brazil. 

That this is the case of the writer has verified after a two year stury of the tunnels and

alleged subterranean cities of Santa Catarina and Parana. After unsuccessful  trip to

Matto  Grosso in search of  the Roncador  opening,  on his  return to  Santa Catarina,

where he lives, he was surprised to learn that there are more genuine tunnel openings

here,  leading  to  subterranean  cities,  than  in  Matto  Grosso.  The  reason  for  this  is

because the suboceanic tunnels that went under the Atlantic and connected Atlantis

with the coast of South America struct land in Santa Catarina and Parans, after which

they connected underneath Brazil to Matto Grosso and then on to Atlantis's Inca colony

in Peru. The tunnel route then ran down the Andes to Chile. 



Let us quote further what Fitch says about the saucermen, who, he claims, have a

subterranean origin: 

"They say they know all the secrets of every government. They say they are of higher

intelligence and authority. In other words, they boast that they have authority over us,

since they are our superiors. They claim to be experts in mental telepathy. They claim

that they come from an antediluvian race (Atlantean). They say that they can become

invisible.  They say that  they know nothing at  all  about  Jesus,  and say our Bible is

mistranslated, mis interpreted and misconstrued. They say they can save man, not from

sin, but from hilself. They claim they are a race which has not fallen as we have." 

IS THE SUBTERRANEAN. WORLD THE TRUE SHANGRI-LA? 

The  following  article,  entitled  "Does  Shangri-la  exist?"  was  written  by  Professor

Henrique J. de Souza, President of the Brazilian Theosophical Soc iety, archeologist

and esotericist, in his magazine, "Dharana": 

"Among  all  races  of  mankind,  back  to  the  dawn  of  time,  there  existed  a  tradition

concerning the existence of a Sacred Land or Terrestrial Paradise, where the highest

ideals of humanity are realized. This ideal is found in the most ancient writings and

traditions of the peoples of Europe, Asia Minor, 

Indian, Egypt and the Americas. This Sacred Land, it is said, is made known only to

persons who are worthy, who are pure and innocent, for which reason it constitutes a

major theme of the dreams of childhood. 

"The road that leads to this blessed land, this invisible world, this esoteric and occult

domain, constitutes the master key to all the mystery teachings and systems of inftiation

of the past, present and future. This magic key is the "Open Sesame" that unlocks the

door to a new marvelous world. 

The old Rosicrucians designated it by the French word VITRION, which is the seven

first  letters  of  the  words  in  the  sentence:  VISITA  INTERIORA  RECTIFICANDO

INVENIES OMNIA LAPIDEM, to indicate that "in the interior of the earth is hidden the

true MYSTERY". The path that leads to this occult world is the Way of Initiation. 

"In Ancient Greece, in the Mysteries of Delphos and Eleusis, this heavenly land was

referred to as Mount Olympus and the Elysian Fields. Also in the eartliest Vedic times, it

was called by various names,  such as Tatnasanu (the peak of  the precious stone,)

Hemadri (the mountain of gold) and Mount Meru, (the home of the gods,) the Olympus

of the Hindus. Symbolically, the peak of the sacred mountain is in the sky, its middle part



on earth and its base in the Underworld. 

"The Scandinavian Eddas mention this celestrial  city (Shamballah) which was in the

subterranean Land of Asar of the peoples of Mesopotania. It was the Land of Amenti of

the sacred Book of the Dead of the ancient Egyptians. It  was the city of the Seven

Petals of Vishnu, or the City of the Seven Kings of Edom or Eden of Judaic traditions, or

in other words, the Terrestrial Par adise. In all Asia Manor, not only in the past, but also

today, there exists a belief in a City of Mystery full of marvels, known as SHAMBALLAH

(Shamb-Allah), Temple of the Gods). It is also the Erdamt of the Tibetans and Mongols. 

"The Persians call it Alberdi or Aryana, land of their ancestors. The Hebrews called it

Canaan and Mexicans Tula or Tulan, while the Aztecs called it Maya-Pan. The Spanish

Conquerors,  who  came  to  America,  believed  in  theex  istence  of  such  a  city  and

organized many expeditions to find it, calling it El Dorado or City of Gold. They probably

learned about it from the aborig ines, who called it by the name of Manoa or City whose

king weats Clothing of Gold. 

"By the Celts, the holy land was known as "Land of the Mysteries" Buat or Dananda. A

Chinese tradition speaks of Land of Chayin or the City of a Dozen Serpents. It is the

Subterranean World, which lies at the roots of heaven. It is the Land of Calcis or Kalki,

the famous Colchida for which the Argonauts sought when they set out in search of the

Golden Fleece. 

"In the Middle Ages, it was referred to as the Isle of Avalon, where the Knights of the

Round  Table,  'under  the  leadershp  of  King  Arthur  and  under  the  guidance  of  the

magician Merlin, went in search of the Holy Grail,  symbol of obedience, Justice and

immortality,  When  King  Arthur  was  seriously  wounded  in  battle,  he  requested  his

companion Belvedere to depart on a boat to the confines of the earth, with the following

words: "Farewell, friend and com panion Belvedere, and go to the land where it never

rains,  where  there  is  no  sickness  and  where  nobody  dies.'  This  is  the  Land  of

Immortality  or  Agharta,  the  Subterranean  World.  This  land  is  the  Walhalla  of  the

Germans, the Mount Salvat of the Knights of the Holy Grail, the Utopia of Thomas More,

the  City  of  the  Sun of  Campanella,  the  Shangri-la  of  Tibet  and the  Agharta  of  the

Buddhist World." 

ORIENTAL TRADITIONS CONCERNING AGHARTA, THE 

SUBTERRANEAN WORLD 

The late Russian explorer Roerich, who spent much of his life in the Himalayas and

Tibet, claimed that under the Tibetan capital of Llasa lies a tunnel that connects it with



the subterranean world capital of Shamballah, where is the palace of the King of the

World, who communicates his orders in this way to the Dalai Lama, his viceroy above.

The entrance to this tunnel is well guarded by Lamas, who have sworn to keep its actual

whereabouts an in violable secret never communicated to outsiders, by the order of the

Dalai Lama himself, who is the terrestrial representative of the ruler of the sub terranean

empire and paradise, which it is the goal of all lamas to reach. Roerich claimed that

somewhere  in  the  Orient  existed  a  shaft  reaching  far  into  the  earth,  by  which  the

Subterranean World of Agharta and its campital city of Shamballah, the heavenly city of

the Buddhist world, may be reached. ("Hail Agharta, thou champion of Shamballah", is a

favorite  Buddhist  expression.)  It  is  probable  that  Roerich's  ceaseless  travels  in  the

Himalayan regions, whose purpose he never revealed, were in order to find an entrance

to the Sub terranean World, for while he and his could have lived in comfort, he pre

ferred to endure the rigors of the intensely cold climate of the high Himalayas and Tibet

in order to pursue this quest until his very end. Another Slavic explorer who spent many

years  in  this  rugged and foreboding terrain,  and who was 11 kewise fascinated by

Oriental beliefs concerning Agharta and Shamballah, was the Polish scientist, Fernando

Ossendowski,  author  of  "Beasts,  Men  and  Gods",  in  which  he  presents  the  fullest

account yet given by an Western writer on this subject. From his book we gather the

following. 

Tébes  of  Inner  Mongolia  believe  that  the  Subterranean  World  of  Agharta  was  the

creation of an antediluvian civilization, which exists in the interior of the earth and is

reached by tunnels  that  connect  it  with  the surface through opernings that  exist  in

various  parts  of  the  world.  Tibetan  lamas  believe  that  underneath  the  American

continents live a vast population of survivors of the Atlantean catastrophe, who inhabit

subterranean cities,  which are connected with  each other by tunnels,  and also that

'suboceanic  tunnels  connect  the  var  ious  continents.  They  also  state  that  these

underground cities are illuminated by a green-yellow luminescence, wich aids under

ground  plant  life  there  and  length  of  human  life.  Through  these  tunnels  pass

subterranean vehicles that travel at incredible speed. 

Recently the Brazilian press and radio announced that a party of geolog ists and other

scientists entered one of the man tunnels that open on the tops of mountains here.

(evidently constructed by an antediluvian race of Atlant eans before the Flood, who did

not  wish  floodwaters  to  enter),  and  after  der!  scending  some  distance  came  to  a

subterranean city  Then a  sudden fright  seized the party,  and they fled  before  they

entered the city. They refused to return or to reveal what made them get frightened.



Perhaps the city was in habited and perhaps the inhabitants did not want to be molested

and prejected certain types of radiations on them. 

*. It is claimed that Atlantis was connected with its Egyptian colony by means of a tunnel

whose entrance was in a chamber below the Pyramid of Gizeh. The Egyptian Book of

the Dead said: "I am the offspring of yesterday, the tunnels of the earth have given me

birth and I am revealed at the appointed time." This refers to Egypt having been a child

of  Atlantis,  and  connected  with  the  Mortherland  by  suboceanic  and  subterranean

tunnels. The Book of the Dead also speaks of the tunnels of Ra". Osiris, the ruler of the

Underworld, was a subterranean god. He was probably an Atlantean king who had gone

under ground, to escape the Flood. 

A pilot of a transport from British Guiana to Dakar, Africa, one day saw that his ship was

following a great Panzar highway, with cities or villages every fifty miles or so, with the

sudden realization that they were under water and visible, due to the sea - being as

smooth as glass, some 500 miles off Dakar. 

In  the  chapter  of  his  book  referred  to  above,  entitled  "The  Subterranean  Empire",

Ossendowski writes of the Mystery of Mysteries, pertaining to the Sub terranean World

of Agharta and its capital city of Shamballah, where dwells the King of the World in his

palace, who, when he uttered his prophecy con cerning the future of the peoples of

earth, caused camels of his caravan to stop and open their ears, horses to become

immobile and attentive, cattle to bow down to the ground, birds to stop flying and dogs

to  bark.  "The air  vib  rated sweetly  and carried  from afar  the  music  of  a  song that

penetrated to the hearts of men, beasts and birds. "The wind stopped blowing and the

sun stood still in its course. Ossendowski writes:.. 

"The oldest inhabitants of the coast 'pf Amyl related to me an old legend according to

which a Mongolian tribe, seeking refuge from Gengis Kan, hid in a subterranean cavern.

Later a native who lived in the neighborhood of Nogan Kul lake showed me the door

that serves as the entrance to the kingdom of Agharta. Once a hunter entered this door

and visited the underground empire. and on his return began to relate what he had

seen. The Tamas cut off his tongue to prevent him from speaking about the Mystery of

Mysteries. When he was old, he returned to the entrance of the cavern and disappeared

into the subterranean world. 

"I. obtained from detailed information from the lips of Jelyl Dyamsrap de Narabanchi

Kure. He related the history of the arrival of the mighty King of the world and his leaving

the Subterranean World,  his  appearance,  miracles  and prophecies,  and only  then I



began  to  understand  this  legend,  this  hypnosis,  this  collective  vision,  however  we

interprete it, which envelopes more than one my stery, and is a real and governing force

capable of influencing the course of 

the political life of Asia. As soon as I realized this I commenced my invest igations in

earnest. 

"The lama Gelong, favorite of Prince Chultun Beyli, and the Prince him self, gave me

the following description of the Subterranean World: 

"More than six thousand years ago, a holy man, with his entire tribe, dis appeared into

the interior of the earth and were never again seen on the sur 

face. Many men, however, have since visited this mysterious realm: Sakya Muni, Nadur,

Gheghen, Paspe, Beber and others. Nobody knows where it is situated. Some say in

Afganistan, others in Indian. All its members are protected ag ainst evil and crime does

not  exist  within its frontiers Science has dev eloped in tranquility,  and no one lives

threatened by destruction. The suberr. anean people have reached the apex of wisdom.

It is a great empire consisting of millions of inhabitants ruled by the King of the Worid,

who commands alt the forces of Nature, can read the human soul and the great book of

destiny. Invisibly he reigns over eight hundred million subjects who are willing to obey

his orders. 

"Prince Chúltun Beyli  added:  'This  kingdom Is  Agharta  and extends through all  the

subterranean cavities in the entire earth. I have heard a lama sage tell Bogdo Jan that

all  the subterranean caverns  of  America are inhabited by  an ancient  race  that  has

disappeared from the earth's surface. These people and these subterranean cavities

are governed by chiefs who are under the supreme authority of the King of the World.

There is nothing surprising in this. In the two great oceans of the east and west ther

once existed two great contin ents. The waters submerged them and their inhabitants

found refuge in the Sub terranean World. The profound caverns are 111uminated by a

special form of light that permits the growth of cereals and vegetables, which give to the

sub terranean people a  long 11  fe  free from disease.  There exist  many  races  and

tribes.' 

"The Lama Turgut,  who accompanied me on my trip  from Urga to Pekin,  gave me

further information. The capital of Agharta is surrounded by villas in which 

live the great priests and wise men. It reminds one of Liasa, where is the palace of the

Dalai  Lama,  the  Portala,  which  is  on  top  of  a  mountain  covered with  temples  and

monasteries. The throne of the King of the World is among millions of incarnated gods.



The palace itself is surrounded by the resid ence of the Goros (high priests of the King

of the World), who dominate all the visible and invisible forces of the earth, and have in

their hands the 11fe and death of all men.. If our crazy humanity starts a war against

them, they can cause us to disappear from the earth, and to transform its surface, into a

desert. They can dry seas, alter the configuration of continents and change them into

oceans, and level mountains. At their command, trees and veget ation take on new

growth,  old  and weak  men are  rejuvenated  and the  dead return  to  life.  In  strange

vehicles, which we do not know, they travel with tremendous velocity through tunnels

that honeycomb the interior of the planet. 

"Certain Brahmans of India and some Dalai Lamas of Tibet ascended to the peaks of

the cordilleras, never before trodden by human foot, and they saw in criptions carved on

the rocks, footsteps in the snow and tracks made by the wheels of carriages. Sakya

Munt found on top of a mountain stone tablets whole letters showed a very advanced

age, and then he entered the realm of Agharta. There, in marvelous crystal palaces, live

the invisible rulers of the empire: the King of the World, Brahytma and his auxilaries;

Mahytma, who can read the future, and Mahynga. 

"These holy sages study the world and its forces. At times the most wise unite and send

delegates to places where human vision never penetrated. This was described by. Sash

i Lama, who lived for eight hundred and fifty years." 

"Has anyone seen the King of the World?", Ossendowski asked a lama. 

"Yes", answered the lama. "During the solemn feasts of primitive Buddhism in Siam and

India, the King of the World appeared five times. He rode in a mag nificent carriage

drawn by white elephants, enveloped with fine draperies in scribed with gold. The king

wore a white robe and on his head a red crown. He blessed the people where-upon the

blind recovered their vision, the deaf heard, the lame began to walk and the dead turned

in their tombs, Also, 150 years ago, he appeared in Erdeni Dzu, and visited the old

monasteries of Sakkt and Nara banchi Kure. 

"How many persons have entered Agharta?", I asked the lama. 

"Many',  he  replied,  'but  all  guard  the  secret  of  what  they  saw.  When  the  Oletos

destroyed Lhasa,  one of  their  regiments,  traversing the mountains of  the southeast,

came to the limits of Agharta. They learned certain myst erious sciences and brought

them up to the earth's surface. That is why the Oletos and Kulmucos are such good

magicians and fortune-tellers. Certain dark tribes of the East established residence in



Agharta for  several  centuries.  They were later  expulsed and returned to the earth's

surface, possessing the knowledge of fortune-telling by cards, herbs and the lines of the

hand. From these tribes came the gypsies. In the north of Asia is a tribe, which is be

coming extinct, that resided in marvelous Agharta . 

"Many times the priests of Urga and Lhasa sent embassadors to the court of the King of

the World. A certain Tibetan warrior, after a battle with the Oletos, came to a cavern on

which was the famous inscription: 'This door leads to Agharta," From the cavern came

out a fine-looking man who showed a golden tablet on which was writing in an unknown

language and said: 

*The King of the World will appear before men when will come the hour when the good

will  start  their  battle against  the evil,  but  that hour has not yet  come. The worse of

humanity have yet to be born.' 

"The baron Ungern sent as an ambassador to the realm of Agharta the young prince

Punzig, but he came back with a letter from the Dalai Lama of Llasa. The baron sent

him a second time but he never returned." 

PROPHECY OF THE COMING NUCLEAR ARMEGEDDON 

BY THE KING OF THE WORLD 

Delivered  in  1890  to  the  Lamas  of  a  Monstery  in  the  Far  East,  Predict  ing  the

Annihilation of all Inhabitants of the Earth's Surface and that its only Survivors will be

Those who Found Refuge from Radioactivity in the Subterranean 'World. 

The following prophecy by the King of the World was related to Ossendowski by the

Hutukta of Narabanchi, whose monastery he visited in 1921, who related the visit of the

King of the World to the lamas there a little over 30 years previously, when he delivered

the following prophecy of the Coming Nuclear Armegeddon and the Extermination of

surface humanity, leaving the earth inhabited only by its subterranean inhabitants. 

When will these direful events occur? Mayita, prophetess of Puerto Rico, and Lavagnini,

astrologer  of  Mexico City,  both point  to  1965 as the fateful  year  when the Nuclear

Armegeddon of World War III will both commence and be over with, followed by the

Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse, involving a Flood of Radioactive Fire followed by a

Flood of Water, which will purge and purify the earth's surface, leaving it devoid of life,

until eventually the subterr anean people will once more come up to the surface and

repopulate it. The prophecy of the King of the World, describing these events, was as



follows: 

6 day men will increasingly forget their souls and occupy themselves with their bodies.

The greatest corruption will reign on earth. Men will re 

semble ferocious beasts, thirsty for the blood of their fellows. The crowns of kings, great

and small,  will  fall.  There will  be a terrible war among all  the peoples of earth.  The

oceans will be red with blood. The surface of the earth and the bottom of the sea will be

covered with corpses. Empires will disintegrate; entire nations will disappear. Hunger,

disease and crimes for merly known will stalk the land. He who cuts off the arm of the

other will 

perish too. The ignored and the persecuted will survive and will attract the attention of

the entire world. There will be terrible fogs and storms. Mount ains will fall. The earth will

tremble. Millions will change the chains of slavery and humilitation for those of hunger,

disease and death. The high ways will be filled with multitudes atmlessly running here

and there in search of safety. The largest and most beautiful  cities will  disappear in

flames. 

"Father will  battle against son, brother against brother and mother against daughter.

Vice, crime and the destruction of body and soul will pro ceed without limit. Families will

break up and all fidelity and love will dis appear. From ten thousand men, only one will

survive  -  insane,  ankes,  hungry  and  without  strength,  who  will  not  know  how  to

construct a house or prepare his food. He will roam 11ke a ravenous wolf, devouring

cadavers and biting in his own flesh in desperation, cursing God. 

"The earth will be depopulated. Only night and death will reign. Then will arise a new

people hitherto unknown. With a strong arm they will uproot the weeds of insanity and

vice and will lead those who remain in the battle of good against evil. They will found a

new life on earth, purified by the   battle of good against evil. They will found a new life

of  earth,  purified  by  the  health  of  nations...The  people  of  Agharta  will  leave  their

subterranean caverns and once more will appear upon the surface of the earth." 

WORLDS BEYOND THE POLES AND THE MYSTERY OF ADMIRAL'S FLIGHT 

The  December  1959.  issue  of  "FLYING  SAUCERS"  magazine,  published  by  Ray

Palmer was mysteriously removed from circulation. When the truck arrived to de liver

the magazines from the printer to the publisher, no magazines were found in it. A phone

call to the printer resulted in his not finding any way-bill proving shipment to have taken

place. The magazines having been paid for, the publisher' asked that the printer return



the plates to the press and run off the copies due. But strangely, the plates were not

available, and were so badly damaged that no re-runs could be made. But where were

the thousands of mag azines that were printed and which mysteriously disappeared?

Why was there no way-bill? If  it  was lost and the magazines were sent to a wrong

address, they would turn up somewhere; But they did not. 

Thus 5000 subscribers did not get the magazine. One distributor,  who received 750

copies,  was reported missing,  and the 750 magazines disappeared with him,  which

were sent to him with the request they be returned if not delfy ered. They did not come

back. Since the magazine disappeared, several months later it  was republished and

sent to subscribers. 

Now, what did this magazine contain that caused it to be suppressed by some secret

agency? It contained a report of Admiral Byrd's secret flight over the North Pole in 1947,

based on information derived from Giannini's book "WORLDS BEYOND THE POLES",

published in 1959 by Vantage Press, New York. For some strange reason the publisher,

after printing the book, made no effort to advertise it, and it remained almost unknown

until Ray Palmer gave it publicity in his December 1959 issue of "FLYING SAUCERS",

which so strangely disappeared. It seemed that some black hand stopped the publisher

from doing anything about the book after he printed it. 

This  book  is  the only  published record of  an airplane flight  made by  Rear  Admiral

Richard E. Byrd beyond the North Pole in February, 1947. Now this word "beyond is

significant. It does not mean "across the North Pole to the other side, but means into an

unknown land, not recorded on any map, that is reached by traveling north, and, after

passing the North Pole, still going north, as Admiral Byrd is supposed to have done for

1700 miles, describing this flight, Palmer, in his suppressed Dec. 1959 issue of "FLYING

SAUCERS". des - cribed as follows what he called "the best-kept secret in history": 

"In February of that year (1947), Admiral E. Byrd, the one man who has done the most

to make the North Pole a known area, made the following statement: 

I’d like to see that land beyond the Pole. That area beyond the Pole is the center of the

great unknown." 

"Millions of people read his statement in their daily newspapers. And millions thrilled to

the Admiral's subsequent flight to the Pole and to a point 1700 miles beyond it. Millions

heard the radio broadcast description of that flight,  which was also published in the

newspapers.  Briefly,  for  the ben efit  of  our  readers,  we will  recount  that  flight  as it

progressed. When the benefit of our readers, we will recount that flight as it progressed.



When the plane took off from its Arctic base, it proceeded straight north to the Pole.

From that point, it flew on a total of 1700 miles beyond the Pole, and then retraced its

course to its Arctic base. As it progressed beyond the Pole point, iceless land and lakes,

mountains  covered  with  trees  and  even  a  monstrous  animal  moving  through  the

underbrush, were observed and reported via radio by the plane's occupants. For almost

all of the 1700 miles, the plane flew over land, mountains, trees, lakes, rivers. 

"What land was it? Look at your map. Calculate the distance to the Pole from all the

known Tands  we have  previously  mentioned  (Siberia,  Spitzberger,  Alaska,  Canada,

Finland, Norway, Greenland and Iceland). A good portion of them are well within the

1700 mile range. But none of them are within 200 miles of the Pole. Byrd flew over no

known land. He himself called ft 'the great unknown'. And great it is, indeed! For after

1700 miles over land, he was forced by gasoline supply limit to return, and he had not

yet reached the end of it! He should have been well inside one of the known areas

mentioned. He should have been back to 'civilization'. But he was not. He should have

seen nothing but ice-covered ocean, or at the very most, partially open ocean. In stead

he was over mountains covered with forests. 

Forests! 

"Incredible! The northernmost limit of the timber-line is located well down into Alaska,

Canada and Siberia North of that line no tree grows! A11 around the North Pole, the

tree does not grow within 1700 miles of the Pole! 

"What have we here? We have the well-authenticated flight of Admiral Richard E. Byrd

to a land beyond the Pole that he so much wanted to see, be cause it was the center of

the unknown, the center of mystery. Apparently, he had his wish gratified to the fullest,

yet today, in 1959, nowhere is that my sterious land mentioned. Why? Was that 1947

flight fiction? Did all the newspapers lte? Did the radio from Byrd's plane lie? 

"No, Admiral Byrd did fly beyond the pole. "Beyond?" 

"What did the Admiral mean when he used that word? How is it possible to go beyond

the Pole? Let us consider for a moment: Let us imagine that we are transported by

some miraculous means, to the exact point of the North Mag netic Pole. We arrive there

instantaneously, not knowing from which direction we came. And all we know is that we

are to proceed from the Pole to Spitz bergen. But where is Spitzbergen? Which way do

we go? South, of course! But which South? All directions from the North Pole are south! 

"This is actually a simple navigational  problem. All  expeditions to the Pole,  whether



flown, or by submarine, or on foot, have been faced with this problem. Either they must

retrace their  steps, or discover which southerly dir  ection is the correct  one to their

destination, whatever it has been deter mined to be. The problem is solved by making a

turn, in any direction, and proceeding approximately 20 miles. Then we stop, shoot the

stars, correlate with out compass reading (which no longer points straight down, but

toward 

the North Magnetic Pole), and plot our course on the map. Then it is a sim ple matter to

proceed to Spitzenbergen by going south "Admiral Byrd did not follow this traditional

navigational procedure: when he reached the Pole, he continued on for 1700 miles. To

all intents and purposes, he continued on a northerly course, after crpssomg tje Pole.

Amd weirdly, it stands on the record that be succeeded, for he did not see that "land

beyond the Pole' which to this day, if we are to scan the records of newspapers, book,

radio, television and word of mouth, has never been re visited! 

"That land, on today's maps, cannot exist. But since it does, we can only conclude that

today's  maps  are  incorrect,  incomplete,  and  do  not  present  a  true  picture  of  the

Northern Hemisphere. 

"Having thus located a great land mass in the North, not on any map today, a land

which is the center of the great unknown, which can only be construed to imply that the

1700 mile extent traversed by Byrd is only a portion of it .." 

Obviously, certain secret agencies considered the above-information suff icient reason

to suppress the December 1959 issue of "FLYING SAUCERS" in an effort to withhold

the information it contained from the public. Who are these agencies and why did they

wish to withhold this information, which, evidently, had already appeared in the press

and radio some years previously? Was it that the U.S. Government had its eye on this

unknown territory ever since Byrd first discovered it, and wished the matter hushed, so

that  it  could claim it  before the Russians;  and for  this  reason tried to suppress the

magazine from cir culation. 

Now in this connection, it is interesting to note that a certain flying saucer writers, as

Jarrold  and  Bender,  who  wrote  about  the  "Antarctic  Mystery."  namely  the  strange

concentration of flying saucers which were seen to ascend and descend from a certain

point in the Antarctic, were visited by "three men in black," who immediately muzzled

them and caused them to suspend further mention of this matter. Recently Dr. George

Marlo, director of  U.F.0.  World Research, reported that Buck Nelson, who has been

publicízing his flying saucer trip, was beaten up by these same "three men in black,"



who had threatened to beat Jarrad and Bender if they kept taling. A few days ago, Dr.

Marlo wrote he was visited by five FBI  lately  in  reference to  his  flying saucer trips

through the North Polar opening into the earth's interior, which he has claimed to make.

This is a surprising admission that the FBI take the matter seriously, for if they regarded

Dr. Marlo as another crackpot talking through his hat, they would not bother to visit him

for the purpose of muzzling him. Marlo writes he is now being hounded day and night,

due to his state ments about visiting the "hand beyond the Pole." 

Now the  mystery  deepens  when  we  read  in  the  February  1960  issue  of  #FLYING

SAUCERS" the following: 

"The one big flaw in our now 'most-talked-of' issue ever, the December 1959 'mystery

Polar lands' issue, is the non-existent North Pole flight of Admiral Byrd in 1947. We don't

know how many of our readers caught up on this and proved that Admiral Byrd did NOT

make a flight beyond the North Pole in February 1947. The fact is, of course, and we

admit it freely, that the February 1947 flight was a SOUTH POLE flight, just as was the

1957 flight. The only flight Admiral Byrd made over the North Pole was in 1926; and in it,

he merely flew to the Pole, CIRCLED it twice, then returned to Base. 

"Almost  unanimously,  our  readers  who  detected  this  flaw  asked  us  HOW  it  could

happen that we could make such a serious error, after our years of research into this

thing  and  particularly  since  we  said  we  wanted  to  be  sure  of  our  facts  before  we

presented  our  'Earth  is  not  round  theory.  They  pointed  out  that  we  had  seriously

impaired the validity of our theory 1f the North Pole is perfectly normal, then our theory

about the South Pole might be damaged. 

"There are two alternatives - either Byrd made a SECRET flight over the North Pole in

1947, which NEVER hit the newspapers, or a deliberate effort was, being made to build

up an edifice that could be toppled IF AND WHEN THE TRUTH CAME OUT ABOUT

THE SOUTH POLE! 

"As it actually turned out, Byrd did NOT make a North Pole flight 1700 miles beyond the

Pole - but he DID Make a South Pole flight 1700 miles beyond the SOUTH Pole! We

had hoped that more of  our readers would notice that we had, in our research, not

discovered the 1947 South Polar  flight,  which would be strange indeed,  because it

sticks out  like a  sore thumb all  over the news -  paper,  magazine,  and book world!



Reams have been written of that flight. Our alibi, 1f.we wished to use one, could have

been that it was simply a typo graphical error; and we meant South Pole all the time,

and  not  North.  But  then  somebody  would  have  popped  up  and  said  -  but  this  is

ridiculous because of all your specific mention of the areas around the North Pole. 

"No, we aren't presenting any alibi - what we are presenting is possibly the missing fact

we were searching for  all  along:  that  to this  day,  no attempt has been made to fly

beyond  the  North  Pole,  but  that  every  trip  to  the  Pole  had  followed  the  standard

navigational procedure which we pointed out must in variably turn you away from any

land beyond and bring you back on a south erly course which will bring you inevitably to

a known land. Byrd, in 1926, flew to the North Pole, circled it twice (it took about five

minutes to fly these two circles) and then headed back to his starting point! 

"When  we  read  of  Admiral  Byrd's  amazing  1947  NORTH  'Pole  flight  1700  miles

BEYOND the Pole, and compared its startling similarity to the actual 1947 SOUTH Pole

flight, which went the same distance beyond the South Pole, we found ourselves with

an  obvious  paradox,  yet  not  an  impossible  one.  There  were  two  weeks'  possible

difference in time of both flights, and Byrd COULD have made them both. The question

is, DID HE? We had absolutely no way of knowing. We reasoned thusly: If by chance

Byrd  actually  kept  secret,  but  in  some  obscure  publication  it  'leaked  out,  but  was

covered up so successfully that we had been unable to discover the 'leak', we might find

one of our re aders sending us the material in question, possibly dug from yellowing

news papers in his attic. No such confirmation was forthcoming, but much inform ation

correcting our error was.. 

"Where did we get our information on Byrd's non-existent North Pole flight and 1700

mile penetration beyond it is 1947? Yes, it WAS published, and. in a very strange book.

We feel that now we can reveal the book, and its in formation, and ask our readers but

one question - Isn't this the PERFECT book to make a laughing stock out of anyone

who happens to come up with our 'mystery Tand at the Poles theory? 

"We doubt if this book enjoyed a large sale. We doubt, in fact, if it has achieved even a

slight sale. Our two copies came to us as 'review copies' from the publisher. We have

not seen 1t publicized anywhere. We have not heard of any of our readers buying it. 

"The  title  of  this  strange  book  is  "Worlds  Beyond  the  Poles"  ($3.50),  its  author  F.

Amadeo Giannini.  It  was published by Vantage Press, Inc.,  120 W 31st Street, New

York 1, N.Y., on July 6, 1959. In it, not only is the 1947 NORTH Pole flight of 1700 miles

beyond the Pole in a northerly direction com pletely described, but it is reiterated over



and over again, with complete quotes from newspapers, radio, etc. 

"Because  of  this  positivism,  your  editor  could  not  conceive  that  either  Giannini  or

Vantage Press .could have made so disturbing a 'typographical error! because of the

very facts we mentioned before which would render the same claim on our part invalid,

namely the direct reference to North Polar adjacent lands. There are two possibilities -

that  Giannini  was  deliberately  falsifying,  or  it  .  was  true  that  he  had  access  to

information your editor did not, and in fact, could not verify no matter how intensely he

searched. There was only one thing to do - to pass this on my own information, so that

no one would suspect the ex istence of the Giannini book, and discover, if I could, if

anybody  ELSE  than  Giannini  had  possession  of  actual  information  regarding  the

contradictory flight: 

Since nothing has turned up (and it should have, if true, because our readers turned

every library in the country upside down in an effort to either confirm our claims, or to

disprove them),  we can only conclude the first  alternative;  that Giannini  deliberately

falsified. The big question is WHY? 

"Briefly,  for  our  reader's  information,  Giannini  claims  the  Earth  is  just  a  part  of  a

continuous land area which comprises the entire universe and that the access to such

seemingly  disassociated worlds  as  Mars,  the Moon,  other  planets  is  via  the  Poles,

which are continuous terra firma extending upward the outward into 'space', so that the

only sensible way to go to the moon is but by rocket, as the Russians did, but by motor

car (or tractor if the going is rough) into the sky on the spindle-shaped Poles of the

earth. 

"Yet,  throughout  the  book  there  exists  the  whole  gamut  of  strange  facts  which  we

ourselves had been aware:  of  for  years,  all  carefully mustered to supp ort  a theory

doomed by every process of logic to be forever incomprehensible. No one, reading the

book, will seriously hold the land continuty theory he ex presses as for even a moment.

In fact, if he reads the entire book he will once and for all, faced with legitimate points in

the book, refuse to consider them for any other purpose because of the illegitimacy that

has  'rubbed  off!  on  them by  association  with  the  weird  'continuity'  theory  Giannini

apparently seriously puts forth. 

"Perhaps the reader can imagine the emotions of this editor after twenty years of useful

assembly of facts preparatory to Tauching a theory of the lack of true concept of the

shape of our Earth, when he found many of the impressive items in his arsenal firing

resounding salvos of blanks in support of the utterly ridiculous. Now, to use the same



items in support of what amounts to an exactly diametric theory: 1.e., that the Earth is

strangely shaped at the poles, either in a dish-shaped depression of huge dimensions,

or  a  hole  all  the  way  through,  with  the  resultant  Earth  distinctly  doughnut-shaped,

seems almost folly. 

"The fact is, now that it seems sure that Giannini falsified the Byrd North Pole flight, no

human being has ever flown directly over the NORTH Pole and continued straight on,

as has been done at the South Pole... Many of our stated that even commercial flights

continually cross the Pole and fly to the opposite side of the Earth. This is just not true,

and though the Air line officials themselves, when asked, might say that they do, it is not

1ft erally true. They Do make the navigational maneuvers which automatically el iminate

a flight BEYOND the Pole in a straight line, in every case. Ask the pilots of these Polar

flights. And when you come to pin it right down, name ONE trans-polar flight on which

you can buy a ticket today. Not just a flight from New York to Gander New Foundland,

and on out over the Atlantic to Ire land, or any other flight you can find on the travel

schedule of any airline in the world. - but a flight which actually CROSSES the North

Pole." 

Examining the routes of flights across the North Polar area we always find that they go

around the Pole or to the side of it and never directly across it. This is strange. Surely a

flight advertised as passing directly over the North Pole would attract many passengers

who would 11ke to have that experience. Yet, strangely, no airline offers such a flight.

Their air routes always pass on one side of the Pole. Why? Is it not possible that if they

went straight across the Pole, instead of landing on the opposite side of the Earth, the

plane would go to  that  land beyond the Pole,  'the center  of  the great  unknown as

Admiral Byrd called it? In fact, Palmer suggests that such an expedition, to fly directly

north past the North Pole, after passing over it,  be immediately organized, retracing

Byrd's route. He writes: 

"The strange book written by Giannini has offered the one possibility by which it can

definitely be proved that the Earth is shaped strangely at the North Pole, as we believe

it to be at the South Pole, which swelled so much in cooking that the hole is only a deep

depression  at  each  end,  or  like  a  gigantic  auto  tire  mounted  on  a  solid  hub  with

recessed hub caps. The fact fs, now that it seems sure that Giannini falsified the Byrd

North Pole flight,  no human being has ever flown directly over the North Pole,  and

continued straight on, as has been done at the South Pole. Your editor thinks it should

be done, and done immediately. We have the planes to do it...  Your editor wants to

know for sure, whether such a flight would wind up in any of the countries surrounding



the North Pole, necessarily exactly opposite the starting point. Navigation is not to be

made by compass, or by triangulation on existing maps, but solely by gyro compass on

an undeviating straight course from the moment of take-off to the moment of landing.

And not only a gyro in a horizontal plane, but one in a vertical plane also. There must be

a positive forward motion which cannot be disputed." 

Everyone knows that a horizontal byro compass, such as used now, causes a plane

continually to gain in elevation as the earth surves away below it as it progresses. Now,

according to our theory of a polar depression, this would mean that when a plane enters

into this depression, the gyro compass should show a much greater gain in elevation

than should otherwise be the case, due to the earth curving inward at the North Pole.

Now, if the plane continues in a northerly course, this gain in altitude will continue the

further it goes; and if the plane tries to maintain the same altitude, it will curve into the

hollow interior of the earth. 

ADMIRAL BYRD'S FOR 2300 MILES BEYOND THE SOUTH POLE. The press and

radio of February 9, 1956 gave the following announcement: "On January 13, members

of the United States expedition accomplished a flight of 2,700 miles from the base at

McMurado Sound, which is 400 miles west of the South Pole, and pen etrated a land

extent of 2300 miles beyond the Pole." 

-On March 13, 1956, Admiral Byrd reported, upon his return from the South Pole, "The

present expedition has opened up a vast new land." 

Finally, in 1957, before his death, ho described this land as follows: "That enchanted

continent  in  the  sky,  land  of  everlasting  mystery!"  Ray  Palmer  comments  on  this

statement: "Which statement remains to your editors as the most mysterious of all, and

almost inexplicable. "Enchanted continent in the sky'... Everlasting mystery indeed! 

"Considering all this, is there any wonder that all the nations of the world have suddenly

found the South Polar  region (Particularly)  because of  its known land area and the

North  Pole  region  so  intensely  interesting  and  impor  tant,  and  have  launched

'expeditions on a scale actually tremendous in scope? 

"And was it because of Admiral Byrd's weird flight into an unknown land in 1947 that the

International Geophysical Year was conceived in that year, and finally brought to fruition

ten years later, and is actually still going on? Did his flight make it suddenly imperative;

to discover the real nature of this planet on which we live, and solve the tremendous

mysteries that unex pectedly confronted us?" 



In the light of the above, the following quotations from Gianninis book are interesting: 

"Since December 12, 1928, U. S. Navy polar expeditions have determined the existence

of indeterminable land extent beyond both Pole points. 

"Since December 12, 1928 it has changed...On January 13, 1956, as this book was

being prepared, a U. S. Naval air unit penetrated to the extent of 2,300 miles beyond

the assumed South Pole end of the Earth. That flight was always over land and water

and ice. For very substantial reasons, the memor able flight received negligible press,

notice. 

"The United States and more than thirty other nations prepared unpreced ented polar

expeditions for 1957-1958 to penetrate land now proved to extend without limit beyond

both Pole points.  My original  disclosure of  then-unknown land beyond the Poles,  in

1926-1928, was captioned by the press as 'more . daring than anything Jules Verne

ever conceived." 

"1947: February. I'd 11 ke to see that land beyond the Pole. That area beyond the Pole

is the center of the great unknown!" - Rear Admiral Richard E. Byrd, U.S.N., before his

seven-hour flight over land beyond the North Pole. 

1956:  January  13.  On  January  13  members  of  the  United  States  exped  ition

accomplished a flight of 2,700 miles from the base at McMurdo South, which is 400

miles west of the South Pole, and penetrated a land extent of .. 2,300 miles beyond the

Pole." - Radio announcement, confirmed by the press : of February 5. 

**March 13. "The present expedition has opened up a vast new land.' - Admiral Byrd,

after returning from land beyond the South Pole. 

· 1957 '... that enchanted continent in the sky, land of everlasting my stery!"-- Admiral

Byrd.. 

Giannini states as follows, on page 17 of his book, the error that Palmer quoted in his

December 1959 issue of "FLYING SAUCERS": 

"Confirmation  of  such a flight  course is  had in  that  of  the  U.S.  Navy task  force  of

February 1947, which penetrated 1,700 miles beyond the North Pole point, and beyond

the known Earth. Additional and more recent confirmation was acquired by the flight of a

U.S. Navy air unit of January 13, 1956, which penetrated 2,300 miles over land beyond

the South P91e. 

"There is  no  physical  end to  the Earth's  northern and southern extent...  The Earth



cannot be circumnavigated north and south within the meaning of  'cir cumnavigate'.

However, certain 'around the world' flights have contributed to popular misconception

that the Earth has been circumnavigated north and south. 

"'Over  the  North  Pole',  with  return  to  North  Temperate  Zone  areas  without  turning

around can never be accomplished because there is no northern end to the Earth. The

same conditions hold true for the South Pole. All progress ive movement beyond the

respective Pole points leads beyond the assumed 'ends' of an 'isolated globe' Earth. 

"This is not 1927. The existence of worlds beyond the Poles has been confirmed by

U.S.  Naval  exploration  during  the  thirty  years  since  then.  The confirmation  is  most

substantial,  though information  has  been divulged from every  rostrum.  They  of  the

rostrums are as little informed of the meaning of polar exploration as members of the

press. 

"It was disclosed that the world's elder explorer, Rear Admiral Richard Evelyn Byrd, was

to command the government's memorable expedition into that endless land beyond the

South Pole...Prior to his departure from San Franc isco he delivered the momentous

radio announcement, 'This is the most im portant expedition in the history of the world.'

The subsequent January 13, 1956, penetration of land beyond the Pole to the extent of

2,300 miles proved that the admiral had not been exaggerating." 

DID COOK OR PEARY OR NEITHER DISCOVER THE 

NORTH POLE? 

Dr. Frederick A. Cook, on April  21, 1908, announced that he had reached the North

Pole. His announcement was followed by a few days by one from Rear Admiral Robert

E.  Peary,  who  claimed  he  reached  the  Pole  on  April  6,  1909.  Both  men  hurled

accusations against the other, claiming that they discovered the Pole and the other did

not. Cook accused Peary saying that he had appro priated some of his stories cached

against his return from the Pole. Cook, 

in his turn, failed to supply notes he said he had kept on his trip, and thereby cast doubt

on his own story. 

Although Cook  claims to  have been the  first  to  reach the  Pole,  Peary  is  generally

believed to have done so. Cook's claim was discredited because the sun altitude was so

low that observations of it as proof of the position were worthless. Peary reached, or

rather claimed he reached, the Pole in April, 15 days earlier in the season, and therefore

under even more adverse solar conditions. His calculations are therefore more suspect



than Cook's. Cook, it was said, had no witnesses other than Eskimos. The same is true

of Oeary. Peary, however, lacked witnesses through choice, having ordered his white

companions to remain behind, while he went on alone with one Eskimo companion to

the Pole.  Cook was doubted in  his  claim to  have averaged 15 miles  a day.  Peary

claimed to have made over 20. The argument is still not per fectly settled. 

There is one factor in Peary's dash to the Pole that casts suspicion on his claim to have

reached it. It was the remarkable speed at which he claimed to travel or would have to

travel to reach it and return during the time he did. When he neared the 88th parallel, he

decided to attempt the final dash to the Pole in five days. He made 25 miles the first

day: 20 on the sec ond; 20 on the third; 25 on the fourth; 40 on the fifth. His five-day

aver age was 26 miles. On the return trip he he traveled a total of 153. miles in 2 days,

including a halt 5 miles from the Pole to take a sounding of the ocean depth. This is an

average of 764 miles per day. His actual traveling time was approximately 19 hours per

day. This is a walking speed of 4 miles per hour. Can a man walk that fast under the

incredible conditions of the North Pole area, an ice-terrain described by the men of the

atomic submarine "Skate" as fantastically jumbled and jagged? And yet, further south,

with pre sumably better going, he was able to average only 20 miles per day. 

From these facts we must conclude that neither Cook nor Peary reached the true North

Pole, since it does not exist. Peary may have traveled for the distance calculated as

correct to reach the North Pole, but what he really did was to travel this same distance

into the depression or opening that ex ists in this part of the Earth; and the further he

would travel, the deeper he would go into this opening, without ever reaching the true

Pole. . 

THE MYSTERY OF TROPICAL MAMMOTHS IN THE ARCTIC 

One of the most puzzling facts of Arctic exploration is that while the area is oceanic,

covered with water, which is variously frozen over or part ially open, depending on the

time of the year, many explorers remarked how ever, paradoxically, that the open water

exists in greater measure at the nearer reaches of the Pole. In fact, some explorers

found it very hot going at times, and were forced to shed their Arctic clothing. There is

even one record of an encounter with naked Eskimos. Yet with this confirmed oceanic

area, we have the contradiction of Admiral Byrd's flight being almost entirely over land,

mountains covered with trees and interspersed with lakes and streams, and with animal

life. One of the reports from the Byrd expedition was the sighting of a huge animal with

dark fur. Are there such animals in the Arctic? Palmer believes that this animal, seen by



the Byrd Expedition, is related to the tropical mammoths, remains of which have been

found in the Arctic region, which he believes are Inner Earth animals that have come out

through the Arctic opening. 

Beginning in Siberia, along the Lena River, there 11e exposed on the soil, and buried

within it,  the bones and tusks of  literally  millions of  mam oths and mastodons.  The

consensus  of  scientific  opinion  is  that  these  are  prehistoric  remains,  and  that  the

mammoth  existed  some  20,000  years  ago,  and  was  wiped  out  in  the  unknown,

catastrophe we now call the last Ice Age. In 1799, a fisherman named Schumachoff,

living in Tongoose (Siberia), discovered a complete mammoth frozen in a clear block of

ice. Hacking it free, de despoiled it of its huge husks, and left the carcass of fresh meat

to be devoured may still be seen in the Museum of Natural History in Petrograd. 

In the stomach of the mammoth was foud undigested food consisting of young shoots of

pine and fir and young fir cones. In others are found fern and tropical vegetation. How

could an Arctic animal have tropical food in its stomach? One explanation is that the

Arctic region once had a tropical climate, and that a shifting of the Earth on its axis

suddenly brought on the Ice Age and changed the climate to a frigid one. 

This theory has been offered to explain both the tropical vegetation in the stomach of

Arctic animals and the fact that many of these huge prehistoric animals were of tropical

species,  being related to elephants.  Great deposits of  elephant tusks were found in

Siberia as evidence of the then northern hab [NOT COMPREHENSIBLE SENTENCE

FROM  GOOGLE BOOKS,note of  the typewriter]  of  the Earth,  which has a tropical

climate, coming out through the North Polar opening; and since animals of the interior

are larger than those of the surface, un accustomed to the cold climate, they died and

froze. Speaking of the death of these animals, Palmer does not accept the axis shift and

change of climate theory, and believes these animals came from the Earth's interior. He

says: 

"True the death must have been sudden, but it was not of tropic locale. If not tropic, then

the Ice Age onset is not the cause of death. The cause of death, then, is Arctic in nature,

and could have occurred any time. Since the Ice Age there have been no mammoths in

the known world. Unless they exist in the mysteriour land beyond the Pole, where one

of them was act ually seen alive by member of the Byrd expedition! 

"We have  taken  the  mammoth  as  a  rather  sensational  modern  evidence  of  Byrd's

mysterious land, but there are many lesser proofs that unknown orig inating point exists

somewhere  in  the  northern  reaches.  We will  merely  list  a  few,  suggesting  that  the



reader, in examining the records of polar expl - orers for the past two centuries, will find

impossible  to  reconcile  with  the  known  areas  of  food  mentioned  early  in  this

presentation  of  facts,  those  areas  surrounding  the  Polar  Area  on  your  present-day

maps. 

"The musk-ox, contrary to expectations, migrates north in the wintertime. Repeatedly,

Arctic explorers have observed bears heading north into an area where there cannot be

food for them. Foxes also are found north of the BOth parallel, heading north, obviously

well fed. Without exception, Arctic ex plorers agree that the further north one goes, the

warmer it gets. Invar iably a north wind brings warmer weather. Coniferous trees drift

ashore from out of the north. Butterflies and bees are found in the far north, but never

hundreds  of  miles  further  south;  not  until  Canadian  and  Alaskan  climate  areas

conducive to such insect life are reached. 

"Unknown varieties of flowers are found. Birds resembling snipe, but un like any known

species of bird, come out of the north, and return there, Hare are plentiful in an area

where no vegetation ever grows, but where veg etation appears as drifting debris from

the northern open waters. Eskimo tribes, migrating northward, have left unmistakable

traces  of  their  migration  in  their  temporary  camps,  always  advancing  northward.

Southern Eskimos them selves speak of tribes, that live in the far north. The Ross gull,

common at Point Barrow, migrates in October toward the north. Only Admiral Byrd's

'mystery land' can acount for these inexplicable facts and migrations. 

"The Scandinavian legend of  a wonderful  land far to the North called 'Ultima Thule'

(commonly  confused  today  with  Greenland)  is  significant  when  studied  in  detail,

because  of  its  remarkable  resemblance  to  the  kind  of  land  seen  by  Byrd,  and  its

remarkable far north location. To assume that Ultima Thule is Greenland is to come face

to face with the contradiction of the Greenland Ice Cap, which fills the entire Greenland

basin to a depth of 10,000 feet. A green, fertile land in this location places itself so deep

in antiquity that it  postules an overturn of the Earth and a new North Pole area.. Is

Admiral Byrd's land of mystery, center of the great unknown, the same as the Ultima

Thula of the Scandinavian legends? 

"There are mysteries concerning the Antarctic also. Perhaps the great est is the highly

technical one of biology itself; for on the New Zealand and South American land masses

are identical fauna and flora which could not have migrated from one to the other, but

rather  are  believed  to  have  come from a  common motherland.  That  motherland  is



believed to be the Antarctic Continent. But on a more popular' level is the case of the

sailing vessel Gladys, cap tained by F. B. Hatfield in 1893. The ship was completely

surrounded by ice bergs at 43 degrees south and 33 degrees west. At this latitude an

iceberg  was  observed  which  bore  a  large  quantity  of  sand  and  earth,  and  which

revealed 

a beaten track, a place of refuge formed in a sheltered nook, and the bodies of five

dead men who lay on different parts of the berg. Bad weather pre vented any attemps at

further investigation. 

"Bear in mind that it is an unanimous concensus of opinion among sciet ists that the one

thing peculiar to the Antarctic is that there are no human tribes living upon it. But this

concensus must be wrong, because investig ation showed that no vessel was lost in the

Antarctic at that time so that these dead men could not have been shipwrecked sailors.

Even today, with Ant arctic exploration at its height, the lack of human life on that bleak

cont inent is agreed upon. Could it be that these men who died on that berg came from

'that mysterious land beyond the South Pole' discovered by the Byrd expedition? Had

they ventured out of their warın, habitable land and lost their way along the ice shelf,

finally to be drifted to their deaths at sea on a portion of it, broken away to become an

iceberg while they were on it? 

"Let us go back to Admiral Peary: his astounding rate of travel on his return from the

Pole. If he were traveling over the inner lip of a 'doughnut' shape, his bearings would

indicate a great distance traveled due to the foreshortened horizon, and the 'expanded

angle used in making his trigonometrical calculations. Actually he would be traveling the

same distance each day, and the drop in speed would be entirely compatible with the

bearing observations taken with a constantly lengthening horizon. 

"Rocket scientists have made such of the discovery of the Van Allen Belt which is a belt

of radiation surrounding the Earth. The reader is invited to read about it in the Scientific

American,  and especially  note  the  drawings of  its  shape,  which  is  precisely  a  vast

'doughnut', with the spherical Earth pictured at its center, in the 'hole' of the doughnut.

What  if  the  Earth  is  not  spherical,  but  actually  doughnut-shaped,  exactly  as  its

surrounding Van Allen Belt? Whatever makes the belt thusly shaped, might it not also

be responsible for the shaping of the Earth similarly? 

"The evidence is extremely strong, and amazingly prolific in scope and extent, that the

Earth actually is shaped in this fashion. And if it is hollow, then we no longer need look

for the saucers from outer space - but rather from the inner space'! And judging from the



evidences,  the  interior  is  extremely  habitable!  Vegetation  in  abundance;  animals

abound; the 'ex tinct' mammoth still lives! Byrd flew 1700 miles over the inner edge of

the 'doughnut hole', and the Navy flew 2300 miles over the opposite inner edge.. Both

flights went  a partial  way into the inner Earth.  And if  this  is  all  true,  then no doubt

extended flight to 10,000 miles and beyond have been made since 1957 into this hollow

Earth,  for  we have the planes with  the range to do it!  If  the government  knew the

significence of the Byrd-Navy flights, it would certainly not neglect to explore further. 

"Alme Michel, in his 'straight line theory, proved that most of the 'flight patterns of the

flying saucers are on a north-south course, which is exactly what would be true if the

origin of the saucers is Polar. 

"In  the  opinion  of  the  editors  of  FLYING SAUCERS,  this  Polar  origin  of  the  flying

saucers will now have to be factually disproved, It is completely necessary that this be

done. More than a simple denial is necessary. Any dental must be accompanied with

positive  proof.  FLYING  SAUCERS  suggests  that  such  proof  cannot  be  provided.

FLYING SAUCERS takes the stand that all saucer groups should study the matter from

the hollow Earth viewpoint, amass all con firmatory evidence available in the last two

centuries, and search diligently for any contrary evidence. Now that we have tracked the

saucers to the most logical  origin (the one we have consistently insisted must exist

because of the insurmountable obstacles of interstellar origin, which demands factors

be yond imagination), that the saucers come from our own Earth, it must be proved or

disproved, one way or the other. 

"Why? Because if  the interior  of  the Earth  is  populated by a  highly  sc:  ientific  and

advanced race, we must make profitable contact with them; and if: they are mighty in

their science, which includes the science of war', we must not make enemies of them;

and if it is the intent of our governments to re gard the interior of the Earth as 'virgin

territory',  and comparable to the "Indian Territory of North America when the settlers

came over to take it away from its rightful owners, it is right of the people to know that

intent, and to express their desire in the matter. 

"The Flying Saucer has become the most important single fact in history. The answer to

the questions raised in this article must be answered. Admiral Byrd has discovered a

new and mysterious land, the center of the great un known, and the most important

discovery of all  time. We have it from his own lips, from a man whose integrity has

always been unimpeachable, and whose mind was one of the most brilliant of modern

times. 



"Let those who wish to call him a liar step forward and prove their claim! Flying saucers

come from this Earth!" 

So ends Ray Palmer's great article, "Saucers From the Earth!", which caused certain

government secret agencies to confiscate the magazines and stop its distribution, so

that it did not reach its 5000 subscribers. Why? Obviously because the government was

convinced that such an unclaimed, un known territory, vast in extent, exists and wished

to be the first to claim it before the Russians did, and hence wanted all  information

about  it  to  be  kept  secret.  In  his  editorial  of  this  memorable  issue  of  "FLYING

SAUCERS", its editor, Ray Palmer, wrote: 

"In this issue we have presented the resul's.0.4's of research, in which we advance the

possibility that the saucers Tot cnly are from our own planet, and not from space, inner

or outer', but at there is a tremendous mass of evidence to show that there is an U

IKNO.IN location cf vast dimensions which is, insofar as we can safely state at  this

writing, aiso unexplored, where the saucers can, and most probably do originate. Even

before the issue is off the press'; one enterprising reader shoots the question at us: "A11

right, if the saucers aren't from outer space, then how conle Buck Nelson and a few

dozen more claim to have ridden to Maars, Venus, the moon, etc.? Are you kidding us?' 

"We've read all the accounts of such voyages, and nowhere, in any of them, can we find

positive evidence that space was traversed! In all of the accounts, 

can  see  where  the  passengers  could  have  been  taken  to  this  "unknown  land'

discovered  by  Admiral  Byrd,  and  if  told  they  were  on  Mars,  would  not  know  the

difference! 

"It is a question, of course, whether Buck Nelson or anyone else, took a ride anywhere.

We have only their word for it. We don't call them liars. We merely say that they can be

deluded  in  many  ways.  To  be  specific,  and  we  strongly  suspect  it,  Hypnosis  can

accomplish the trick... In another way, prov ided an actual trip in a saucer was made,

the  pilots  of  the  saucers  could  have simulated  a  space trip  (how high  would  it  be

necessary to go?) and instead taken their passengers to 'that mysterious land beyond

the Pole', as Admiral Byrd called it. 

"On September 15, 1959, the Soviet atomic powered ice breaker was launched and

supposedly is on its way, or about to proceed, toward the North Pole with the intention

of reaching it by smashing its way all the way through the ice. This would admittedly be

quite an achieve.nert, and more evidence of their am azing progress in science, but it is

our opinion that the Russians do not do things merely for propaganda valut." 



In the January 15, 1960 issue of "THE SAUCERIAN BULLETIN", its editor, Gray Barker,

writes: 

"In the December issue of FLYING SAUCERS, Ray (Palnier) came out with his findings,

We put the word 'new' in quotes above, for the theory had been ad vanced before,

many years previously, in a book titled 'A Journey to the Earth's 

Interior, or have The Poles Really Been Discovered?', now out of print and very rare.

Many occult students, long before saucers became widely known about, belfeved that

people lived inside the earth, emerging and entering through secret openings at the

North and South Poles. 

"Palmer presented only the first of his evidence in the December issue. It consisted of a

review of newspaper and radio accounts of Admiral Richard E. Byrd's flight to the North

Pole in 1947, the year the saucer reports got going, incidentally. 

"In February of that year Byrd took off from an Arctic base and headed straight north to

the Pole. Then Byrd kept flying north, beyond the Pole, and was amazed to discover

iceless lands and lakes, mountains covered with trees, and even a monstrous animal

moving through the underbrush below! For almost 1760 miles the plane flew over land,

mountains, trees, lakes, rivers,  MIVEL flying 1700 miles he was forced to turn back

because of his gasoline supply limit for the return trip. So he retraced the flight back to

the Arctic base. 

"Not much as thought about the unusual flight at the time. We can't look up the reports,

having no newspaper file handy, but Palmer has them. 

"Palmer then instructs the reader to look at  the globe. According to Byrd's reported

flight, he shouldn't have seen anything but ice-covered ocean or partially-open water.

Yet Byrd saw trees and other greenery. According to the globe, such a land just isn't

there. 

"Palmer  next  discusses  similar  geographical  discrepancies  at  the  South  Pole,  then

draws the amazing conclusion: 

"THE EARTH IS NOT SPHERICAL: INSTEAD IT IS SOMETHING LIKE A DOUGHNUT,

Though perhaps not so flattened. At each pole there is a huge opening, so large that

when  one  travels  'beyond  the  pole,  he  actually  enters  the  lip  of  the  hole  of  the

doughnut-shaped earth. If he traveled far enough he would travel through the 'hole' of

the doughnut and emerge at the other pole. 

"Palmer further suggests that people live on the inside of the earth, that such people



emerge from the poles in flying saucers! 

"He promises to present the remainder of his proofs later, but in the pre sent issue of

FLYING SAUCERS His case boils down to these main points: 

"(1) Measurements of areas at the North and South Poles are larger than you can find

room for on a map or globe, leading to the assumption such areas extend down into the

doughnut'. 

"(2) Some animals, particularly the musk-ox, migrate north in the winter time, from the

Arctic Circle. Foxes are found north of the 80th parallel, heading north, and appear well

fed in a land where there is no food visible. 

"(3) Arctic explorers agree it gets warmer as one heads north. 

"(4) In the Arctic, coniferous trees drift ashore, from out of the north. Butterflies and bees

are found in the far north, but never hundreds of miles south of that mount. 

"(5) Remains of mammoths, perfectly preserved, were found in Siberia, with the sparse

food of the sub-Arctic region in its stomach. Such food could not have supported the

animal. It must have come from the land beyond the Poles', Palmer postulates. 

"(6) Trouble with satelites shot over the South Pole bears out either the theory that Tand

areas haven't been measured accurately, or the 'some body' has been interfering with

them." 

In  this  connection  it  is  interesting  to  note  that  U.S.  newspapers,  some  time  ago,

published a report of a mysterious artificial satellite discovered to encircle the earth in

an orbit that passed directly over both poles and which was sent by no known nation.

Did it emerge from one of the poles and continue to rotate around the earth from its

point of origin? 

Gray Barker seems to agree with Palmer that saucers come from inside the Earth; and

in his editorial quoted above, lie asks: "Pha: if there could be some unknown race, on

some unexplored perdion of the Earth, saich is responsible for the Saucer?" Palmer's

orticis  start  162  to  hinking  along  that  direction  once  again.  THE  INNER  EARTH

EXPLANATION WOULD FIT INTO MOST, IF NOT ALL THE FACETS OF THE SAUCER

PICTURE. 

"Various occult schools teach that polar entrances provide the doorways to cities such

as Agharta Shamballah and others... Let us accept, for a moment, that such a people

has existed inside the earth for thousands of years, even before man - or maybe they



seeded the outside with man.  Maybe they have con stantly  watched over him,  and

guided him, occasionally sending great teachers among him, occasionally assisting him

with technology, giving rise to what we now call "legends'. Maybe they built the Great

Pyramid; maybe they are responsible for some of the 'miracles' reported in secular and

religious his tories... Until man, their protege, learned to be morally worthy, they would

not  wish to give him,  suddenly,  the knowledge of  their  existence of  secrets of  their

technology. 

"When man, however, invented the atomic bomb, the people of the inner earth would be

greatly concerned about it. Maybe they would fear contamina tion which would reach

them; maybe they would fear man could blow up the earth entirely; maybe they would

be concerned only with man's own welfare. 

"Halting, or controlling man's propensity for destruction would be a del icate problem,

unless they would come out openly and inform him of their  exis tence. Maybe they

would  figure  they  would  eventually  have  to  do  so,  and  be  gan  a  slow process  of

indoctrination, first merely letting him see the caucers flying around. When they learned

man  tirought  the  saucers  were  from  space:  they  pretend  to  be  space  people,

'contacting' bim in their craft, and trying to indoctrinate him with peaceful philosophy (the

reader will remember the maj ority of 'space people' have spoken out trongiy against the

Bomb). 

"Maybe people like Albert K. Bender have figured out the obvious and the people of the

inner earth have stopped them. It would indeed be frightening to face three men who

could prove they were from the inside of the earth by being able to make some concrete

demonstration of that fact." 

"Those who have read my book will remen:ber that before being 'hushed up', Bender, a

New Zealand and an Australian saucer group were charting the paths of saucers, with

the idea of projecting lines and determining the point of origin or rendezvous of the craft.

Bender  told  Harold  Fulton of  Civilian Saucer  Investigation he believed that  saucers

might  be based in  the  Antarctic.  F.  Jarold,  of  the  Australian Flying  Saucer  Bureau,

agreed  with  Bender,  and  sugg  ested  they  start  what  they  would  term  'Project  X',

concerned with charting the paths of sightings. 

"Right after that Bender clammed up, and Jarrold also complained of a strange visitor

shortly thereafter and abandoned saucer research...Maybe the Government has known

about the inner earth people for some time and feel it necessary to keep the information

away from us. Maybe Bender was ready to break the story,  and someone from the



government stepped in to prevent it." 

That this is true is indicated by the fact that Dr. George Marlo, dir ector of the U.F.O.

World Research, who claimed to have taken many saucer trips to the earth's Interior

through the North Polar opening, was visited by five FBI agents lately who warned him

to keep this matter hushed up and not talk too loudly about it, while one of his members,

Buck Nelson, who claimed to have taken a ride on a flying saucer was visited by the

same "three men in black" who visited Bender. 



  ADMIRAL BYRD'S SOUTH POLAR FLIGHT 

The following 1s quoted from "Rainbow City and Inner Earth People" by Michael X: 

"In the year 1947, Admiral Richard E. Byrd made a flight into the South Polar region of

the world. Before he started on the venture, Byrd made a my sterious statement: 

"I'd like to see that land BEYOND the Pole. That area beyond the Pole is the center of

the great unknown.' 

"In the cockpit of his plane was a powerful, two-way radio. When Byrd and his scientific

companions took off from their base at the South Pole, they managed to fly 1700 miles

beyond it. That's when the radio in Byrd's plane was put into use to report something

utterly incredible. 

"There was a strange great valley below them. For some unknown reason, the valley

Byrd saw was not ice-covered as it should have been in the frigid Antarctic. It was green

and luxuriant. There were mountains with thick for ests of trees on them, there was lush

grass and underbrush. Most amazing, a huge animal was observed moving through the

underbrush.  In a land of  ice,  snow and almost  perpetual  'deep-freeze'...here was a

stupendous mystery. 

"Byrd had discovered a strange great valley just  beyond the South Pole,  where the

weather temperature, believe it or not, was something like 76 degrees! 

"Both Alaska and Canada have had much more than their share of sightings (of flying

saucers) in recent months. Why? Is there some connection with the "land beyond the

Pole'  .  that  Unknown Country  which  we  suspect  is  nothing  less  than  THE INNER

EARTH itself? 

"Indeed there is a connection. If the saucers enter and leave the Inner Earth by way of

the polar entrances, quite naturally they'd be seen by Al askans and Canadians much

more frequently than they would by people in other parts of the world. Alaska is close to

the North Pole. So is Canada. 

"When  Admiral  Byrd  went  into  the  Unknown  Country,  into  the  center  of  the  great

unknown, where was he? If Marshall Gardner were here now I'm sure he'd agree with

us when we gently suggest that Byrd was at the very doorway of the 

inner earth. In the South Pole area it lies beyond the Pole...in Eastern Antarctica, that

fabulous region never before seen by man'. 



"In  February  of  1947,  a  most  remarkable  discovery  was made in  the con tinent  of

Antarctica.  This  discovery is  known now as 'Bunger's  Oasis'.  Lt.  Commander David

Bunger was at the controls of one of the six large transport planes used by Admiral Byrd

for the U.S. Navy's 'Operation Highjump' (1946 1947). 

"Bunger was flying inland from the Shackleton Ice Shelf, near Queen Mary Coast of

Wilkes Land. He and his crew were about four miles from the coast line where open

water lies. 

"For two months previous to this moment, all that Bunger and his flight crew had seen

below was white polar wasteland. In one di matic second all that monotony vanished.

Suddenly they could see a Targn dark spot oi land up ahead of them...an area some

three hundred square miles 'n size. It seered to be completely free of snow or ice. And it

had many lakes. 

"The land itself was ice-free. The lakes were of many different colors, ranging from rusty

red, green, to deep blue. The strange thing about the colors is that they were bright, as

though something in the water caused them to 'attract more light. Each of the lakes was

more than three miles long. The water was warmer than the ocean, as Bunger soon

found by. Tanding his seaplane on one of the lakes. Each lake had a gently sloping

beach. 

"Around the four edges of the Oasis, which was roughly square in shape, Bunger saw

endless  and  eternal  white  snow  and  ice.  Two  sides  of  the  Oasis  rose  nearly  one

hundred feet high, and consisted of great ice walls. The other two sides had a more

gradual and gentle slope." 

This would indicate warmer conditions, as would exist if one entered in to the South

Polar  opening,  leading  to  the  earth's  interior.  Otherwise  one.  cannot  explain  the

existence of such an Oasis of unfrozen territory, which was not the result of hot volcanic

activity beneath the surface of the land, which covers three hundred square miles and is

too big an area to be affected by volcanic heat supply. Warm currents from the earth's

interior could acc ount for this." 

In January 1955, at a four day conference of the Brazilian Theosophical Society, in Rio

de Janeiro, Paulo J. Strauss, a Commander of the Brazilian Navy, said: "One should not

ignore the legends of enchanted cities... I believe these mysterious apparatuses (flying

saucers) conse from the center of the earth, where it has long been believed that life

exists to a degree far ad vanced over our own civilization." This is the opinion of Prof.

Henrique de Souza, president of the Brazilian Theosophical Society, a noted esotericist



and archeologist. Strauss also believes that Colonel Fawcett is still alive with his son

Jack,  dwelling  in  a  subterranean  city  of  the  Atlanteans  which  he  reached  through

entering a tunnel opening in Roncador Mountains of Northeast Matto Grosso. This is

also the opinion of Prof. de Souza and his Theoso phical students, who have a large

temple  in  Sao Lourenzoa,  State  of  Minas  Gerais,  Brazil,  dedicated  to  Agharta,  the

Subterranean World. 

It is claimed that there once existed an advanced civilization on the prehistoric continent

of  Atlantis,  whose  scientific  development  was  beyond  our  own,  and  that  their  air

vehicles, known as "yimanas" were identical with what we call flying saucers. This great

civilization destroyed itself through a terrible nuclear was which brought on a terrible

geological  catastrophe  and  a  flood.  Prior  to  its  total  destruction,  certain  better

inhabitants of Atlantis escaped by flying in their flying saucers into the hollow interior of

the earth through the polar openings, where they continued to live ever since. These

Atlanteans are a race of giants; and their final war is referred to in mythology as the War

of the Titans. Michael S. writes: 

"I believe that Atlantis was every bit real, and that the Atlanteans' ancestors are living 
today, now, in the interior of the earth. They are in all probability very large people, 
physically. Perhaps blonde giants. But why believe they are still in existence? 

"Because persistent rumors have it that a vast system of subterranean TUNNELS exist

beneath the land of South America. Secret openings are said to exist, leading from the

surface of the earth into the tunnels. In his book "Agharta', Robert E. Dickhoff claims

that a fantastic network of  tunnels ex ists underground...  According to Dickhoff,  one

tunnel  surfaces  in  the  Matto  Grosso region  of  Brazil,  precisely  where  Col.  Fawcett

vanished in 1925... Perhaps he found the secret city'..and more. A tunnel nearby leading

down into the earth's fantastic cavern kingdoms, and maybe the people there never

permitted him to leave." (This is the opinion of Commander Paulo J. Strauss and Prof.

H. J. de Souza.) 

We quote from a letter from Ottmar Kaub: Writing about the book, "The Smoky God", by

Willis George Emerson, he says: "This book has the books of Reed and Gardner all

beat. I read it through at one sitting and was never so excited in my life. The Smoky

God is the inner sun. It is supposed to be the true story of a Norse father and son who,

with their small fishing boat and unbounded courage, attempted to find the land beyond

the North Wind as they had heard of its warmth and beauty. A miraculous storm and

wind carried them most of the distance. They spent two years there and returned via the

South Pole and the father lost his life when a berg broke in two and destroyed the boat.



The son was rescued and subsequently spent 24 years in prison for insanity when he

told the true story. When he was released, he told the story to no one, but after 26 years

as a fisherman, he saved enough to retire in this country, coming to Illinois and then to

California. In his nineties, by accident, the novelist, Willis George Emerson, befriended

him and was told the story, on the one man's deathbed he relinquished the maps that he

had made of the Inner Earth and the manuscript. He refused to take chances while he

lived, due to his past experience in having people disbelieve him 

and consider him insane to mention it. 

"Olaf Jansen claims that the four rivers of Genesis (Paradise) are very large and flowing

in the Inner Earth, and much gold was there as Genesis states. The rivers are larger

than the Amazon. Jansen checked all the explorers, as Reed and Gardner did later on,

and Emerson has this material quoted briefly, but proves all the points about the Inner

Earth. The 'Smoky God is a masterpiece based on Arctic reports..." 

Michael s, in his book referred to above, quotes Dr. Nephi Cottam of Los Angeles, who

said that one of his patients, a man of Nordic descent, told him the following story: 

"I live near the Arctic Circle in Norway. One summer my friend and I made up our minds

to take a boat trip together, and go as far as we could 

into the North country. So we put one month's food provisions into a small fishing boat

and with sail and also a good engine in our boat, set out to sea. 

"At the end of one month we had traveled far into the north, beyond the pole and into a

strange new country. We were much astonished at the weather there. Warm, and at

times at night it was almost too warm to sleep. Then We saw something so strange we

both were astonished. Ahead of the warm, open sea we were on, eas what looked like a

great mountain, Into that mountain at a certain point, the ocean seemed to be emptying.

Mystified, we continued in that direction and found ourselves sailing into a vast canyon

leading in to the interior of the earth. We kept sailing and then saw what surprised us - a

sun shining into the earth! 

"The ocean that had carried us into the hollow interior of the earth gradually became a

river. This river leads, as we came to realize later... all through the inner surface of the

world from one end to the other. It can take you, if you follow it long enough, from the

North Pole clear through to the South Pole. 

"We saw that the inner earth's surface was divided. even as the outer one is, into both

land and water. There is plenty of sunshine, and both animal and vegetable life abound



there.  We  sailed  further  and  further  into  this  fantastic  country...  fantastic  because

everything was huge in size as compared with things on the outside. Plants are big,

trees gigantic, and then we Came upon the GIANTS. 

"They were dwelling in homes and towns, just as we do on the earth's surface. And they

used a type of electrical conveyance like a monorail car, to transport people. It ran along

the river's edge from town to town. 

"Several of the inner earth inhabitants - huge giants - detected our boat on the river, and

were quite amazed. They seemed just as astonished to see us as we were to see them!

They were, however, qui se friendly. We were invited to dine with them in their homes,

and so my companion and I separated - he going with one giant to that giant's home,

and I going with another giant to his home. 

"My gigantic friend brought me home to his family, and I was completely dismayed to

see the huge size of all the objects in his home. The dinner table was colossal. A plate

was  put  before  me and  filled  with  a  portion  of  food  so  big  it  would  have  fed  me

abundantly for an entire week! The giant offered me a cluster of grapes and each grape

was as big as sone of our outer earth peaches. I tasted one and found it far sweeter

than any I had ever tasted 'outside'. In the inner earth all the fruits and vegetables taste

far better and more flavorsome than those we have on the outer earth. 

"We stayed with the giants for one year, enjoying their companionship as much as they

enjoyed knowing us. We observed many strange and unusual things during our visit

with these remarkable people and were continually amazed at their scientific progress

and inventions. All of this time they were never unfriendly to us, and we were allowed to

return to our own home in 

the  same  manner  in  which  we  had  come  -  In  fact,  they  courteously  offered  their

protection if we should need it for the return voyage." 

Dr. George Marlo claims to have made this same trip many times by flying Saucer, and

has met the people living inside the earth's crust and is known to them. He described

the people as being 12 to 14 feet tall. The men have short beards. He speaks of choirs

of 25,000 people. The men wear sandles and shorts. He speaks of musical instruments,

especially harps, He speaks of grapes as large as oranges and apples the size of a

ran's head. ile men tions five cities, names Eden, Nigi, Delfi, Jehu and Hectea. They

speak a language like Sanscrit (probably Atlantean). He said they marry at the age of 75

to 100 and live for 600 to 800 years of age. He speaks of birds with 30 foot wingspread,

which lay eggs two feet long. He mentions tortoises 25 to 30 feet long, and elephant-like



creatures (resembling those which emerged from the North Polar opening to be frozen

as mammoths); and penguins 9 feet tall. He speaks of trees 1,000 feet tall and 120 feet

in diameter. He said that the compass inside the earth points north and leads one to the

South Polar opening. 

ARGUMENTS OF MARSHALL B. GARDNER IN FAVOR OF THE 

THEORY THAT THE EARTH IS HOLLOW 

Marshall  B.  Gardner  wrote his  book-"A JOURNEY TO THE EARTH'S INTERIOR or

HAVE THE POLES REALLY BEEN DISCOVERED?" In 1913, in which he defends his

belief in a hollow, rather than a solid, earth as follows: 

"Our theory may be untrue, but if it is, then the findings of Nansen and every other Arctic

explorer, of Sir Robert Ball, Percival Lowell and every other astronomer, are wrong. For

upon the work done by these men and upon no other considerations whatsoever than

those of pure scientific knowledge are the ideas of this book built. 

"Now as a matter of fact the scientists themselves no longer hold the ideas about the

constitution of the earth that were taught in all  textbooks only a few years ago. The

notion that the earth is a great ball of material which has hardened into a shell or crust

on the outside, but which is full of molten material within, getting hotter and hotter as we

reach the center - that notion is now no longer generally held. And no other theory has

quite taken its place. 

"Some think that while the earth may have a solid center that it  does have a liquid

center somewhere between its center and its surface. But not of the theories up to the

present have explained all the facts. 

"Of course it is very easy for anyone to deny all the facts of science and get up some

purely private explanation of the formation of the earth. The man who does that is a

crank... There is one man who has stated that the earth is an immense hollow sphere

and that mankind and the land and oceans and even the stars are all on the inside of it!

But he is a crank for he has simply taken his private notion, evolved within his own brain

and has made a religion of  it.  (Note:  Dr.  Cyrus R.  Teed,  M.D.,  known as "Koresh',

startled the world and his followers with this strange theory in the early 1920's -R.B.) 

"We take the opposite course. We begin with the facts. We claim that the earth is a

HOLLOW BODY with an immense opening at each polar axis - an opening about 1400

miles in diameter - and that there is in the interior of the earth a sun which warms it and

gives it light. We state that this form ation of a hollow shell around a central sun, with



polar  openings,  is not  alone the formation of  the earth but  of  every planetary body

throughout the stellar universe. Why do we say that? Because we think it ought to be?

Because we wish to impose our own idea on to the facts? No, but because we can see

these polar openings and occasionally the gleam of the central sun as we look at Mars

or Venus through a telescope." 

Michael X comments as follows on Gardner's statements: "A hollow earth? 

My not? The idea isn't too surprising, and some of the evidence I shall include in this

report is astonishing. The big thing, the really important thing is - If the earth is hollow it

may well be inhabited. By whom? Living beings, human and otherwise! Frankly, from

what we've soen, heard and added - up in our mind in recent months, we believe the

inner earth is not only inhabited by humans, but by humans far more ADVANCED IN

SCIENCE THAN WE ARE! And that poses a very serious problem. 

"Imagine a race of fellow human beings dwelling far beneath the surface of this earth, in

a vast hollow interior region some 4,400 miles in circumference. Figuring four directions,

that is a lot of land area. Population of the 'Inner Earth' could be as large, maybe larger

than that of our outer earth. 

"Now suppose that race of people inside the earth are 500 to 1,000 years ahead of our

nations in inventions. If that were true, they'd have already perfected the kind of flying

craft  that  are  most  efficient  -  FLYING  SAUCERS.  And  suppose  they  decided  to

investigate the outer earth where you and I are living. They'd come up through secret

opinions at  the poles and elsewhere,  in  their  flying craft  and we'd see in our skies

FLYING SAUCERS FROM INNER EARTH!" 

Now it is remarkable that identical ideas should core to independent writers in different

parts of the world, who had no connection with each other. While Michael X wrote the

above in the United States down in Brazil  a  writer,  namer Huguenin wrote a book,

FLYING SAUCERS: FROM THE SUBTERRANEAN WORLD TO THE SKY", and while

Marshall  D. Gardner and William Reed wrote their  books to prove that  the Earth is



hollow, down in Brazil, many years ago, a rare unknown book was written by one of the

first  German  settlers,  in  Old  German,  to  which  we  previously  referred,  based  on

Atlantean traditions preserved among the Indians who passed it on to this German, to

the effect that the Earth has a hollow interior and a central sun, and in the inside lives a

super race that composes a civilization far in advance of our own. The only difference

was that this book spoke of access to this world being achieved through certain tunnels

that open in Santa Catarina and Parana states of Brazil, which are the parts of the world

where contact between the interior and the exterior world may be most easily affected,

while Gardner's and Reed's books spoke of the polar region being the place where

contact between the two worlds may be had. 

It is a well known fact that while the South Polar region is constantly accumulating ice at

a terrific speed, causing the frozen continent of Antarctics to steadily increase in size

and weight, on the other hand, the North Polar ice cap seems to be melting, causing

icebergs to break loose and drift wouthward in greater amount than ever before. Some

believe that ever since the commencement of the Atomic Era ther has been a steady

increase in the temperature at the North Pole, causing ice to melt, and of the Northern

Hemisphere in general. Perhaps the accumulation of radioactive fallout particles in the

stratosphere,  troposphere  and atmosphere  of  the  north  Temperate  Zone,  especially

within the "Fallout Band" between the 30th and 60th parallel accounts for this. 

Now this would mean that the opening at the North Pole would be easter of access and

less impeded by ice than that of the South Pole. It is interesting to note that while there

is soil found in the North Polar area, in the Antarctic there is only ocean water and ice

two miles thick. It is also interesting to note that while there are Northern Lights, there

are no "Southern" Lights. Could this be due to the fact that while the central sun is able

to send its rays through the more open North Polar opening, to project on the night sky,

the South Polar opening is blocked by ice, so that its rays can not emerge from there?

But if the openings are as large as Gardner and Reed postulate, this could hardly be

possible, since an opening so large could not possibly be blocked up by ice. 

However, if the ancestors of the Eskimos, as well as polar animals, as seals and bears,

also mammoths and prehistoric elephant-like tropical animals, living or in form of their

remains are found in the Arctic region and not in the Antaractic, and if they all come

from the Inner Earth, then it would indicate that contact between the Inner Earth and the

outer surface is more easily affected at the North Pole than at the South Pole, where the

only fauna to be found are penguins. 



The rhythmic ebb and flow of ocean tides has been attributed to lunar magnetism since

tides rise and fall in harmony when the moon passes through its phases. But in the case

of ocean waves, it is different, since they follow a' rhythmic cycle that has no relation to

the  moon's  phases.  We believe  that  the  ocean waters  continually  circulate  around,

passing through the hollow interior of the earth, coming out at one polar opening and

then,  after  completing  the  cycle,  entering  through  the  other  polar  opening,  thus

maintaining  a  continual  circulation,  and that  it  is  the  combination  of  this  circulatory

movement and the earth's rotation on its axis that causes the phenomenon of ocean

waves - for if the oceans were stationary bodies of water, like lakes, they would have no

waves. It is the combination of these movements that results in a rocking, back-and-

forth undulation of ocean waters, which produce the common, yet strange, phenomenon

of ocean waves. 

THE AGHARTAN ORDER AND EXPEDITION 

Prior  to  the  sinking  of  Atlantis,  a  group  of  wise  and  good  Atlanteans,  who  had

foreknowledge of the catastrophe, came to Brazil and constructed here subterranean

refugees in the form of underground cities, connected with each other by tunnels, where

they established residence prior to the outbreak of the nuclear war that brought on the

flood that sank Atlantis. In their new subterranean home these Atlanteans were able to

survive the universal destruction of life on the earth's surface caused by the radioactive

poisoning of the atmosphere that this nuclear war produced. 

Incredible as it may seem, there is evidence that Atlanteans still live in underground

cities  under  Brazil,  especially  in  the  states  of  Santa  Cart  arina,  Parana  and  Matto

Grosso. After some years of research the write is convinced of this fact and also that

contacting them will be our last hope of survival if and when a nuclear war breaks out.

For  this  reason  he  had  organized  the  Aghartan  Expedition  for  the  purpose  of

investigating eight different tunnels he knows in Santa Cararina and Parana, with the

hope of reaching the subterranean cities to which they may lead, and then establishing

cordial relations with the subterranean Atlanteans for the purpose of bringing qualified

surface inhabitants to their subterranean cities. 

The purpose of the Aghartan Order is to prepare and gather such potential survivors,

who  will  come  to  Santa  Catarina  and  will  settle  here  until  they  are  invited  to  the

subterranean cities. 

COSMOLOGICAL EVIDENCE IN FAVOR OF A HOLLOW EARTH 



Marshall 8. Gardner, in his 450 pace work, "A Journey to the Earth's Interior or have the

Poles Really  Been Discovered?",  presents the following argument  in  defense of  his

theory of a hollow earth and a central sun. In the natural condensation of solar systems

out of nebulae, the centriful force of the rotation of each of the planets that separate

froM the central mass would tend to cause the heavier constituents to be thrown out to

their periphery, leaving a hollow center. 

Also, just as, in the formation of the solar system, some of the original fire remained at

the center  to form the sun,  so,  in  the case of  each individual  planet,  by the same

process by which the solar system as a whole was 

formed,  and  by  a  continuation  of  the  same  general  movement  of  rotation  and  the

centriful throwing out of the heavier masses to the periphery (as shown by the fact that

the most outermost planets, as Uranus and Neptune, are much larger than those nearer

the sun, as Mercury and Venus), in the case of each of the planets, in their formation,

some of the original fire remains in the center of each, to form the central sun, while

their heavier constituents are thrown 

toward their surface to form the solid crust, while the center is left hollow. 

In addition, due to the rotary motion, the crust of each planet forms a polar depression

leading to the hollow interior, rather than being perfectly round with a hole at the poles. 

It is Gardner's theory that all planets are hollow and have a central sun, this being the

basic pattern according to which solar sys cems are formed from the primordial nebula

from which they originate. Also, our universe must have a central sun too, around which

the stars circulate - the Sun Behind the Sun of traditions. 

"THE SMOKY GOD": THE CENTRAL SUN 

Ottmar Kaub, who has helped greatly by summerizing Reed's and Gardner's books for

us, sent us a bibliography of the works that Gardner consulted before writing his book,

which we are giving at the end, to prove his theory that the earth is hollow with openings

at the poles and with a central sun. This evidence comes chiefly from Arctic explorers.

Kaut then comments: 

"Now that we have presented the bibliography of Marshall B. Gardner, we notice the

absence of two books, one of which would have made Gardener jump out of his skin.

What a pity he was not acquainted with them. One is "The Smoky God", which title

refers to the Centra 1 Sun, which some Inner Earth inhabitants say is the home of God.

It was published in 1908 and Gardner could have heard of it, but obviously he did not.



The book is by George Emerson. It is the true story of Olaf Jansen and his father, hardly

fishermen who sailed their small fishing boat into the Inner Earth, remained there for two

years, met the people and learned the language and then sailed out again through the

South Polar opening, after which Olaf Jansen left his story to the world. It is too thrilling

to summarize and must be left for you to read when it is republished. 

"The other book is by William F. Warren. We do not have the date. The title is 'Paradise

Found, or the Cradle of the Human Race at the North Pole'.  The author just barely

missed the true shape of the earth, but was right about the location of Paradise. Olaf

Jansen claims he saw the four rivers of the Garden of Eden in the Inner Earth, which is

the true Eden. Olaf Jansen said that the people inside the earth live from 400 to 800

years and are highly advanced in science, sending their thoughts through the air by

certain types of radiations and have sources of power better than our electricity. Olaf

Jansen spent 28 years in prison because he tried to bring this truth to the world.  

"Olaf Jansen lived to be 96 on this horrid Outer Earth. There are 186 pages. There are

eleven beautiful illustrations made by some artist (John A. Williams), but no clue to his

address. The picture of the Central Sun is very good. The men are twelve or more feet

high  and wear  knee breaches,  and have short  beards.  They  use  gold  generally  in

decorations. 

In a letter to. "Flying Saucers" magazine, Wm. L. Constantine writes: 

"For many years it  has been my opinion that  a race of  highly  intelligent  people  do

actually live in the earth's core. If Admiral Byrd did find this 74 degree climate at the pole

in 1947, is it not a more than reasonable assumption that our government would make a

great effort to follow through? Byrd sais he was forced to turn back after 2300 miles

because of a dwindling gas supply. Granting this to be true, this problem no longer

exists. If my information is correct, we have planes that can do far better now. I believe

this  has already been done and that  landings have been made and contacts firmly

established on a sound and lasting understanding. 

"Can it be that our government is trying to lull the rest of the world?" 

INNER EARTH PEOPLE AND FLYING SAUCERS 

The following are reports told the writer in Brazil concerning Inner Earth people and

flying saucers. There is no proof at all  that these reports are true. They may be lies



invented by the narrators in order to create an impression. But whether true or false 

they are interesting and show along what lines people are thinking today. 

A Russian  who  formerly  served  in  the  Russian  army  said  he  and  his  troops  once

reached Lhasa, Tibet, where he was stationed some time, and there he came in touch

with a secret society of Tibetan vegetarians who made regular trips by flying saucer

through the North Polar opening to the hollow interior of the earth. He says he saw the

sauces that made these trips. He said that the supreme object of all Tibetan lamas and

yogis is to prepare their bodies to be worthy to be picked up by a flying saucer and

carried to the hollow interior of the earth, whose human population consists mostly of

Tibetan lamas and Oriental yogis, with very few Westerners, since Westerners are too

bound to  the things  of  this  world,  while  lamas and yogis  wish to  escape from this

miserable world and enter a much better world in the hollow interior of the 

earth. 

The reason why subterranean people sent their flying saucers to us after the Hiroshima

atomic explosion in 1945 was because they were afraid that further explosions might

poison the air  that comes into their  interior atmosphere through the polar openings,

coming from the outer air.  Since in habitants of other planets would have nothing to

worry about if we poisoned our atmosphere by nuclear explosions, while inhabitants cf

the earth's interior, who receive their air from the outside atmosphere would have plenty

to worry about, it is clear that flying saucers do not come from other planets but from the

hollow interior of the earth. 

This contactee describes flying saucers as made of a brilliant nickel that glows with a

light  at  night.  He says that the people of the earth's interior wield a form of energy

beyond atomic energy (electromagnetism) which motivates their flying saucers. They

use this superior energy (the "vril" of Bulwer Lytton) only for peaceful purposes. 

Also  these  people  have  one  government  and  one  nation  and  are  not  divided  into

warring nations as we are. This is helped by their speaking all the same language. They

are in advance of us in all ways. They live without religion as we know it, obeying the

laws of nature, which they consider better than believing in religion and supernatural

gods and saviors, while disobeying nature's laws in our daily lives, such as by eating

meat, indulging sex, etc. These people are vegetarians and all live in complete chastity. 

According to this contactee, all flying saucers emerge from the South Polar opening and

tend to fly in the direction of the North Polar opening, entering there. It is claimed that

ocean water circulates around the earth in : the same manner, passing from the outside



oceans through a polar opening to the inside oceans, and then flowing to the other polar

cpening and leaving from there to reappear on the surface. This circulation of ocean

water plus the earth's rotations produce the phenomenon of ocean waves, even if the

moon is responsible for ocean tides. 

The  above  explains  that  observed  tendency  of  flying  saucers  to  fly  in  pole-to-pole

directions. A saucer seen in the Amazon was claimed to come from the south. Many

observations  of  saucers  were  made  in  the  Antarctic  and  were  referred  to  as  the

"Antarctic Mystery", leading some to think there is a saucerbase there. 

MYSTERIES OF THE PYRAMID OF GIZEH 

Robert  Dickhoff,  in  his  book  "Agharta",  mentions  that  the  secret  chambers  of  the

Pyramid of Gizeh were connected by tunnels with the Subterranean world. An Egyptian

informant says that at the base of this pyramid are three tunnels that radiate in different

directions. Two lead to dead ends, but the third seems to go on and on and may have

once connected Atlantis with its colony in Egypt by passing under the Mediterranean

and  Atlantic.  Two  Swedes  tried  to  traverse  this  long  tunnel  till  its  end  and  never

returned. While believed to have died, rescue parties could not find them. This caused

the government to forbid anyone from entering this third long tunnel, though they were

permitted to enter the other two. There are strange reports of ancient Egyptians (or

Atlanteans?) having been seen inside the long tunnel, coming from the Subterranean

World. Many believe that the Swedes who disappeared joined these people. A popular

book was selling in Egypt some time ago en titled "THE MYSTERIOUS PATH TO THE

UNKNOWN  WORLD",  dealing  with  the  apparently  endless  third  tunnel  below  the

Pyramid of Gizeh and the world to which it leads. 

Atlantis was connected by suboceanic tunnels with its Egyptian colony to the east and

its Brazilian and Inca colony to the west.  It  is probable that the real purpose of  the

pyramids was not to serve as tombs for the dead kinds but as covered entrances of

tunnels connecting Egypt with the Subterranean World and so built to prevent the entry

of flood waters, since their builders had foreknowledge of the flood waters, would occur

and cause the sinking of Atlantis. The floodwaters would have to rise to the top of the



pyramids to enter the subterranean chambers and tunnels below. Since Egypt is flat low

country,  pyramids  were  necessary  for  this  purchase,  like  in  Yucatan,  whereas  in

mountain in our country and in high plateaus, as in Brazil, no pyramids are needed as

tunnels here open on mountain tops which provide natural protection against the entry

of water during floods. 

As Donnelly points out in his book "Atlantis and Antediluvian World", the pyramids, with

their four sides and truncated top, memorialize the sacred mountain of the gods in the

center of Atlantis, from where their builders came. It is probably that messengers from

the Subterranean gods traveled on swift moving vehicles through the tunnels that open

at the base of the pyramids. 

A report has been circulating that some scientists entered a tunnel in West Africa that

run under the ocean bed in the direction of  the vanished Atlantis,  which was finally

readed and many mechanical contrivances were then seen on the ocean bed, including

motor vehicles. How true this report is, the writer cannot say. Another report refers to the

discovery of a subterranean city by Brazilian scientists, reached by a tunnel opening

near the border of the states of Santa Catarina and Parana. Similar subterranean cities

were reported in Matto Grosso, whose entrances are guarded by fierce Chavantes and

Bat Indians. 

AVIATOR PHOTOGRAPHS A GREEN VALLEY BEYOND THE 

NORTH POLE 

A Canadian correspondent wrote us (June 18, 1960): 

"Some time ago 'The Globe and Mail' of Toronto published a photo taken of a green

valley up in the North Pole region. Evidently the pilot took the picture from the air but did

not  attempt  to  land.  I  saved  the  picture  and  have  it  some  place  cut  out  from the

newspaper. It was a very nice valley and contained rolling green hills." 

Obviously this was the same kind of warm country beyond the Pole that Admiral Byrd

visited when he flew 2300 miles beyond. This photograph confirms what Byrd reported

that he saw. 

ARE  ALL PLANETS  HOLLOW  WITH  CENTRAL SUNS?  Astronomical  Evidence  in

Favor of a Hollow Earth 

Mr. Ottmar Kaub, who supplied us with the summaries of Reed's and Gard ner's books,



rare copies of which he found in a library, wrote: 

"Gardner's book is too thick to summarize. His book contains all the information in the

bood by Reed, but he does add a few points, especially from astronomy, that should be

given special consideration. On page 29 he quotes Professor Lowell, the astronomer, as

stating that he has seen gleams of light coming from the polar cap of Mars. (According

to Gardner, this is due to rays from the central sun of Mars passing through the polar

opening.) Similar bright streamers of light have been observed coming from he polar

region of Venus. During a transit of Mercury across the sun, the planet of course is

black on the side towards, and yet one astronomer, prior to 1920, had observed a bright

light comparable to the light of our sun, coming from the black disc of Mercury. 

:Gardner concludes that these planets also are hollow, have large openings which are

misnamed polar caps of ice and snow, but in reality are white due to the large amount of

fog or clouds in those regions, and that openings in the fog or clouds permit the bright

central sun to shine through, and such bright light has repeatedly been observed by

astronomers,  who,  not  guessing  the  truth,  were  not  able  to  offer  any  satisfactory

explanation. Gardner claims that at times these polar caps disappear suddenly, due to a

change of weather. Ice and snow could not melt so rapidly." 

THE CIRCULAR POLAR CAP OF MARS AND VENUS 

We quote from Marshall B. Cardner: 

"In appearance Mars is a reddish planet to the naked eye, but the telescope reveals a

surface of variegated color. There are many dark patches in the surface, and they are

fixed - but at each pole is a large. circular white cap which diminishes in size in the

spring season until it sometimes disappears totally. But the reader should not jump to

the conclusion that this diminishing in spring indicates that the cap is composed of snow

or ice. The astronomers themselves have begun to doubt that. For the cap does not

diminish gradually  as  it  would  if  it  were gradually  melting ice.  It  does it  by sudden

junips. 

"Mr Mounder quotes Professor Newcomb as remarking: 'There is no evidence that snow

like our is ever formed around the poles of Mars. It does not seem possible that any

considerable fall of such snow could take place, nor is there any necessity of supposing

actual snow or ice to account for the white caps.”

" the astronomers who try to theorize on the basis of polar snow caps are simply getting



themselves into logical trouble. 

"In his book entitled 'Mars', Lowell says, in presenting a map of what he thinks is the

ICE CAP of the southern Martian pole: 

'It will be seen from it how much farther advanced is our knowledge of either of our

own. 

"What a significant admission that is, and not so much out of date at the present time as

most people imagine who have taken all their knowledge of our earthly poles at second

hand and never examined into it. 

"An English astronomer, E. S. Cres, in his textbook, 'The Growth of a Planet', remarks

that  polar  conditions  of  earth  and  on  Mars  cannot  be  compared  because  the

meteorological conditions are quite different in the two planets. 

"But  supposing  that  what  we  see  can  be  explained  only  by  conditions  who  are

[mpt ,etep pgoca] ;? Then the two planets, perhaps, can be compared. 

It is because our theory points to something permanent in the structure of the planet as

the explanation of polar phenomena, and not to mere meteorological changes, that we

can compare the two planets and show similar  agencies at  work on each of  them,

testifying to a structure which is the same in the one as in the other - and as all others

indeed. 

"But let us turn to the observation of Professor Lowell of the utmost value. On page 86

of his book, 'Mars', Professor Lowell records: 

Meanwhile  an interesting  phenomenon occurred  in  the cap on  June 7 (this  was in

1894). On that morning at about a quarter to six, as I was watching the planet, I saw

suddenly two points like stars flash out in the midst of the polar cap. Dazzlingly bright

upon the duller background of the snow, these stars shone for a few moments and then

slowly disappeared. The seeing at the time was very good. It is at once evident that the

other-world apparitions were not the fabled lights of the Martian folk, but the flint of ice

slopes 

flashing for a moment earthward as the rotation of the planet turned the slope to the

proper angle. though no intelligence lay behind the action of the lights, being Nature's



own flash lights.' 

"These star-like points had, however, been seen before, and Lowell goes on to check up

his observations with those of others. 

Calculation showed the position of the star points to be in longitude 280 degrees and

290 degrees, and in latitude 76 degrees south. At this place on the planet then there

was a range of slopes sufficiently tilted to re 

flect the sun from their ice-clid sides. On comparing its position with Green's map of his

observations upon the caps of Maderia in 1877, it appeared that this was the identical

position of spot where he had seen star-points then, and where Mitchell had seen them

in 1846, to whom they had suggested the same conclusion.' 

"Now it is important in the above, to note exactly what was seen - far more important, to

do that then to pass it over and listen to Lowell's ideas, merely, about what he saw. And

the definite thing that Lowell plainly saw, 

and was astonished by, and specifically mentioned, was 'two points like stars flash out

in the midst of the polar cap.' 

"And let us also note that Green saw, many years earlier, two spots and that Mitchell

saw, as far back as 1846, something similar but with a difference-which we shall come

to presently. But meanwhile let us see how inadequate is Professor Lowell's explanation

of what he saw---so that we may keep distinct the actual thing and the mere theory

which was made up to account for 

it. 

"In the first place, Edward S. Morse, in his 'MARS AND ITS MYSTERY", a book which

warmly supports Lowell's theories about life on Mars, on page 138 tells of photographs

taken by Professor Pickering of the polar regions of Mars in which a vast area of white

appeared around the pole in the amazingly shor space of twenty four hours. In that time

an area as large as the United States was visible as a white cap, and then it gradually

disappeared." 

"And yet Professor Lowell asks us to believe---if this is really ice at the poles---that it is

so permanent that two very steep slopes ---So steep as to reflect the light direct to

Earth---should keep their size and shape and positions from 1846, when Mitchell saw

them, until the present day. And we re member, also, Professor Newcomb's explanation

that there is no snow or ice at the Martian poles but only immensely fine hoar frost---

which  could  not  possibly  pile  up  into  steep cliffs  and reflect  light  to  us  in  the  way



described. And even Professor Lowell himself, in his other book, "Mars As the Abode of

Life', admits that it would be very hard to prove that the polar caps were composed of

snow or hoar frost, and that he could not have, to his satisfaction, - proved it if it had not

been that around the polar area was to be seen a band of dark blue which he took to be

water from the melting ice or the snow cap. But later on in the same book he speaks

(page 140) of the well known total disappearance of the one cap and the almost entire

extinction of the other, showing how each summer melts what the winter had deposited,

and that in both cases that is nearly the sum total of the cap. 

"But if both caps are thus depleted by each summer, how could a great ice cliff--again

we ask the same question--remain since 1846 to reflect to us the light that Lowell saw?' 

Kaub comments: "The band of dark blue is the rim of the curve as one would travel from

Outer Mars to Inner Mars, the blue bard being water---the white cap being clouds and

fog--which lifts here and there at times allowing the bright inner sun to shine thru. The

disappearance of the white caps by sudden jumps' is caused by sudden changes in

weather,  very  similar  to  what  we  are  all  familiar  with  on  our  own  Earth.  Now  my

comment: The reason that this band of water would be darker than other ocean water is

that as the rim curves very much as the Inner Mars is approached, less light of the solar

sun reaches it, and as yet none of the central sun. One would have to be inside of Mars

to receive any benefit from the central sun of llars. We now continue with Gardner: 

"No there are too many contradictions there. Ice cliffs, if they formed in the polar regions

of  Mars,  would  form at  so  many  different  angles  and in  so  many  different  relative

positions that flashes would be constantly sent over to us. There would be a display as

continuous as that of heliograph signaling. As a matter of fact, what Lowell really did see

was a direct beam-- two direct beams at the same moment--flashing from the central

sun of Mars our through the aperture of the Martian pole. Does not the blue rim around

that area to which Lowell has referred indicate the optical appearance of the reflecting

surface of the planet gradually curving over to the interior so that at a certain part of the

curve it begins to cease reflecting the light? And the fact that is not seen often simply

shows that it is only when Mars is in a certain position with relation to the earth, that we

are able to penetrate the mouth of the polar opening and catch the direct beam." 

BEAM OF LIGHT WAS YELLOW 

"That it was a direct beam of light that Lowell say, and not mere reflection may easily be

proved. He particularly said, in writing about his discovery, that the light from the Martian



cap was yellow when it was viewed at night. What does that imply? 

"The reader can best answer that after making a simple observation. Let him go out any

night and look into a lighted window from a distance. The flood of light coming from the

window will be yellow. The reader will also find that all artists paint lighted windows even

through the night as being yel low. We may go close up to the window and see that the

source of the light is an incandescent electric light bulb which may be dazzlingly white

and yet the light at a little distance is just as yellow as if the window were illuminated

with yellow flamed candles. 

"Also, the reader may try something else. Let him after looking at the window from a

short distance as we have suggested, move away to one side, so 

that he no longer looks directly into the window, but sees it from a very great angle. The

light from the window will then be seen to extend out beyond the window to a certain

extent. 

"We may now apply this to Mars. It proves that the light from the polar region of Mars is

a direct illuminant from within the planet, because that light, seen at night, is yellow. Any

other sort of light, a reflection from a snowy surface, for instance, or a reflection from

sand or mountain surfaces, would be white." 

At this point of the book we see eight photographs of Mars thru a telescope with this

comment underneath;--'Views of Mars taken at the Yerkes Obse vatory Sept. 28, 1902,

showing the white circle or so-called snow-cap, projected beyond the planet's surface,

which precludes all possibility of its being snow or ice. 

"And if the reader will refer to our photograph of Mars on page 80 he will notice that the

light from the polar opening extends in a spreading mist of luminosity of a very definite

from which cannot be mistaken and which is obviously many miles above the surface of

the planet. Now let the reader.com pare that with what he saw when he looked through

the night at a lighted window at an angle, it is the same sort of extension of light. So that

again proves that the Martian light is coming from a direct source and illuminating the

section of the Martian atmosphere just above the polar opening." 

BRILLIANT LIGHT FROM POLAR CAPS 

"Mitchell, whom Lowell quotes in the above extract, has some very inter esting points to

make. He speaks of the brilliant light of the polar caps--a. light more brilliant than that of

the  other  surfaces  which  are  supposed  to  be  covered  with  ice.  Then  comes  his



description of the beam of light which we hold to come direct from the central sun of

Mars; "On the evening of the 30th of August 1845, I Observed, for the first time, a small

bright spot, early or quite round, projecting out of the lower side of the polar spot. In the

early part of the evening the small bright spot seemed to be partly buried in the large

one. After the lapse of an hour or more, my attention was again directed to the planet,

when I was astonished to find a manifest change in the position of the small bright spot.

In the course of a few days the small spot gradually faded from the sight and was not

seen at any subsequent observation. 

"It will be noticed that Lowell speaks as if what he saw was the same thing that Mitchell

saw. But if it were really a permanent ice-cliff, why did Lowell and Green see the two

flashes and Mitchell one flash? And why it something so permanent that both Green and

Lowell saw it many years apart, and why did it prove so impermanent when Mitchell saw

it? Why was it only one gleam then, and not two, and why did it fade away?" 

A GLEAM FROM THE CENTRAL SUN OF MARS 

"Obviously it was a gleam from the central sun of Mars that Mitchell saw, and the reason

it  faded was because cloudy weather gradually obscured the interior  atmosphere of

Mars. And when Green and Lowell saw it a small cloud had passed over the face of the

interior  sun  and  that  broke  the  gleam  into  two  projecting  beams  with  this  opacity

between them, so that to Lowell two separated parts of the area of the Martian sun were

visible and each sent its rays of light direct into his telescope." 

"It is very interesting to read Lowell's account of these observations and to note how his

observations all fit into one another and are accurate and how his explanations fail to

account really for what he sees. In this same part of his book, "MARS', he speaks of a

fellow  observer,  Mr.  Douglass,  who  detected  RIFTS  in  the  cap---which  sound

suspiciously as if this observer has seen clouds in the interior of the planet passing

across the face of the polar opening. And Lowell adds, 'On june 13 I noticed that behind

the bright points the snow (he calls ir) fell off shaded to this rift'-which again sound as if

clouds were gathering near the bright spots. He continues: Bright spots continued to be

seen at various points to the westward round the cap. Throughout these days the cap

was to appear shaded on the terminator side.' 

"The last sentence surely suggests that cloud formations were coming into the field of

view and that whenever they thinned, the bright spots from the central sun could be

seen between them. 



"We may  note,  in  passing,  that  Proctor,  the  English  astronomer,  also  refers  in  his

'OTHER WORLDS THAN OURS", to the brightness of the polar regions although he

does not have the correct explanations of it." 

"That more attention should be paid to this brightness of the polar regions of Mars, is

emphasized by an English astronomer, W. E. Denning, who contributed to the English

scientific  periodical,  'NATURE',  and article on the physical  appearance of  the planet

from observations made in 1886. He says: 

'During  the  past  few  months  the  north  polar  cap  of  Mars  has  been  very  bright,

sometimes  offering  a  startling  contrast  to  those regions  of  the  surface  more  feebly

reflective. These luminous regions of Mars require at least as much careful investigation

as the darker parts, for it is probably in connection with them that physical changes (if at

present operating on the planet's surface) may be definitely observed. In many previous

drawings and descriptions of Mars, sufficient weight has not been accorded to these

white spots. 

"Earlier  writers,  however,  had  noticed  that  the  spots  were  brighter  than  the  other

surfaces of Mars, an astronomer, writing in the Scientific American Supplement as early

as 1879, in effect, having made that observation. But this writer was not aware of the

real nature of the light. In 1892 the celebrated English astronomer, J. Norman Lockyer,

repeated in a periodical a number of observations he had made thirty years before and

had  then  communicated  to  the  Royal  Astronomical  Society  of  England.  Here  is  a

significant quotation "The snow-zone was at times so bright that, like the crescent of the

young moon, it appeared to project beyond the planet's limb. This effect of irradiation

was frequently visible; on one occasion the snow spot was observed to shine like a

nebulous star when the planet itself was obscured by clouds, a phenom enon noticed by

Messrs Beer and Madler, recorded in their valuable work, "Fragments Sur les Corps

Celestes.'  The brightness, however, seemed to vary very considerably, and at times,

especially  when  the  snow  zone  was,  near  its  minimum,  it  was  by  no  means  the

prominent object it generally is upon the 

planet's disc." 

A DIRECT SOURCE OF LIGHT 

"No one who reads the above in the light of our theory can fail to see how it fits into it. A

snow cap would not reflect light with so much more vivid ness than the other surfaces of

the planet, and only direct beams of light coming from a central sun could give that



luminous effect above the surface of the planet and varying as the atmosphere in the

interior or above it was.clouded or clear, Had it been a mere ice cap, there would not

have been this luminosity and, in particular, there would have been no Tuminosity when

the  planet  was  covered  with  clouds  as  Lockyer  says  it  was.  Furthermore,  that

luminosity 

is precisely what our aurora borealis would look like if our planet was viewed from a

great distance. And the 11ght is the same in both cases. 

"From that early date we jump to 1905 and find Percival Lowell again telling of a bright

white 'kernel' which he observed at the southern end of the Martian north polar cap. 

"That then is the situation. All the evidence points to the fact that is in light, and direct

light at that, that causes what we have called the Martian polar openings. But perhaps

the reader is still not convinced. He may recall that the writers who treat this aspect of

Mars, whether or not they believe in the 'candals" seem to have no doubt of the fact that

at the poles we have snow or ice. We have already pointed out some inconsistencies in

this view. Here are some other considerations that help to dispel that idea, and then, by

turning to the planet Venus, we shall demonstrate absolutely, that the polar circles are

not snow, or ice, or even hoar-frost caps, but simple apertures leading to the inner and

illuminated surface of the planet." 

"Venus is our nearest neighbor on the side nearer the sun, just as Mars is on the side

farther from the sun. It is slightly less than the earth in size. E. W. Henkel, an English

astronomer,  writing  in  'THE  ENGLISH  MECHANIC  AND  WORLD  OF  SCIENCE",

remarks that when Venus is observed, distinct evidence of the existence of an extensive

atmosphere, twice as dense as our own, is obtained, and the spectroscope shows the

presence of water capor in some abundance. The dark portion of the planet's disc (that

turned away from the sun) is occasionally seen faintly illuminated, 

(says professor Young) recalling the aurora on earth'. 

"'The distance of Venus from the sun is only about three-quarters that of the earth, or

about 67,000,000 miles, so that it receives much more heat and light than the earth, but

the presence of the extensive atmosphere may balance this excessive amount.' 

"Quoting E. Walter Maunder in his very authoritative book; "Are the Planets Inhabited?:

he has this to say, after describing the temperatures on the planet, about the climate of

Venus:  'Here  then  is  the  sufficient  explanation  why  the  topography  of  Venus  is

concealed. The atmosphere will always be abundantly charged with water-vapor, and



an almost unbroken screen of clouds will be spread throughout its upper regions. Such

a screen will greatly protect the planet from the full scorching of the sdn, and tend to

equalize the temperature of day and night, of summer and winter, of equator and poles,

The temperature range will be slight, and there will be no wide expanses of polar ice.' 

POLAR CAPS OF VENUS AND MARS OUGHT TO HAVE THE SAME 

EXPLANATION 

"When we think of that, especially in consideration with the statement that the polar

markings of Venus have never been seen to contract and expand at different times, it is

obvious that these marks at the poles, in the case of Venus, are nothing less than the

apertures through which light streams from a central sun. 

"Yet the astronomers observing apertures at the poles of Mars, explain them in one

way; when they observe similar apertures at the poles of Venus, they ought to explain

those in the same manner. But they cannot do it, for they have postulated frozen water

or frozen carbon dioxide as the cause of the polar caps of Mars, and they know there is

nothing 11 ke that on Venus. So what do they say? Let Hector MacPherson answer in

his book on 'The Romance of Modern Astronomy: "Polar caps have been observed,

supposed by some to be somewhat similar to those on our own planet and on Mars.

Some astronomers, how 

ever,  do  not  regard  them as snow;  the  drawings of  Schiaparelli  represent  them as

separated by a dark shadow, which suggests that they represent two mighty mountain

systems. 

MACPHERSON'S EXPLANATION INADEQUATE 

"Before going on to a very remarkable observation, we may be permitted to criticize this

idea in more than one way. In the first place, as we have said, it is absurd to explain one

thing--apolar cap or area--by invoking snow in one planet or an open polar sea, and in

another planet, mountains. Why should mountains on Venus imitate a polar ice cap on

Mar's, or an ice cap on Mars look like and be placed just like a mountain range on

Venus? It is not scientific to argue in any such fashion. And we may be permitted to say

also that Mr. MacPherson's language is too vague here. Is he trying to say that each so-

called "mountain range' is separated from the surrounding surface of the planet by a

shadow, or does he mean that one dark mountain range is separated from the other by

a darker shadow--which in that case would lie all over the planet? We hope that nothing



said in this book is said in such a manner as will leave the reader in soubt as to which of

two possible things we may mean." 

"But to follow Mr. MacPherson a little further. He quotes a French astronomer, Trouvelet,

who in 1878 found the polar spots distinctly visible; 'Their surface', he wrote 'is irregular,

and seems 11ke  a  confused  mass  of  luminous  points,  separated  by  comparatively

sombre intervening spaces. This surface is undoubtedly very broken, and resembles

that of a mountainous district studded with numerous peaks, or, our polar regions with

numerous, ice needles brilliantly reflecting the sunshine."" 

"Our readers will at once recognize those luminous points for what they are--gleams

from the central sun. Trouvelet, not knowing this, involves himself in a mass of error in

trying to explain what he saw. It is obvious that he observed the polar aperture during

very cloudy weather and the gleams from the central sun were just struggling through

the clouds at various points-- he saw those and what he took to be sombre mountain

masses were really the cloud banks through which the beams were breaking and which,

of course, looked very sombre: by contrast. It could not have been anything else, for, as

we have just seen, the cloudy atmosphere of Venus, which is dense and never lifted,

would never permit any light from the sun or other outer source to reach the surface and

be reflected as this French astronomer assumes it was. And even if the light could reach

the polar cap of Venus, it is admitted that the polar cap is not made of ice and so there

would be no such ice-like reflection as the astronomer describes. 

"Here again we have a case in which the observed facts are explained by our theory, in

which no other theory can be made to explain them, and in which, lacking our theory,

the astronomers confusedly contradict each other when they try to reduce what they

see to any rational explanation. 

"And just to show the reader how universally our theory works, let us refer to another

planet on which observations can be made of the polar openings. It  is Mercury: the

planet which is so near the sun that it  circles around it in eighty-eight days. Of this

planet, Richard A. Procter, one of the best known astronomers of the nineteenth century

says, 'It may be mentioned in passing that one phenomenon of Mercury, if real, might

fairly be regarded as indicating Vulcanian energies compared with which those of our

own earth would be as the puny forces of a child compared with the energies of a giant. 

It has been supposed that a certain bright spot seen in the black disc of Mercury when

the planet is in transit, indicates some sort of illumination either of the surface of the

planet or in its atmosphere. In its atmosphere it can scarcely be; nor could any auroral



streamers on Mercury be supposed to possess the necessary intensity of lustre. If the

surface of Mercury were glowing with the light thus supposed to have been seen, then it

can readily be shown that over hundreds of thousands of square miles, that surface

must glow with an intensity of lustre compared with which the brightness of the lime light

would be as darkness. In fact, the lime light is absolute darkness compared with the

intrinsic lustre of the sun's surface; and the bright spot supposed to belong to Mercury

has  been  seen  when  the  strongest  darkening  glasses  (or  other  arrangements  for

reducing the sun's light) have been employed. But there can be no manner of doubt that

the bright spot is an optical phenomenon only.' 

JUST LIKE SUNLIGHT 

"Again we agree with the observation but not with the inference. Here is spot of light,

plainly  seen  through  a  telescope,  so  bright  that  the  observer  compares  it  to  the

incandescence of  a  sun.  It  is  a  much brighter  light  than any  mere  reflection  could

possibly give. But we must remember that to Proctor such an appearance must have

been  staggering  in  the  extreme.  He  was  not  only  expecting  it  but  he  was  utterly

unprepared to see such a phenomenon. 

And so he is utterly unable to explain it.  And it is a safe rule that when you cannot

explain a thing you can make what looks like an explanation by giving the thing another

name. So Proctor calls this light "an optical phenomenon only.' Well, of course, it is an

optical  phenomenon,  but  why does he say ONLY? Everything we see is  an optical

phenomenon, but we usually try to explain the optical  phenomena. A man who saw

optical phenomena that was without explanation or cause would be in a very dubious

position.  People would say he was 'seeing things'--and their  meaning would not  be

complimentary. But we cannot assume that Proctor's eyes had played him a trick. He

was a 

trained astronomical observer. So what he saw must have had some explanation or

cause behind it. He cannot have seen a 'myth' as he himself asserts. 



"Now it  is obvious to us that what he saw was the central sun of Mercury beaming

directly through the polar aperture, and as Mercury is a small planet, the interior sun

would be rather near the aperture, certainly there would not be an aqueous atmosphere

with clouds to darken its beams, and so that sun would shine with exceeding brightness.

And it is notable that its beams did put Proctor in mind of the beams from the sun that

shines in the heavens upon all the planets. 

"What more could be wanted than this to show that Mercury as well as the other planets

has a central sun, that such a sun is to be met with universally? Is it not significant that

beginning with observations on Mars we are able to go on to Venus and Mercury, apply

the same tests, and get the same results? The tests, direct observation or photographic

observation. The results, the invariable appearance of a central sun." 
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TO BE ADDED TO END OF SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL 

ON "FLYING SAUCERS FROM THE EARTH'S INTERIOR" 

Just as we finished writing this book, we received a most remarkable communication

from Dr. and Mrs. W. C. Halsey of Logan, Utah, of their remarkable experience in the

Arctic, which, if true, confirms the basic thesis of this book, namely, that flying saucers

come from the hollow interior of the earth' through the polar openings. We quote from

his report on his trip to the Arctic in search of the opening into the Earth's interior, from

where he believes the flying saucers come: 

"Recently  there was a group of  eight  of  us that  took a tripinto the Arctic.  We were

looking for something. We were looking for the opening into the interior of the Earth. The

Earth is hollow. Everything in creation is hollow, even the hair of your head is hollow.

And  so  we  proceeded  to  Fairbanks,  Alaska  and  the  interior  of  Alaska;  and,  after

regrouping our associates and waiting for the heavy snows and the mountain passes

near Eagle, north of Fairbanks, to clear, we began to proceed to the north. 

"Part of our party followed the snowplows in, as far north as you can drive on the North

American Continent, on the Yukon River, where is the little village of Circle, Alaska. My

wife and I, and one of our party followed four days later, and the thaws had really begun

to shop up, and the frost blisters began to come up in the road until there were ruts 18

to 20 inches deep, as wide as the road, and sometimes 200 feet long. 

"I set out on foot to see if I could find a sourdough cabin or a miner or a trapper or

someone that had some transportation that could aid us, and the farther I walked the

more I decided to give up the whole thing, because of the circumstances of the road. I

looked up over the river and guess what I saw? There were five of them sitting there, as

clear as anything I ever saw, and at about 300 feet off the surface of the road. Within a

period of a few minutes they sat there, and then they were gone. Jus like you would turn

a light off, they disappeared. We had a feeling within our consciousness that we were

not alone. We had a feeling that this was a sign that we should go ahead. 

"We arrived at  our  destination in  the north...  There we found that  the University  of

Alaska had exploration going on around Fort Yukon and those places in the far north up

into the area of the Brooks Range, as far as they could travel, and there they took what

is known as snow caterpillars or  snowtrains,  which are enclosed caterpillar  tractors,

pulling their supplies. There they would go into an outpost, and from there they would

take aircraft and fly to a very secret camp in the north, where they were said to be doing

work for the organization that is the successor of the International Geophysical Year

scientist. They said that the nature of the work is very secret.  It is controlled by the



Military, but they said there is a lot of information that had come through, or leaked

through, stating they were very alarmed because a major phase of exploration that our

own Nacy established has recently been taken over by the Russians, and they were

barring us from the entrances. 

"We asked about the feasibility and the opportunity to go across this area ourselves and

get as close to the opening and the interior of the Earth as we could, stating we would

like to go into the interior.  They said that because of the international situation, and

because of the Military restriction was set up as it had been, it would be impossible to

proceed on to that location unless we had a pass from the Military, and also we would

have to have a helicopter. We felt like we would make this attempt later.. 

We have had some interesting communications with a bush pilot in this area. These are

boys that can fly without a compass or map to almost any post of the interior of Alaska.

Questioning him on the location of the place we wanted to go near, so that we could

actually go into the interior of the Earth, we were informed that this location was closed,

even to our Government officials and that the Soviet Union had taken over, just literally

came over and set down and took over the exploration site. He said that in going into

that area, he never did so without seeing one or more flying saucers there. He said on

the first occasion, he flew out of a cloud bank and right in frost of him was a stationary

static object that was very round, shaped like a bell, and flowed very brightly. He said he

thought he was going to run right into it, but as he approached, it rose up and we went

right underneath, and then came down. Then it came up, circles around and stopped

and remained stationary, He said he didn't know what it was but supposed it was what

some folks call flying saucers. "It was unidentified as far as I was concerned" he said,

and so I returned to Ladd A.F. Base at Fairbanks, Alaska, and I told the briefing officer

there that I had spotted a UFO, what most people call flying saucer." He was ordered by

military authorities to keep this secret and never report what he saw. 

"We found it was quite impossible to go into this area, so we remembered that George

Van Tassel in his "Proceedings", about three years ago, published information that near

a very far north Air Force Base, that there was an opening into the interior of the Earth.

We decided to look for that entrance, so a group of us circled out to the wilderness

around one side of this Air Force installation, on Government land, and we struck upon

a road that was well traveled, but seemed to be more or less a restricted road. It said,

"Government Property, KEEP OUT! 

"We were  able  to  gleen  a  lot  of  information  from the  Indians.  The  Indians  have a



tradition which they pass down from. They state that their origin was from the north. We

asked how far north, and they said you don't understand. They drew a circle as it were a

great opening, or a big hole in the surface of the Earth; and they said: "We came out of

the north," meaning from the opening in the north." 

Commenting on the above statements by Dr.. Halsey, it should be remembered that the

North Polar  opening is  quite  large and is  at  the geometrical  North Pole and not  in

Alaska. 

THE AGHARTAN EXPEDITION AND THE ACHARTAN ORDER 

After three years of searching in Brazil for an opening to the Subterranean World, the

author of this book has come to the conclusion that it is not necessary to search for the

subterranean cities to the Atlanteans in the Roncador Mountains of Matto Grosso as

Colonel  Fawcett  did,  since  the  states  of  Santa  Catarina  and  Parana,  Brazil  are

honeycombed by a network of Atlantean tunnels that lead to subterranean cities. These

tunnels represent stupendous engineering feats by a master race. The writer is now

organizing  an  expedition,  known  as  the  Aghartan  Expedition,  for  the  purpose  of

investigating these tunnels, with the object of reaching the subterranean cities to which

they lead, after which he hopes to establish contact with the still-living members of the

Elder Race of Atlanteans and arrange for bringing qualified 

persons to them to establish residence in their cities in a World Free from Fallout and

thus  avoid  radioactive  destruction  which  will  eventually  be  the  fate  of  all  surface

dwellers. 

In a letter that appeared in "Flying Saucers" magazine, Wm. L. Constantine writes: 

"For many years it  has been my opinion that  a race of  highly  intelligent  people  do

actually live in the Earth's core... If Admiral Byrd did not find this lush 74 degree climate

at the Pole in 1947, is it not a more than reasonable assumption that our government



would make a great effort to follow through? Byrd says he was forced to turn back after

2300 miles because of  dwindling gas supply.  Granting this be true, this problem no

longer exists. If my information is correct we have planes which can do far better now...I

believe that has already been done and that landings have been made and contacts

firmly established on a sound and lasting basis...Can it be that our government is trying

to lull the rest of the world?' 

THE TRUTH ABOUT ADMIRAL BYRD'S FLIGHT TO 

(the unknown land beyond the pole) 

The  theories  of  Reed  and  Gardener  presented  in  this  book  found  confirmation  in

Admiral Byrd's historical air trips beyond both North and South 

Poles  into  the  Polar  openings  that  lead  to  the  hollow  interior  of  the  earth.  In  the

February  1961  issue  of  "FLYING SAUCERS"  appears  an  article  BYRD DID MAKE

NORTH  POLE  FLIGHT IN  FEB.  1947-  GIANNINI",  which  starts  with  the  following

statement by the editor, Ray Palmer: 

"The question being placed before the readers of FLYING SAUCERS at the present

moment is not whether or not the Earth is hollow and that openings exist at both poles,

or  whether  it  is  otherwise  shaped  and  extends  into  space  at  the  poles  (Giannini's

theory), but whether or not Admiral Byrd actually flew over the North Pole in February,

1947 and whether or not he penetrated 1700 miles beyond' into an unknown land area

which does not exist on present day maps. Therefore, we present the following letters

as evidence, and we will let both of them stand on their own merits." 

Mr. Ogden writes: 

"On July 23rd I wrote another letter to Mr. Giannini asking him to give an account of

himself about Admiral Byrd and what The New York Times reports. I asked him your

question about why he tried to destroy his theory by including a fictional flight by Byrd to

the North Pole in 1947." 

The following is then quoted from a letter by Giannini to Mr. Ogden: 



"The author was extended courtesy, by the New York office of U.S. Naval Research, to

transmit a radio message of godspeed to Rear Admiral Richard Evelyn Byrd, U.S.N., at

his Arctic base in February, 1947, 

"At that time the late Rear Admiral Byrd announced through the press. I'd like to see the

land beyond the hole; that are beyond the Pole is the center of the great unknown.'

Subsequently Admiral Byrd, and a naval task force, executed a seven hour flight, of

1700 miles, over land extending beyond the theorized North Pole 'end of the Earth. 

"In January. 1947 and prior to the flight,  this author was enabled to sell  a series of

newspaper features to an international feature syndicate only because of this author's

assurance to the syndicate director that Byrd would in fact go beyond the imaginary

North Pole point. 

"As  a  result  of  this  author's  prior  knownledge  of  the  ten  commonly  unknown  land

extending beyond the pole points, and after the syndicated features had been released

in  the  press,  this  author  was  widely  investigated  by  the  Office  of  the  U.S.  Naval

Intelligence.  That  Intelligence investigation  stemmed from the  fact  of  Byrd's  definite

confirmation of this author's revolutionizing disclosures. 

"Later, March, 1958, this author delivered a radio address in Missouri, expressing the

import of land discovered beyond the imaginary North and South Pole points of archaic

theory. 

"As concerns your own too hasty observations, he informed that this author made no

'blunder  of  fact,  nor  did  he in any manner  'destroy'  his  book,  as  you so wrongfully

assert. 

"Neither you, nor Paomer, nor his reading audience, know where Rear Admiral Richard

Evelyn Byrd was during the entire month of February 1947.  But the conservative and

revealing Times accounts recently transmitted to you (and which you did not want to

see) should afford a more intelligent appraisal for your own benefit." 

Giannini speaks of other New York publications carrying an account of Byrd's 1947 trip

beyond the North Pole, which the Times did not print, and comments: 

ose accounts described Byrd's 1700 mile flight,  of  seven hours over land and fresh

water lakes BEYOND the assumptive North Pole 'end of the Earth, and the dispatches

were intensified until a strict censorship was imposed from Washington. 

Concerning your issue with Palmer's contention that Byrd flew 1700 miles beyond the



South Pole, you should now have realized that the 1700 miles applied to the North Pole.

But, and this little morsel you can believe or reject, as you will, Rear Admiral George

Dufek,  acting under  Admiral  Byrd,  accomplished a flight  of  2,300 miles  beyond the

South Pole  on January  13,  1956.  Does  that  little  feature  disturb?  It  fails  to  disturb

members of Naval Intelligence with whom this author has spoked since the occasion." 

 


